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FOREWORD

I am delighted to present to you this textbook, which is developed by the Ministry of General 

Education and Instruction based on the new South Sudan National Curriculum. The National 

Curriculum is a learner-centered curriculum that aims to meet the needs and aspirations of the 

new nation. In particular, it aims to develop (a) Good citizens; (b) successful lifelong learners; (c) 

creative, active and productive individuals; and (d) Environmentally responsible members of our 

society. This textbook, like many others, has been designed to contribute to achievement of these  

noble aims. It has been revised thoroughly by our Subject Panels, is deemed to be fi t for the 

purpose and has been recommended to me for approval. Therefore, I hereby grant my approval. 

This textbook shall be used to facilitate learning for learners in all schools of the Republic of 

South Sudan, except international schools, with effect from 4th February, 2019. 

I am deeply grateful to the  staff of the Ministry of General Education and Instruction, especially 

Mr Michael Lopuke Lotyam Longolio, the Undersecretary of the Ministry, the staff of the 

Curriculum Development Centre, under the supervision of Mr Omot Okony Olok, the Director 

General for Quality Assurance and Standards, the Subject Panelists, the Curriculum Foundation 

(UK), under the able leadership of Dr Brian Male, for providing professional guidance throughout 

the process of the development of National Curriculum and school textbooks for the Republic of 

South Sudan since 2013. I wish to thank UNICEF South Sudan for managing the project funded 

by the Global Partnership in Education so well and funding the development of the National 

Curriculum and the new textbooks. I am equally grateful for the support provided by Mr Tony 

Calderbank, the former Country Director of the British Council, South Sudan; Sir Richard Arden, 

Senior Education Advisor of DfID, South Sudan. I thank Longhorn and Mountain Top publishers 

in Kenya for working closely with the Ministry, the Subject Panels, UNICEF and the Curriculum 

Foundation UK to write the new textbooks. Finally, I thank the former Ministers of Education, 

Hon. Joseph Ukel Abango and Hon. Dr John Gai Nyuot Yoh, for supporting me, in my previous 

role as the Undersecretary of the Ministry, to lead the Technical Committee to develop and 

complete the consultations on the new National Curriculum Framework by 29 November 2013.

The Ministry of General Education and Instruction, Republic of South Sudan, is most grateful to 

all these key stakeholders for their overwhelming support to the design and development of this 

historic South Sudan National Curriculum. This historic reform in South Sudan’s education system 

is intended to benefi t the people of South Sudan, especially the children and youth and the future 

generations. It shall enhance the quality of education in the country to promote peace, justice, 

liberty and prosperity for all. I urge all Teachers to put this textbook to good use. 

May God bless South Sudan. May He help our Teachers to  inspire, educate and transform the 

lives of all  the children and youth of South Sudan.

Deng Deng Hoc Yai, (Hon.)

Minister of General Education and Instruction, Republic of South Sudan
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Prophets and Prophecies
UNIT

1

Key Words2øæı̶̋ß┸"ıøæı̶̋ß̋œœ┸"ıøæı̶̋̊°┸"©ÆœÆæº┸"ª-¸̌Œ̋ºß┸"
punishment

 

In this unit, we are going to learn about the prophets and their prophecies. 

We learn about major and minor prophets. We shall discuss prophets Amos 

and Jeremiah, their prophecies and further explore their teachings on their 

prophecies.

Activity 1.1

1. Look at the picture below.

2. Explain what is happening in the picture.ぬ┻" 4̋Ø̇ß̋"ß̶̋"øæØ̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"ı̇œßæø"ßæ"ß̶̋"ıøæı̶̋ß┻

Group work

1.  Discuss the Bible prophets and their prophecies.に┻" 6̋ØØ"°æ-ø"̨øÆ̋º¸œ"ß̶̋"ıøæı̶̋ßœ"°æ-"Łºæ¬"æø"̶̇©̋"̶̋̇ø¸"̇̈æ-ß"̨øæŒ"°æ-ø"
society.ぬ┻" 2ø̋œ̋ºß"°æ-ø"̨Æº¸Æº̌œ"Æº"̊Ø̇œœ┻
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1. Prophet 

The word prophet comes from a Greek word prophetes which means, “One 

who speaks for another spokesman”.

A prophet is one who speaks for God, one who foretells the future or an 

inspired preacher.He is chosen by God as a messager.

A prophet is one who has had a direct encounter with God either through ©ÆœÆæºœ"¸ø̋̇Œœ"æø"ıø̇°̋øœ┻
A prophet is one who passes God’s message to the people and interprets 

God’s will.

2.     Prophecy2øæı̶̋̊°"Æœ"ß̶̋"̇̊ß"æ̨"¸̋ØÆ©̋øÆº̌"ß̶̋"ßø-ß̶"̇œ"ø̋©̋̇Ø̋¸"̈°")æ¸"ßæ"ß̶̋"ıøæı̶̋ß┻"
It is a statement or an utterance that indicated something will take place in 

future. Prophecy includes prediction of either judgement or hope or both. 

Prophecy in the Bible was God’s way of guiding and warning his people to ØÆ©̋"̇̊̊æø¸Æº̌"ßæ"*Æœ"¬ÆØØ┻
Types of prophets in the Bible and their prophecies2øæı̶̋ßœ"̇ø̋"̊Ø̇œœÆピÆ̋¸"̇̊̊æø¸Æº̌"ßæ"¬̶æ"ß̶̋°"¬̋ø̋"̇º¸"¬̶̇ß"ß̶̋°"¸Æ¸┻"6̶̋Æø"ß°ıæØæ̌°"Æœ"̈̇œ̋¸"æº"ß̶̋"ı̋øÆæ¸"æ̨"ßÆŒ̋"̇º¸"ß̶̋"©æØ-Œ̋"æ̨"ß̶̋Æø"̊æºß̋ºß"̇œ"
recorded.

i. Early prophets or non-canonical prophets 6̶̋œ̋"̇ø̋"ıøæı̶̋ßœ"¬̶æœ̋"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"̇ø̋"ø̋̊æø¸̋¸"̇Øæº̌œÆ¸̋"ß̶̋"̋©̋ºßœ"̇º¸"
rulers who existed during their prophets.

God’s servant

Shepherd of 

people

Messager of God

Title of Prophet

Seer

Man of spirit

Man of God

Nabii
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Their prophecies are not recorded in books bearing their names but are 

found in many different books of the Bible. Examples include, Moses, Elijah, 

Elisha and Nathan.

ii. Professional prophets or  court prophet6̶̋œ̋"̇ø̋"ıøæı̶̋ßœ"¬̶æ"̋̇øº̋¸"̇" ØÆ©Æº̌" ß̶øæ-̶̌"ıøæı̶̋̊Æ̋œ┻"6̶̋Æø"¸-ßÆ̋œ"¬̋ø̋"̇ œœæ̊Æ̇ß̋¸"¬Æß̶"ıØ̇̊̋œ"æ̨"¬æøœ̶Æı"ØÆŁ̋",̋ø-œ̇Ø̋Œ"̇ º¸"$̋ß̶̋Ø┻"6̶̋°"ØÆ©̋¸"
together in the temple in groups and assisted the priest by playing special øæØ̋"Æº"¬æøœ̶Æı┻"6̶̋°"̇Øœæ"̇̊ß̋¸"̇œ"̊æ-øß"̊Ø̋øŁœ"̇º¸"̇œœÆœß̋¸"ŁÆº̌œ"Æº"ピÆº¸Æº̌"æ-ß")æ¸╆œ"¬ÆØØ┻"(æø"̋®̇ŒıØ̋┸"2øæı̶̋ß"/Æ̊̇Æ̶̇"̇¸©Æœ̋¸"ŁÆº̌"#̶̇̈"̨̈̋æø̋"̌æÆº̌"
to war (1Kings 22:1-28). 

iii. Canonical Prophets

These are prophets who were recognised and accepted for their writings. 6̶̋Æø"ıøæı̶̋̊Æ̋œ"̇ø̋"ø̋̊æø¸̋¸"̇º¸"ıø̋œ̋ø©̋¸"Æº"̈ææŁœ"̈̋̇øÆº̌"ß̶̋Æø"º̇Œ̋œ┻"
They are categorised into major and minor prophets.

The four Major Prophets are; Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah and Daniel. They are 

called major because their massages took a long period of time.

Example of Minor Prophets include, Hosea, Joel, Habakkuk, Haggai, Zechariah, 

Jonah, Malachi, Zephaniah, Nahum, Obadiah, Jonah and Malachi. They are ŒÆºæø"̈̋̊̇-œ̋"ß̶̋Æø"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋œ"̇ø̋"œ̶æøß"̇º¸"̶̇©̋"Ø̋œœ"Æº̨æøŒ̇ßÆæº┻
iv.  Prophetesses

These are women in the Bible who acted as God’s spokespersons. 

Read and explain:

2 Kings 22: 14

So Hilkiah the priest and Ahikam and Achbor and Shaphan and Asahiah went unto 

Huldah the prophetess, the wife of Shallum the son of Tikvah, the son of Harhas, the 

keeper of the wardrobe;

Luke 2:36

And there was one Anna, a prophetess, a daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Aser: 

She was of a great age and had lived with her husband seven years from her virginity.

The prophetesses in the Bible comprises of: Miriam, the sister to Moses, 

Deborah who was a judge, Huldah wife of the keeper of the royal wardrobe ̇º¸"#ºº̇"¬̶æ"ø̋̊̋Æ©̋¸",̋œ-œ"¸-øÆº̌"¸̋¸Æ̊̇ßÆæº"Æº"ß̶̋"ß̋ŒıØ̋┻
v. False prophets 

They were those who claimed to speak for God yet were not called by Him. 6̶̋Æø" ıøæı̶̋œÆ̋œ" º̋©̋ø" ̊æŒ̋" ßæ" ı̇œœ┻" 6̶̋°" ¬̋ø̋" ̇Ø¬̇°œ" æııæœ̋¸" ßæ" ß̶̋"
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ıøæı̶̋̊Æ̋œ"æ̨"ß̶̋"ßø-̋"ıøæı̶̋ßœ┻"6̶̋°"̌ ̇©̋"̨ ̇Øœ̋"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋œ"Æºß̋º¸̋¸"ßæ"ıØ̋̇œ̋"ß̶̋"ŁÆº̌œ"̇ º¸"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"Æº"æø¸̋ø"ßæ"̌ ̋ß"̨ ̇©æ-øœ"̨ øæŒ"ß̶̋Œ┻"#ØØ"ß̶̋Æø"Œ̇œœ̇̌̋œ"¬̋ø̋"̌ Æ©̋º"ßæ"̊ ̶̇ØØ̋º̌̋"ß̶̋"¬ÆØØ"æ̨")æ¸┻"6̶̋Æø"ıøæı̶̋̊Æ̋œ"¬̋ø̋"º̋©̋ø"̨ -ØピÆØØ̋¸"ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"にぱ┺な┽なばょ┻"'®̇ŒıØ̋"Æœ"*̇ºº̇ºÆ̶̇┸"̇"ıøæ̨æ-º¸"̨̇Øœ̋"̨̇Øœ̋"ıøæı̶̋ß"Æº"
Judah during the time of prophet Jeremiah.

Pair work
1. Can you identify the types of prophets?

2. In what ways are false prophets being manifested today?ぬ┻" What were the main duties of true prophets?

Group work

1. +º"̌øæ-ıœ┸"¸Æœ̊-œœ"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"æ̨"̇"ßø-̋"ıøæı̶̋ß┻
2. Identify prophets in the Bible citing their prophecies.

Relationship between the Old Testament prophets and the New 

Testament

There is coherence between the Old Testament prophets and the New 6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß" ıøæı̶̋ßœ┻" 6̶̋" ß̶̋Œ̋┸" œ̇Ø©̇ßÆæº" ̶Æœßæø°┸" ø-ºœ" ß̶øæ-̶̌" ß̶̋" 1Ø¸"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß"Æºßæ"ß̶̋"0̋¬"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß┻"6̶̋"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋"¬̇œ"̊ ̋ºßø̋¸"-ıæº"œ̇Ø©̇ßÆæº"æ̨" ß̶̋" ̶-Œ̇º" ø̇̊̋┻" +œø̇̋Ø" ̇œ" ̇" ̶̊æœ̋º" º̇ßÆæº┸" œ̇Ø©̇ßÆæº" ̶Æœßæø°" ø̋©æØ©̋œ"
around them from the Old Testament into the New Testament.6̶̋"1Ø¸"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß"ıøæı̶̋̊Æ̋œ"̇ø̋"̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸"Æº"ß̶̋"0̋¬"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß"ß̶øæ-̶̌"
the coming of Jesus Christ, the promised Messiah.2øæı̶̋ß"+œ̇Æ̶̇"ıø̋¸Æ̊ß̋¸"ß̶̇ß"̇"©Æø̌Æº"¬æ-Ø¸"̊æº̊̋Æ©̋"̇º¸"̌Æ©̋"̈Æøß̶"ßæ"̇"œæº"º̇Œ̋¸"+ŒŒ̇º-̋Ø┻"6̶Æœ"¬̇œ"̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸"Æº"ß̶̋"0̋¬"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß"ß̶øæ-̶̌"ß̶̋"̈Æøß̶"æ̨",̋œ-œ"̈°"/̇ø°"¬̶æ"¬̇œ"̇"©Æø̌Æº┻6̶̋"̨æø̋ø-ºº̋ø"̨æø̋ßæØ¸"̈°"ß̶̋"1Ø¸"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß"ıøæı̶̋œÆ̋œ"¬̇œ"̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸"Æº"ß̶̋"
New Testament through the birth of John the Baptist. John prepared the way 

for the Messiah in the New Testament./Æ̶̊̇" ̨æø̋ßæØ¸" ß̶̋"/̋œœÆ̶̇"̊æŒÆº̌" ̨øæŒ"$̋ß̶Ø̶̋̋Œ"ß̶̋"̊Æß°"æ̨"&̇©Æ¸"̇º¸"¬̇œ"̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸"Æº"ß̶̋"̈Æøß̶"æ̨",̋œ-œ"¬̶Æ̶̊"ßææŁ"ıØ̇̊̋"Æº"$̋ß̶Ø̶̋̋Œ┻

Activity 1.2

1. Identify the main teachings of Old Testament prophets.

2. Relate the Old Testament prophets to the New Testament prophets.
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6̶̋"'©̋øØ̇œßÆº̌"-Æº̌¸æŒ"̨æø̋ßæØ¸"̈°"0̇ß̶̇º"ßæ"-Æº̌"&̇©Æ¸"¬̇œ"̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸"̈°"
Jesus establishing an eternal spiritual Kingdom.6̶̋"2œ̇ØŒÆœß"ıøæı̶̋̊°"æ̨" ß̶̋" œ-̨̨̋øÆº̌" œ̋ø©̇ºß" Æº" ß̶̋"1Ø¸"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß"¬̇œ"̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸"Æº",̋œ-œ"ß̶øæ-̶̌"̶Æœ"ı̇œœÆæº"̇º¸"¸̋̇ß̶"æº"ß̶̋"̊øæœœ┻,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇╆œ" ıøæı̶̋̊°" ̇̈æ-ß" ß̶̋" 0̋¬" %æ©̋º̇ºß" ¬̇œ" ̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸" Æº" ß̶̋" 0̋¬"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß"¬̶̋º",̋œ-œ"œ̶̋¸"̈ Øææ¸"æº"ß̶̋"̊ øæœœ"̇ œ"̇ "œ̋̇Ø"æ̨"ß̶̋"0̋¬"%æ©̋º̇ºß┻6̶̋"ıøæı̶̋̊°"æº"ß̶̋"̊æŒÆº̌"æ̨"ß̶̋"*æØ°"5ıÆøÆß"¬̇œ"̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸"¬̶̋º"ß̶̋"*æØ°"
Spirit descended on the apostles on the day of Pentecost.2øæı̶̋ß"+œ̇Æ̶̇"ıøæı̶̋œœÆ̋¸"̨æø"ß̶̋"̊æŒÆº̌"/̋œœÆ̶̇"¬̶æ"¬ÆØØ"œ̇©̋"ß̶̋",̋¬œ┻"+œ̇Æ̶̇"ıøæ̊Ø̇ÆŒ̋¸"ßÆßØ̋œ"̨æø"ß̶̋"ıøæŒÆœ̋¸"œ̇©Ææ-ø"¬̶Æ̶̊"¬̇œ"̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸"Æº"ß̶̋"º̋¬"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß┻" 6̶̋" œ̇©Ææ-ø"¬̇œ" º̇Œ̋¸┺"/̋œœÆ̶̇┸" 2øÆº̊̋" æ̨" 2̋̇̊̋┸" ,̋œ-œ┸"
emmanuel as Isaiah had prophesied.

Class work

1. What lessons do  Christians  learn  the Old Testament to the New 

Testament?

2. +¸̋ºßÆ̨°"©̇øÆæ-œ"1Ø¸"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß"ıøæı̶̋̊Æ̋œ"ß̶̇ß"¬̋ø̋"̨-Ø̨ÆØØ̋¸"Æº"ß̶̋"0̋¬"
Testament.

Selected prophets in the Bible

1.  Prophet Amos

Activity 1.3

1. If you can access the Bible, read the story of Amos chapters 1 to 9.

2. Summarise notes about Prophet Amos.

Social, political and religious background of Prophet Amos2æØÆßÆ̊̇Ø"̈̇̊Ł̌øæ-º¸"ゅに-Æº̌œ"なね┺に┽ぬどょ
Amos prophesied during the reign of two kingdoms; of Israel (Northern 

Kingdom) and Judah (Southern Kingdom). The kings were Jeroboam II of +œø̇̋Ø"ゅばのは┽ばのど"$%ょ"̇º¸"7±±Æ̶̇"æ̨",-¸̶̇"ゅばはど┽ばのど"$%ょ┻#Œæœ"¬̇œ"̇"º̇ßÆ©̋"æ̨",-¸̶̇"̈-ß"¬̇œ"œ̋ºß"̈°")æ¸"ßæ"ıøæ̊Ø̇ÆŒ"*Æœ"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋"ßæ"
the people of Israel (Northern Kingdom). This period saw Israel enjoy peace 

stability under King Jeroboam II. The political stability led to rise of class of 

rich people.
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Socio-Economic background

The Northern Kingdom was experiencing a period of prosperity due to the ıæØÆßÆ̊̇Ø"œß̇̈ÆØÆß°"̧ -øÆº̌"ß̶̋"ø̋Æ̌º"æ̨"ŁÆº̌",̋øæ̈æ̇Œ"++┻"#ØØ"ß̶̋"¬̋̇Øß̶"̶ æ¬̋©̋ø"¬̇œ"Æº"ß̶̋"̶̇º¸œ"æ̨"̇"̨̋¬"ı̋æıØ̋┻"6̶Æœ"Ø̋¸"ßæ"ß̶̋"¸Æ©ÆœÆæº"æ̨"ı̋æıØ̋"Æºßæ"ß¬æ"̊Ø̇œœ̋œ┹"ß̶̋"øÆ̶̊"̇º¸"ß̶̋"ıææø┻"6̶̋"øÆ̶̊"¬̶æ"Æº̊Ø-¸̋¸"ø-Ø̋øœ┸"̊æ-øß"æ̨ピÆ̊Æ̇Øœ"̇º¸"Œ̋ø̶̊̇ºßœ"ØÆ©̋¸"Ø-®-øÆæ-œ"ØÆ̨̋"¬̶ÆØ̋"ß̶̋"ıææø"ı̋̇œ̇ºßœ"̨̇øŒ̋øœ"ØÆ©̋¸"Æº"̋®ßø̋Œ̋"ıæ©̋øß°┻
Amos noted that rich land owners grabbed more land from the poor farmers; 

the rich merchants cheated in the business accumulating more wealth, 

Bribery and corruption was rampant in the law-courts. Sexual immorality ¬̇œ"æº"ß̶̋"øÆœ̋"Ø̋̇¸Æº̌"ßæ"©̋ø°"Øæ¬"œß̇º¸̇ø¸œ"æ̨"Œæø̇ØÆß°┻
Religious background

The people of Northern Kingdom continued to worship God at Bethel, Gilgal ̇º¸"5̇Œ̇øÆ̇"̈ -ß"ß̶̋Æø"¬æøœ̶Æı"¬̇œ"̶ °ıæ̊øÆßÆ̊̇Ø┻"6̶̋°"¬̋ø̋"Æº©æØ©̋¸"Æº"Œ̇º°"̇̊ßœ"æ̨"Æºª-œßÆ̊̋œ"̇º¸"©Æ̊ßÆŒÆœ̇ßÆæº"æ̨"ß̶̋"ıææø"̋©̋º"̇œ"ß̶̋°"̌̇©̋"œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋œ"ßæ")æ¸"̇º¸"ı̋ø̨æøŒÆº̌"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææ-œ"øÆß̋œ┻"+¸æØ̇ßø°"ピØæ-øÆœ̶̋¸"̇œ"Æºßøæ¸-̊̋¸"̈°"
King Jeroboam II who build altars for idols worship at Bethel and Dan. The #œœ°øÆ̇º"Æ¸æØœ"¬æøœ̶Æıı̋¸"¬̋ø̋"ØÆŁ̋"5̇ŁŁ-ß̶"̇º¸"-̇Ø¬̇º"ゅ#Œæœ"の┺にはょ┻"
This made the people worship idols as well as Yahweh at the same time; 

a practice known as religious syncretism. Most religious leaders were ÆºœÆº̊̋ø̋"Æº"ß̶̋"̶̋̇øßœ"̇œ"ß̶̋°"æºØ°"̊æº̊̋ºßø̇ß̋¸"æº"̋®ß̋øº̇Ø"æ̈œ̋ø©̇º̊̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"/æœ̇Æ̊".̇¬┻"/æø̋©̋ø┸"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææ-œ"œ̶̊ÆœŒ"¬̇œ"¬Æ¸̋Ø°"œıø̋̇¸"¸-̋"ßæ"ŒÆ®┽-ı"
of different religions.6̶̋"̨̋¬"̋®ÆœßÆº̌"ıøÆ̋œßœ"̇º¸"ıøæı̶̋ßœ"¬̋ø̋"ı̇Æ¸"Æº"̨̇©æ-ø"æ̨"ß̶̋"ø-Ø̋øœ┻"6̶̋"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææ-œ"̊̋ø̋ŒæºÆ̋œ"̇º¸"̊æœßØ°"œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋œ"¬̋ø̋"æ̨̨̋ø̋¸"ß̶̋"̋®ı̋ºœ̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"
poor. This heightened the hypocritical status as the poor were oppressed.

The call of Amos#Œæœ"な┺"な┸"ぬ┺"ぱ┸"ば┺"など┽なの#Œæœ"ø̋̊̋Æ©̋¸"̶Æœ"̊̇ØØ"̇øæ-º¸"ばのぱ$%┸"¸-øÆº̌"¬̶Æ̶̊"̶̋"̊æº̨̋œœ̋¸"̶̇©Æº̌"̇"
deep sense of compassion to prophecy which he could not resist. He was ̊̇ØØ̋¸"¬̶ÆØ̋"̶̋ø¸Æº̌"̶Æœ"ピØæ̊Ł"Æº"ß̶̋"¬ÆØ¸̋øº̋œœ┻"*̋"æ̈̋°̋¸"¬Æß̶æ-ß"̌Æ©Æº̌"
excuses. He compared the calling of God to the roaring of a lion which ̋©̋ø°æº̋"̨̋̇øœ┻*̋" ̊̇Œ̋" ̨øæŒ"6̋ŁØ̇" ©ÆØØ̇̌̋" Æº" ,-¸̶̇┸" 5æ-ß̶̋øº"-Æº̌¸æŒ"¬̶̋ø̋" ̶̋"¬̇œ" ̇"
herdsman and a sycamore tree dresser.
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2øæı̶̋ß" #Œæœ" ø̋̊̋Æ©̋¸" ピÆ©̋" ©ÆœÆæºœ" ̨æØØæ¬Æº̌" ̶Æœ" ̊̇ØØ" ß̶øæ-̶̌"¬̶Æ̶̊" )æ¸"
communicated His message of judgement on the people of Israel for their 

disobedience. His prophetic work was not welcomed by the existing priests ̇º¸"ıøæı̶̋ßœ"¬̶æ"¬æøŁ̋¸"Æº"̨ ̇©æ-ø"æ̨"ß̶̋"øÆ̶̊"Œ̋ø̶̊̇ºßœ"̇ º¸"ø-Ø̋øœ┻"&̋œıÆß̋"
the rejection, Amos carried on the prophetic work with courage.

6̶̋"ピÆ©̋"©ÆœÆæºœ"æ̨"#Œæœ"な┻""6̶̋"©ÆœÆæº"æ̨"̇"̌ø̋̇ß"œ¬̇øŒ"æ̨"Øæ̊-œßœ"ゅ#Œæœ"ば┺な┽ぬょ#Œæœ"œ̇¬")æ¸"œ̋º¸Æº̌"̇"œ¬̇øŒ"æ̨"Øæ̊-œßœ"ßæ"¸̋œßøæ°"̋©̋ø°ß̶Æº̌"æº"ß̶̋"Ø̇º¸"
of Israel. The locusts were about to consume the crops after the king had 

taken his share for tax purposes.

Amos pleaded with God on behalf of the Israelites and God accepted and 

withheld his punishment. This meant that God was about to punish the 

Israelites because of their wicked life but He spared them the disaster to ̌Æ©̋"ß̶̋Œ"ßÆŒ̋"ßæ"ø̋ı̋ºß┻に┻"6̶̋"©ÆœÆæº"æ̨"̇"̌ø̋̇ß"ピÆø̋"ゅ#Œæœ"ば┺"ね┽はょ#Œæœ" œ̇¬" ̇" œ-ı̋øº̇ß-ø̇Ø" ピÆø̋" ß̶̇ß" ̶̇¸" ̇Øø̋̇¸°" ̊æºœ-Œ̋¸" ß̶̋"¬̇ß̋ø" ̇º¸"̇̈æ-ß"ßæ"̊ æºœ-Œ̋"ß̶̋"Ø̇º¸"¬̶̋ø̋"̶ -Œ̇º"̈ ̋Æº̌œ"ØÆ©̋¸┻"*̋"̇ ̌̇Æº"Æºß̋ø̊̋¸̋¸"æº"
behalf of the people of Israel and God accepted and withheld the punishment. 

God spared them to repent.

Swarm of locusts
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ぬ┻""6̶̋"©ÆœÆæº"æ̨"ß̶̋"ıØ-Œ̈"ØÆº̋"ゅ#Œæœ"ば┺ば┽ひょ
A plumb line is a piece of lead attached to a line used by builders to test 

whether a wall is straight or not during construction. Amos saw God standing 

with a plumb line in his hand by a wall, the wall was being checked and was 

crooked. God told Amos that He was setting a plumb line in the midst of his ı̋æıØ̋"̈̋̊̇-œ̋"*̋"̶̇¸"̨æ-º¸"ß̶̋Æø"ØÆ©̋œ"̊øææŁ̋¸┻

He was to punish the people of Israel to correct their crooked life. God 

would destroy their worship places and end the dynasty of Jerusalem. Amos ø̋Œ̇Æº̋¸" œÆØ̋ºß" ̇º¸" ¸Æ¸" ºæß" Æºß̋ø©̋º̋" ̨æø" ß̶̋" ı̋æıØ̋" ̈̋̊̇-œ̋" ß̶̋°" ̶̇¸"
continued sinning and did not repent.ね┻""6̶̋"©ÆœÆæº"æ̨""̈̇œŁ̋ß"æ̨"œ-ŒŒ̋ø"̨ø-Æßœ"#Œæœ"ぱ┺"な┽ぬ#Œæœ"¬̇œ"œ̶æ¬º"̇"̈̇œŁ̋ß"̨-ØØ"æ̨"øÆı̋"̨ø-Æßœ"̇ß"ß̶̋"̋º¸"æ̨"ß̶̋"̨ø-Æß"̶̇ø©̋œß┻"
The Lord told Amos that time was ripe to punish the people of Israel for their 

sins.

A plumb line
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Just as one waits for the fruits to harvest, God had waited for the Israelites to 

repent and they had not.

The vision showed that God’s patience had run out and the people would not 

escape God’s punishment. God’s judgment was de�initely going to take place.

 Amos was silent and did not plead for God’s mercy.

5.  The vision of the destruction of the temple 

(Amos 9: 1-4)

Amos saw God standing by the alter. He talked of the destruction of the temple 

columns so that the building would collapse on the heads of the people. The 

one who would survive the temple destruction would be killed in the war 

and those who will hide God will follow them until they are destroyed. No 

one would escape the wrath of God.

Group work

1.  Identify the symbolic meaning of the visions of Amos.

2. Why did God use visions to communicate to Amos?

3. How does God communicate to His people today?

4. Discuss the relevance of Amos visios to Christian life today.

Prophetic teachings of Prophet Amos

1. Social justice and responsibility (Amos 2:6-8, 3:9-12).

2. Religious hypocrisy in Israel (Amos 4:4-5, 5:5-6).

3. Judgement and punishment against Israel and other Nations (Amos 1: 

3-15).

4. Teaching on repentance and hope.

A basket of summer fruits
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5. Teaching on Israel Election.は┻" Teaching on the Day of the Lord.ば┻" Teaching on remnants and restoration.

Activity 1.4

1. In pairs discuss ways in which the rich oppressed the poor during the 

time of Prophet Amos?

2. Can you identify Amos’ teachings on hypocritical religion.ぬ┻" In which ways is the modern society hypocritical in religion?

4. 9̶̇ß" ¸æ" °æ-" ß̶ÆºŁ" %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ" ̊̇º" ¸æ" ßæ" ̇©æÆ¸" )æ¸╆œ" ª-¸̌Œ̋ºß" ̇º¸"
punishment?

1. Social justice and responsibility 

(Amos 2:6-8) 

The people of Israel had committed the sin of social injustice. They had ̨æø̌æßß̋º"ß̶̋Æø"ø̋œıæºœÆ̈ÆØÆß°"ßæ"ß̶̋"̊æ©̋º̇ºß"¸̋Œ̇º¸┻"6̶̋°"̶̇¸"̊æŒŒÆßß̋¸"̇" Øæß" æ̨" œæ̊Æ̇Ø" ̋©ÆØœ" ß̶̇ß" #Œæœ" ̊æº¸̋Œº̋¸┻" &-øÆº̌" ̶Æœ" ıøæı̶̋ßÆ̊"ŒÆœœÆæº┸"
Prophet Amos condemned the following forms of social injustices and 

irresponsibilities.5Ø̇©̋ø°" ゅ#Œæœ" に┺はょ┺"The rich subdued the poor and because they cannot ı̇°"¸̋̈ßœ"ßæ"ß̶̋Œ┸"ß̶̋°"Œ̇¸̋"ß̶̋Œ""œØ̇©̋œ"¬Æß̶"̈ø-ß̇Ø"ßø̋̇ßŒ̋ºß┻"6̶Æœ"¬̇œ"̇̌̇Æºœß"ß̶̋"Ø̇¬œ"æ̨")æ¸"¬̶Æ̶̊"¸Æ¸"ºæß"̇ØØæ¬"+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"ßæ"̈̋"-œ̋¸"̇œ"œØ̇©̋œ┻5̋®-̇Ø" ÆŒŒæø̇ØÆß°"̇º¸" ß̋ŒıØ̋"ıøæœßÆß-ßÆæº"ゅ#Œæœ"に┺ばょ┺"The Israelites had ̊æŒŒÆßß̋¸"œ̋®-̇Ø"ÆŒŒæø̇ØÆß°"¬̶Æ̶̊"Æº©æØ©̋¸"̇"̨̇ß̶̋ø"̇º¸"̇"œæº"œ̶̇øÆº̌"ß̶̋"œæŒ̋" ß̋ŒıØ̋" ıøæœßÆß-ß̋" æø"Œ̇Æ¸̋º┻" 6̶̋°" ¸̋ピÆØ̋¸" ß̶̋" ß̋ŒıØ̋┸" ̇" ̶æØ°" ıØ̇̊̋"
which was regarded as the House of God.

Breaking God’s law on garments secured as pledges: Amos noted that the 

creditors were taking poor people’s garments if they failed to clear debts. 

This was against the laws of Moses which stated that, debtor’s millstones ¬̋ø̋"ºæß"ßæ"̈̋"ß̇Ł̋º"̇œ"ıØ̋¸̌̋"æ©̋øºÆ̶̌ß"œÆº̊̋"ß̶̋°"¬̋ø̋"º̋̋¸̋¸┻"4æ̈̈̋ø°"̇º¸"©ÆæØ̋º̊̋"ゅ#Œæœ"ぬ┺など┽ななょ┺"Amos condemned the great unrest Æº"ß̶̋"̊Æß°┸"©ÆæØ̋º̊̋┸"ı̇ºÆ̊"̇º¸"-ºØ̇¬̨-Ø"̇øø̋œß┻"6̶̋"øÆ̶̊"̶̇¸"̇̊ł-Æø̋¸"̇"Øæß"æ̨"¬̋̇Øß̶"ß̶øæ-̶̌"̋®ıØæÆß̇ßÆæº┸"ß̶ø̋̇ß̋ºÆº̌"ß̶̋"ıææø"̇º¸"̈̋Æº̌"©ÆæØ̋ºß┻"6̶̋"øÆ̶̊"ßææŁ"̇º"̋®̊̋œœ"œ̶̇ø̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"̶̇ø©̋œß"̨øæŒ"̨̇øŒ̋øœ┻"6̶̋ø̨̋æø̋"¸̋œßø-̊ßÆæº"¬̇œ"Æº̋©Æß̇̈Ø̋┻
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Bribery and corruption (Amos 5:10-15): There was a lot of injustices in 

the law courts. The Judges were corrupt and they took bribes from the øÆ̶̊┻",-¸̌̋œ"̌ø̋¬"øÆ̶̊̋ø"¸-̋"ßæ"ß̶̋"̶̋̇©°"ピÆº̋œ"¬̶Æ̶̊"ß̶̋°"ÆŒıæœ̋¸"æº"ß̶̋"Æººæ̊̋ºß┻"6̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"œıæŁ̋"ß̶̋"ßø-ß̶"¬̋ø̋"̶̇ß̋¸┻"2øæı̶̋ß"#Œæœ"̇¸©Æœ̋¸"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"ßæ"œ̋̋Ł"̌ææ¸"̇º¸"̇©æÆ¸"̋©ÆØ┻)ø̋̋¸"̇º¸"̋®̊̋œœÆ©̋"Ø-®-ø°"ゅ#Œæœ"に┺なに┸"は┺"な┺ぱょ┺"Amos condemned the rich ¬æŒ̋º"æ̨"5̇Œ̇øÆ̇"̨æø"æııø̋œœÆº̌"ß̶̋"ıææø"̇º¸"¸øÆºŁÆº̌"̋®̊̋œœÆ©̋"¬Æº̋┻"6̶̋°"̋©̋º"̨æø̊̋¸"ß̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"¬̋ø̋"ºæß"¸ø-ºŁ̇ø¸œ"ßæ"ß̇Ł̋"¬Æº̋"ßææ┻"#Œæœ" ̊æº¸̋Œº̋¸" ß̶̋" øÆ̶̊" ¬̶æ" ØÆ©̋¸" Æº" ̋®ı̋ºœÆ©̋" ̶æ-œ̋œ" œØ̋̋ıÆº̌" æº"
luxurious coaches and eating well at the expense of the poor. He warned 

them that such people will face God’s purnishment 

Dishonesty and deception: Cheating in business was through using false œ̊̇Ø̋œ"̇ º¸"œ̋ØØÆº̌"̌ ø̇Æºœ"¬Æß̶"̊ ̶̨̨̇┻"9̋̇Øß̶°"Œ̋ø̶̊̇ºßœ"©̇Ø-̋¸"ß̶̋Æø"̈ -œÆº̋œœ"ø̇ß̶̋ø"ß̶̇º"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææ-œ"̨̋œßÆ©̇Øœ┻"6̶̋°"̶̊̇ø̌̋¸"¬̶̋̇ß"̇ß"̶Æ̶̌"Æºß̋ø̋œß"ø̇ß̋œ┻2øÆ¸̋"Æº"Œ̇ß̋øÆ̇Ø"ıæœœ̋œœÆæº"̇º¸"̨̇Øœ̋"œ̋ºœ̋"æ̨"œ̋̊-øÆß°"ゅ#Œæœ"は┺な┽ぱょ┺".̋̇¸̋øœ"̶̇¸"̨̇Øœ̋"̊æºピÆ¸̋º̊̋"ß̶̇ß")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"ºæß"ı-ºÆœ̶"ß̶̋Œ"œÆº̊̋"ß̶̋°"
were His people. They sat back in fair luxurious homes feeling secure that 

Samaria; their capital city could not be attacked. 

Group work&Æœ̊-œœ"ß̶̋"ø̋Ø̋©̇º̊̋"æ̨"#Œæœ"ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌"æº"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"ª-œßÆ̊̋"̇º¸"ø̋œıæºœÆ̈ÆØÆß°"
to christians today.

2. Amos teaching on hypocritical religion 

(Amos 4:4-5; 5:21-27)6̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨"+œø̇̋Ø"¬æøœ̶Æıı̋¸"Æº")ÆØ̌̇Ø"̇º¸"$̋ß̶̋Ø┻"*æ¬̋©̋ø┸"#Œæœ"ºæß̋¸"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋°"¸Æ¸"Æß"̶°ıæ̊øÆßÆ̊̇ØØ°"̇œ"œ̋̋º"Æº"©̇øÆæ-œ"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææºœ┻"6̶Æœ"̶°ıæ̊øÆœ°"Æœ"
seen in many ways following the acts of the Israelites. For instance,"ß̶̋°"̌ ̇©̋"ßÆß̶̋œ" ̨øæŒ" ß̶̋"ıøæ¸-̊̋" œßæØ̋º" ̨øæŒ" ß̶̋"ıææø"Œ̇º╆œ" Ø̇º¸┻"6̶̋°" œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋¸"̇ºÆŒ̇Øœ"̨̇ß̶̋ø̋¸"̨øæŒ"̌ø̇̈̈̋¸"Ø̇º¸"¬̶Æ̶̊")æ¸"̊̇ØØ̋¸"̋Œıß°"œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋œ┻"6̶̋°"̌̇©̋" æ̨̨̋øÆº̌œ" œÆŒıØ°" ßæ" œ̶æ¬" æ̨̨" ̇º¸" ºæß" ßæ" ıØ̋̇œ̋" )æ¸┻" 6̶̋°" ıø̇̊ßÆœ̋¸"
syncretism where the worshipped Yahweh alongside idols. All was pretence 

and hypocrisy in religion.

Idolatry: Israelite worshipped gods like Sakkuth and Kalwan who the Assyrian ̌æ¸œ┻" 6̶Æœ" ¬̇œ" ß̶̋" ©ÆæØ̇ßÆæº" æ̨" ß̶̋" ピÆøœß" ̇º¸" ß̶̋" œ̋̊æº¸" ̊æŒŒ̇º¸Œ̋ºßœ"¬̶Æ̶̊"ß̶̋"+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"¬̋ø̋"̌Æ©̋º"̈°")æ¸"ゅ#Œæœ"の┺にはょ┻"#Œæœ"ßæØ¸"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋"ßø-̋"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææº"Æº©æØ©̋¸"̊æŒŒÆßŒ̋ºß"ßæ"ª-œßÆ̊̋"̇º¸"øÆ̶̌ß̋æ-œº̋œœ┻"
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Syncretism and schism: The Israelites mixed the worship of Yahweh with 

other practices (Amos 2:8). They also formed splinter groups in worship æ̨" ;̶̇¬̶̋┻" $°" ¸æÆº̌" œæ┸" +œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ" ©ÆæØ̇ß̋¸" ß̶̋" ̊æ©̋º̇ºß" ¬̇°" æ̨" ØÆ̨̋" ̈°"
introducing religious schism and syncretism. Amos warned the Israelites ¬̶æ"¬æøœ̶Æıı̋¸"Æ¸æØœ"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋°"¬æ-Ø¸"̨̇ØØ"̇º¸"º̋©̋ø"øÆœ̋"̇̌̇Æº"ゅ#Œæœ"ぱ┺なねょ┻"'Œıß°"œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋œ┺"Amos condemned the Israelites because of their elaborate 

offerings they made at Bethel and Gilgal. The offerings were done to show off ̇º¸"ºæß"æº̋"æ̨"Øæ©̋"̨æø"ß̶̋"ßø-̋")æ¸ゅ#Œæœ"ね┺ね┽のょ┻"#Œæœ"ßæØ¸"ß̶̋Œ"ß̶̇ß")æ¸"ø̋ª̋̊ß̋¸"ß̶̋Æø"̈-øºß"̇º¸"̌ø̇Æº"æ̨̨̋øÆº̌"̇º¸"ß̶̋Æø"¬æøœ̶Æı"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"ゅ#Œæœ"の┺にな┽にぬょ┻"
Group work&Æœ̊-œœ" ß̶̋" ø̋Ø̋©̇º̊̋" æ̨" #Œæœ" ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌" æº" ̶°ıæ̊øÆßÆ̊̇Ø" ø̋ØÆ̌Ææº" ßæ"

christians today.

3.   Judgement and punishment against Israel and other nations  

(Amos 1:3-15)

Amos pronounced judgement and punishment for Israel and her º̋Æ̶̌̈æ-øÆº̌" º̇ßÆæºœ" ß̶̇ß" " ¬̋ø̋" ̶̋ø" ̋º̋ŒÆ̋œ┻" )æ¸" Æ¸̋ºßÆピÆ̋¸" œÆ®" º̇ßÆæºœ"
which had committed sin and declared punishment to them.

Syria (Damascus) #Œæœ"な┺ぬ┽の
They ill-treated pregnant women of Gilead during their war in Israel. For ß̶Æœ"̊øÆŒ̋┸")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"œ̋ß"ピÆø̋"ßæ"¸̋œßøæ°"̶̋ø"̇º¸"œ̋ºß"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"ßæ"̋®ÆØ̋"̇œ"
prisoners to the land of Kir.

Gaza and Philistia ゅ#Œæœ"な┺は┽ぱょ6̶̋°"̶̇¸"̊̇ıß-ø̋¸"ß̶̋Æø"̨̋ØØæ¬"̊ÆßÆ±̋ºœ"̇º¸"œæØ¸"ß̶̋Œ"Æºßæ"œØ̇©̋ø°"ßæ"'¸æŒ"ßæ"¬æøŁ" Æº" ß̶̋Æø" ̊æıı̋ø"ŒÆº̋œ┻")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸" œ̋º¸"¸Æ©Æº̋" ピÆø̋" ßæ"̈-øº"¸æ¬º"
their places and walls of the city.

Tyre  

(Amos 1:9-10)6̶̋"ŁÆº̌"æ̨"6°ø̋"̶̇¸"̊̇øøÆ̋¸"ß̶̋"¬̶æØ̋"º̇ßÆæº"æ̨"+œø̇̋Ø"ßæ"'¸æŒ"̇œ"œØ̇©̋œ"ß̶-œ"©ÆæØ̇ßÆº̌" ß̶̋"̊æ©̋º̇ºß"æ̨"̈øæß̶̋ø̶ææ¸"̈̋ß¬̋̋º" ß̶̋Œ"̇º¸" +œø̇̋Ø┻"6̶̋"̊æ©̋º̇ºß" ¬̇œ" Œ̇¸̋" ̈̋ß¬̋̋º" -Æº̌" *Æø̇Œ" æ̨" 6°ø̋" ̇º¸" -Æº̌" 5æØæŒæº" ̨æø"
political purposes. Another was between King Ahab and Jezebel through Œ̇øøÆ̇̌̋┻")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"¸̋œßøæ°"ß̶̋Œ"̈°"ピÆø̋┻



なぬ

Edom 

(Amos 1: 1-12)

They were ruthless to the Israelites by killing them and taking some into œØ̇©̋ø°┻")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"ı-ºÆœ̶"ß̶̋Œ"̈̋̊̇-œ̋"ß̶̋°"¬̋ø̋"ø̋Ø̇ß̋¸"ßæ"ß̶̋"+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"
through Esau, Jacobs’s brother whom they descended from. They were ß̶̋ø̨̋æø̋"+œø̇̋Ø╆œ"ŁÆºœŒ̋º"̇º¸"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ºæß"̶̇©̋"̨æ-̶̌ß"ß̶̋Œ┻")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"œ̋ß"ピÆø̋"ßæ"¸̋œßøæ°"ß̶̋Œ┻
Ammonゅ#Œæœ"な┺なぬ┽なのょ
The Ammonites had broken the rules of war by being cruel to pregnant 

women of Gilead, their neighbours. For these crime and inhuman act, God ¬æ-Ø¸"œ̋º¸"ピÆø̋"̇º¸"̈-øº"¸æ¬º"Æßœ"̨æøßø̋œœ̋œ┻"6̶̋ø̋"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"ピÆ̶̌ßÆº̌"̇º¸"ß̶̋Æø"ŁÆº̌"̇º¸"æ̨ピÆ̊̋øœ"¬æ-Ø¸"̌æ"Æºßæ"̋®ÆØ̋┻"
Moab#Œæœ"に┺な┽ぬ
The people of Moab had gone to war with the Edomites and defeated them. 6̶̋°"ß̶̋º"¸̋̊Æ¸̋¸"ßæ"ø̇Æ¸"ß̶̋"øæ°̇Ø"̌ø̇©̋œ"̈-øºÆº̌"ß̶̋"̈æº̋œ┸"̇œ"̇"œÆ̌º"æ̨"
complete destruction of the royal family. This was an assault to God’s image Æº"̶ -Œ̇º"̈ ̋Æº̌œ┻")æ¸"ı-ºÆœ̶̋¸"ß̶̋Œ"̈ °"œ̋º¸Æº̌"̧ Æ©ÆœÆ©̋"ピÆø̋"ßæ"̧ ̋œßøæ°"ß̶̋Æø"
king and princes.

Judgement against Israel and Judah

(Amos 2:4-16)

1. 4̋̇¸"#Œæœ"に┺ね┽なは┻
4 Thus says the LORD:

“For three transgressions of Judah, and for four, I will not revoke the punishment, because they 

have rejected the law of the LORD, and have not kept his statutes, but their lies have led them 

cuvtc{."vjqug"chvgt"yjkej"vjgkt"hcvjgtu"ycnmgf0"7"Uq"K"yknn"ugpf"c"Ý"tg"wrqp"Lwfcj."cpf"kv"ujcnn"
devour the strongholds of Jerusalem.” Judgment on Israel 6 Thus says the LORD: “For three 

transgressions of Israel, and for four, I will not revoke the punishment, because they sell the 

righteous for silver, and the needy for a pair of sandals— 7 those who trample the head of the 

rqqt"kpvq"vjg"fwuv"qh"vjg"gctvj"cpf"vwtp"cukfg"vjg"yc{"qh"vjg"chÞ"kevgf="c"ocp"cpf"jku"hcvjgt"iq"
in to the same girl, so that my holy name is profaned; 8 they lay themselves down beside every 

altar on garments taken in pledge, and in the house of their God they drink the wine of those 

yjq"jcxg"dggp"Ý"pgf0";"Ð[gv"kv"ycu"K"yjq"fguvtq{gf"vjg"Coqtkvg"dghqtg"vjgo."yjqug"jgkijv"ycu"
like the height of the cedars and who was as strong as the oaks; I destroyed his fruit above and 

his roots beneath. 10 Also it was I who brought you up out of the land of Egypt and led you forty 

years in the wilderness, to possess the land of the Amorite. 
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11 And I raised up some of your sons for prophets, and some of your young men for Nazirites. Is 

it not indeed so, O people of Israel?” declares the LORD. 12 “But you made the Nazirites drink 

ykpg."cpf"eqoocpfgf"vjg"rtqrjgvu."uc{kpi."Ò[qw"ujcnn"pqv"rtqrjgu{0Ó"35"ÐDgjqnf."K"yknn"rtguu"
you down in your place, as a cart full of sheaves presses down. 14 Flight shall perish from the 

swift, and the strong shall not retain his strength, nor shall the mighty save his life; 15 he who 

handles the bow shall not stand, and he who is swift of foot shall not save himself, nor shall he 

yjq"tkfgu"vjg"jqtug"ucxg"jku"nkhg="38"cpf"jg"yjq"ku"uvqwv"qh"jgctv"coqpi"vjg"okijv{"ujcnn"Þ"gg"
away naked in that day,” declares the LORD

2. Write short notes on God’s judgement against Judah and Israel.#Œæœ"ıøæºæ-º̊̋¸"ª-¸̌̋Œ̋ºß"æº"+œø̇̋Ø"̇ º¸",-¸̶̇"̨ æø"̈ ø̋̇ŁÆº̌"ß̶̋Æø"̊ æ©̋º̇ºß"
with God. Because of their closer relationship with God, they were to get a ̶̋̇©Æ̋ø"ı-ºÆœ̶Œ̋ºß"ß̶̇º"æß̶̋ø"º̇ßÆæºœ┻
i) Exile by Assyrians; there would be crying and wailing in anguish through-æ-ß"ß̶̋"̊ÆßÆ̋œ┻"/̇º°"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"ŁÆØØ̋¸"œ-̶̊"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋°"¬æ-Ø¸"̶̇©̋"ºæ"æº̋"ßæ"

mourn them. Their land would be occupied by a foreign nation.ÆÆょ" '̇øß̶ł-̇Ł̋œ┹"which would destroy the houses of the rich and the poor 

and only debris would remain. 

iii) Attack by pestilence;"ゅ#Œæœ"は┺"ひ┽などょ┻")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"œ̋º¸"̇"ıØ̇̌-̋"ßæ"̇ßß̇̊Ł"
those who would escape the Assyrians many would die and those left 

would be haunted by silence. God would cause the sun to go down at ºææº"̇º¸"̊æ©̋ø"ß̶̋"¬̶æØ̋"Ø̇º¸"Æº"¸̇øŁº̋œœ"Æº"ß̶̋"̊Ø̋̇ø"¸̇°┻"Æ©ょ" *-º̌̋ø"̨æø")æ¸╆œ"¬æø¸"ゅ#Œæœ"ぱ┺"なな┽なぬょ┹ God would cause famine in the ̨æøŒ"æ̨"*-º̌̋ø"̨æø")æ¸╆œ"¬æø¸┻"*̋"¬æ-Ø¸"¬Æß̶¸ø̇¬"̊̇-œÆº̌"¸Æ©Æº̋"œÆ┽Ø̋º̊̋"/̇º°"¬æ-Ø¸"Œæ©̋"̨øæŒ"æº̋"ı̇̊̋"ßæ"̇ºæß̶̋ø"ØææŁÆº̌"̨æø"ß̶̋"¬æø¸"
of God. The Young would faint for lack of God’s word. Drought and pain-

ful thirst would also be experienced. God would destroy the altars of Dan 

and Bethel.

Relevance of Amos’ teaching on judgment and punishment)æ¸"Æœ"-ºÆ©̋øœ̇Ø"̇º¸"̶̋"̋®ı̋̊ßœ"ı̋æıØ̋"ßæ"̈̋"Œæø̇ØØ°"̇º¸"œıÆøÆß-̇ØØ°"-ıøÆ̶̌ß"̈°" æ̈̋°Æº̌"*Æœ" ̊æŒŒ̇º¸Œ̋ºßœ┻" %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ" œ̶æ-Ø¸" ØÆ©̋" ̋®̋ŒıØ̇ø°" ØÆ©̋œ" ßæ"̌Æ©̋"æß̶̋øœ"̊æ-ø̇̌̋"ßæ"ªæÆº"̇º¸"¬æøœ̶Æı")æ¸┻"6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̇Øœæ"œ̶-º"̋©ÆØ"̇º¸"ØÆ©̋" ̇̊̊æø¸Æº̌" ßæ")æ¸╆œ"¬ÆØØ┻" 6̶̋Æø"̶̈̋̇©Ææ-ø" œ̶æ-Ø¸"Œ̇ß̶̊" ß̶̋Æø" ø̋ØÆ̌Ææ-œ"
piety.%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"œ̋ø©̋")æ¸"¬Æß̶"̶æº̋œß°"ßæ"̇©æÆ¸")æ¸╆œ",-¸̌Œ̋ºß┻")æ¸""¬ÆØØ"ª-¸̌̋"¬̶̋ß̶̋ø"ß̶̋"̋©ÆØ"æø"̌ææ¸"ß̶-œ"º̋̋¸"̨æø"ø̋ı̋ºß̇º̊̋┻
Those who cause suffering to others will be punished by God.
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4. Amos teaching on Repentance

Amos 5:14-15

After declaring judgement and punishment to the people of Israel, Amos ̌̇©̋"̇"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋"æ̨"̋º̊æ-ø̇̌̋Œ̋ºß" ßæ" ß̶̋Œ" Æ̨" ß̶̋°"ø̋ı̋ºß̋¸┻"*̋"ø̋ŒÆº¸̋¸"
them that God hates the death of a wicked man but wants a sinner to change ̇º¸"ØÆ©̋┻")æ¸"ıøæŒÆœ̋¸"ß̶̋"̨æØØæ¬Æº̌"ßæ"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"Æ̨"ß̶̋°"ø̋ı̋ºß̋¸┺
i)  He would restore the Exiles. 

ii)  *̋"¬æ-Ø¸"ø̋œßæø̋"ß̶̋"&̇©Æ¸Æ̊"-Æº̌¸æŒ"ß̶øæ-̶̌"̶Æœ"¸̋œ̊̋º¸̇ºßœ"ßæ""
 rule the people of God. 

iii)  6̶̋"ピÆº̋°̇ø¸œ"¬æ-Ø¸"ıøæ¸-̊̋"ıØ̋ºß°"æ̨"¬Æº̋┻"Æ©ょ" " People would rebuild their ruined cities. ©ょ" " God would spare the remnants and that their agricultural land would  

 prosper. 

Relevance of Amos’ teaching on repentance to Christians

i) %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"Ø̋̇øº"ß̶̇ß")æ¸"Æœ"̇"̨æø̌Æ©Æº̌")æ¸┻
ii) God does not punish to destroy but to correct and continue with His œ̇Ø©̇ßÆæº"ıØ̇º┻"#Œæœ"ıøæ̊Ø̇ÆŒ̋¸" ß̶̇ß")æ¸"¬ÆØØ" ø̋œßæø̋" +œø̇̋Ø"̇œ"̇"

nation if they repented.

iii) There is hope of reconciliation with God after Judgement since God 

is merciful.Æ©ょ" God rewards those who repent and turn back to Him.©ょ" %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"Łºæ¬"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋°"̇ ø̋")æ¸╆œ"̊ ̶æÆ̊̋"̇ º¸"̶ ̇©̋"̇ "œı̋̊Æ̇Ø"
responsibility to lead others to God.

5. Teaching on Israel’s Election  

Israel Election referred to the choosing of Israel by God as a special nation 

through whom humankind could know God. God had promised patriarch 

in the Bible that He would establish great descendants in their lineage. 

Israelites being the chosen people, they had obligations to make the will of 

God known to other nations.

God had promised great blessings to the Israelites who were God chosen ı̋æıØ̋┻")æ¸"̶̇¸"ıøæŒÆœ̋¸"-Æº̌"&̇©Æ¸" ßæ" ̋œß̇̈ØÆœ̶"̇º"̋©̋øØ̇œßÆº̌"¸°º̇œß°"
and to raise a hair from his house to sit on the throne.
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6̶̋"+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"¬̋ø̋"̊̇ØØ̋¸"ßæ"œ̋ø©̋")æ¸┻"$̋Æº̌"ß̶̋"¸̋œ̊̋º¸̇ºßœ"æ̨"#̈ø̶̇̇Œ"̇º¸"&̇©Æ¸┸"ß̶̋°"¬̋ø̋"ß̶̋"̶̊æœ̋º"ø̇̊̋"ßæ"ø-Ø̋"̈-ß"ºæß"ßæ"̈̋"ø-Ø̋¸┻+œø̇̋Ø" ̋Ø̋̊ßÆæº" ¸Æ¸" ºæß" Œ̋̇º" œı̋̊Æ̇Ø" ıøÆ©ÆØ̋̌̋œ" æø" Œ̇ß̋øÆ̇Ø" ̋®ı̋̊ß̇ßÆæºœ┻"
They were not exempted with special material nature but God’s chosen race 

to make God known in the world.)æ¸╆œ"̊æºßÆº-̋¸"̨̇©æ-ø"ßæ"ß̶̋Œ"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"¸̋ß̋øŒÆº̋¸"̈°"ß̶̋Æø"æ̈̋¸Æ̋º̊̋"ßæ"
Him. They were to be obedient and humble as they were during Exodus so as )æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"̊æºßÆº-̋"̨̇©æ-øÆº̌"ß̶̋Œ"̇œ"*Æœ"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º┻+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"¬̋ø̋"̌Æ©̋º"œı̋̊Æ̇Ø"Ø̇º¸"ßæ"Æº̶̋øÆß┻")æ¸"̶̇¸"œ̇©̋¸"ß̶̋Œ"̨øæŒ"'̌°ıß"̇º¸"̌̇©̋"ß̶̋Œ"̇"ıøæŒÆœ̋¸"Ø̇º¸┸"%̇º̇̇º"ßæ"Æº̶̋øÆß┻
God made Israelites his only chosen people bound to him through the Sinai %æ©̋º̇ºß┻"6̶̋"5Æº̇Æ"%æ©̋º̇ºß"̈Æº¸̋¸"+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ" ßæ")æ¸"̇œ"æº"/æ-ºß"5Æº̇Æ┹"
was a symbol of close relationship between the Israelites and God. Israel was 

a chosen nation thus need to be loyal to Yahweh.)æ¸"¸̋ØÆ©̋ø̋¸"+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"æ-ß"æ̨"œØ̇©̋ø°"Ø̇º¸"¸-̋"ßæ"Øæ©̋┻"6̶̋"̋®ÆØ̋"ØÆ̨̋"Æº"'̌°ıß"¬̇œ"©̋ø°"̶æœßÆØ̋"ßæ"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨"+œø̇̋Ø┻")æ¸"̶̊æœ̋"/æœ̋œ"ßæ"Ø̋̇¸"ß̶̋Œ"̨øæŒ"
Egypt to the Promised Land.

Group work

1. Explain the origin of Christianity as a descend from Israel.

2. In what ways are Christians the chosen people?

3. &Æœ̊-œœ"ß̶̋"ø̋Ø̋©̇º̊̋"æ̨"#Œæœ"ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌"æº"+œø̇̋Ø"'Ø̋̊ßÆæº"ßæ"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ┻
6. Amos teaching on the Day of the Lord     

Concept of the Day of the Lord originated from Israelites political suffering.

According to the Israelites, the Day of the Lord was the day when God will  Æºß̋ø©̋º̋"̇º¸"ø̋œßæø̋"ß̶̋Œ"̈̇̊Ł"ßæ"ß̶̋"Øæœß"̌Øæø°┻"#Œæœ"ß̇-̶̌ß"ß̶̇ß"Æß╆œ"̇"¸̇°"æ̨"ß̋øøæø"̇º¸"¸Æœ̇œß̋ø"¬̶̋º"œæøøæ¬"̇º¸"Œæ-øºÆº̌"¬æ-Ø¸"ıø̋©̇ÆØ"Æº"ß̶̋"Ø̇º¸┻"+ß"¬ÆØØ"̈̋"̇"¸̇°"¬Æß̶"̶̋̇©̋ºØ°"œÆ̌ºœ"̇œ"ß̶̋"̋̊ØÆıœ̋œ┻"6̶̋"&̇°"æ̨"ß̶̋".æø¸"¬ÆØØ"̈̋"̇"¸̇°"¬̶̋º"ß̶̋"øÆ̶̊"̇º¸"̋©ÆØ"ı̋æıØ̋"¬æ-Ø¸"̨̇̊̋"ı-ºÆœ̶Œ̋ºß"̨æø"ß̶̋Æø"œÆºœ┻""
It will be a day when God’s anger will be rekindled upon Israel of their sins 

engulfed by doom and darkness.

To those who were loyal to the Lord, the Day of the Lord will be of; prosperity, ª-œßÆ̊̋" ¬æ-Ø¸" ıø̋©̇ÆØ┸" ØÆ̶̌ß" ̇º¸" ̈øÆ̶̌ßº̋œœ┸" ̋®̊Æß̋Œ̋ºß" ̇º¸" ø̋ªæÆ̊̋" æ©̋ø"©Æ̊ßæø°"̇º¸")æ¸"¬ÆØØ"̋œß̇̈ØÆœ̶"*Æœ"9ÆØØ┻
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7. Amos teaching on remnants and restoration

The remnants referred to the righteous people who were exempted from 

punishment of Yahweh. Restoration referred to returning or reconstruction æ̨" ß̶̋" +œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ" ßæ" ß̶̋" ̨æøŒ̋ø" œß̇ß̋┻" 6̶̋" +œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ" ¬̶æ" œ-ø©Æ©̋¸" ̨̇ß̋ø"̊æºł-̋œß"¬̋ø̋"ß̶̋"ø̋Œº̇ºßœ┻"6̶̋"̋°̋"æ̨"ß̶̋".æø¸"¬æ-Ø¸"æºØ°"̈̋"œ̋ºß"̇̌̇Æºœß"œÆº̨-Ø"ŁÆº̌¸æŒ"æºØ°┻"6̶̋ø̋"¬æ-Ø¸"̈ ̋"ø̋┽-ºÆæº"æ̨"ß̶̋"ŁÆº̌¸æŒ"æ̨"&̇©Æ¸┻"+œø̇̋Ø"¬æ-Ø¸"̊æºł-̋ø"ß̶̋Æø"̋º̋ŒÆ̋œ┻
The exiles would be restored back to their land and rebuilt the cities. They 

would settle in their promised land permanently.6̶Æœ"̌̇©̋"̶æı̋"̇º¸"̇œœ-ø̇º̊̋"ßæ"ß̶̋"+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"ß̶̇ß")æ¸"Ł̋ıß"ß̶̋"ıøæŒÆœ̋"*̋"
made to Abraham.

Group work

1. Who are the remnants in the modern society?

2. &Æœ̊-œœ"ß̶̋"ø̋Ø̋©̇º̊̋"æ̨"#Œæœ"ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌"æº"ø̋Œº̇ºßœ"̇ º¸"ø̋œßæø̇ßÆæº"ßæ"
Christian faith.

3. Compare and contrast Amos teachings on remnants and restoration to 

the Christian life.

4. Explain how God manifested the following attributes according to Amos:

� God is Holy and Righteous

� He is the Sustainer

� He is the Just Godぇ" *̋"Æœ"ß̶̋"7ºÆ©̋øœ̇Ø")æ¸
� He is the Creator

� He is the Supernatural God.

Class work

1. Compare and contrast the socio-political and religious state in the modern œæ̊Æ̋ß°"ßæ"ß̶̋"ßÆŒ̋"¸-øÆº̌"ß̶̋"ßÆŒ̋"æ̨"#Œæœ"ßæ"ıøæı̶̋ßÆ̊"©æ̊̇ßÆæº┻
2. Relate the prophetic mission of Amos as to the modern pastors and clergies ̇œ"œ̋ø©̇ºßœ"æ̨")æ¸┻ぬ┻" +̨" °æ-"¬̋ø̋"ıøæı̶̋ß"#Œæœ┸"¬̶Æ̶̊"̋©ÆØœ" ̊æ-Ø¸"°æ-"̊æº¸̋Œº" Æº" ßæ¸̇°╆œ"

society?
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Group work

1. Discuss Amos prophetic teaching on repentance and restoration in 

relationship to the Christian life.

2. Explain effects of synchretism and schism in Israel during the time of 

Amos.

2.  Prophet Jeremiah

Activity 1.5

1. Using the Bible, study the book of Prophet Jeremiah. In brief, explain 

why Jeremiah was called to be a prophet.

2. Based on what you know, why do you think prophet Jeremiah was 

referred to as a Weeping Prophet?ぬ┻" &Æœ̊-œœ" ß̶̋" ̋©̋ºßœ" Æº" ØÆ̨̋" æ̨" ıøæı̶̋ß" ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇" ¸-øÆº̌" ̶Æœ" ıøæı̶̋ßÆ̊"
work.

Social, political and religious background of Prophet Jeremiah

Political background ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"ıøæı̶̋œÆ̋¸"¸-øÆº̌"ß̶̋"ø̋Æ̌ºœ"æ̨"ß̶̋"Ø̇œß"ピÆ©̋"ŁÆº̌œ"æ̨",-¸̶̇"ゅはには┽のぱば" $%ょ┻" 6̶̋œ̋" ŁÆº̌œ" ¬̋ø̋┹" ,æœÆ̶̇┸" ,̶̋æ̶̇̇±┸" ,̶̋æÆ̇ŁÆŒ┸" ,̶̋æÆ̶̇̊Æº┸" ̇º¸"
Zedekiah. They were politically unstable which led to the destruction of the 

Jerusalem city and the temple. The Assyrian Empire had collapsed and Judah ¬̇œ"-º¸̋ø"ß̶̋"̊æºßøæØ"æ̨"ß̶̋"'̌°ıßÆ̇ºœ┻",-¸̶̇"̈̋̊̇Œ̋"̇"©̇œœ̇Ø"œß̇ß̋"æ̨"'̌°ıß"
and paid yearly tribute to her. After the collapse of the Egyptian empire by 

Babylon, Judah fall under the control of the Babylonians. ,-¸̶̇" ¬̇œ" ̋©̋ºß-̇ØØ°" ¸̋œßøæ°̋¸" ̈°" $̇̈°Øæº" Æº" のぱば" $%" ̇º¸" ̶̋ø" ı̋æıØ̋"
deported to Babylon. Judah experienced political instability because of not 

heeding Jeremiah’s warning against political alliances with foreign nations. 

She was supposed to rely on God for her security. 

Socio-economic background 6̶̋" œæ̊Æ̋ß°"¬̇œ" ¸Æ©Æ¸̋¸" Æºßæ" ß̶ø̋̋" ̊̇œß̋" œ°œß̋Œœ┹" ß̶̋" -ıı̋ø┸"ŒÆ¸¸Ø̋" ̇º¸"
lower. There was oppression of widows, aliens, orphans and the innocent ̈°"ß̶æœ̋"Æº"ıæ¬̋ø┻"6̶̋"øÆ̶̊"̇̊ł-Æø̋¸"¬̋̇Øß̶"ß̶øæ-̶̌"¸Æœ̶æº̋œß"Œ̋̇ºœ"œ-̶̊"
as bribery and grabbing of land. People broke the social demands of the ̊æ©̋º̇ºß"̈°"̊æŒŒÆßßÆº̌"̇¸-Øß̋ø°┸"ß̶̨̋ß"̇º¸"Œ-ø¸̋ø┻"
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Religious background 

During the time of Jeremiah, religion was corrupted because the people ̶̇¸"̈øæŁ̋º"ß̶̋"5Æº̇Æ"%æ©̋º̇ºß┻"6̶̋ø̋"¬̇œ"œ̋®-̇Ø" ÆŒŒæø̇ØÆß°"̇º¸" Æ¸æØ̇ßø°"
in the temple. Priests and false prophets told lies to rejoice the rulers who 

were on authority. The leaders and rulers had failed to lead the people in the %æ©̋º̇ºß"¬̇°"æ̨"ØÆ̨̋"̈°"Ø̋̇¸Æº̌"ı̋æıØ̋"̇œßø̇°┻"
The people of Judah were worshipping idols such as Baal, Ashram, Molech, 

Chemosh, the sun and the moon gods brought as a result of religious schism. 

There was widespread syncretism where Yahweh was worshipped alongside 

pagan gods. King Josiah’s attempts to carry out religious reforms supported 

by Jeremiah in Judah but had failed.

Group work

1. Using the Bible, explain the social, political and religious life during the 

time of Prophet Jeremiah.

2. &Æœ̊-œœ"ß̶̋"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææ-œ"ø̨̋æøŒœ"̊-øøÆ̋¸"æ-ß"̈°"-Æº̌",æœÆ̶̇"ゅに-Æº̌œ"にぬょ┻
The call of Prophet Jeremiah

(Jeremiah 1),̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"¬̇œ"̊̇ØØ̋¸"̈°")æ¸"¬̶̋º"̶̋"¬̇œ"̇"°æ-º̌"Œ̇º┸"ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"な┺ばょ┻"6̶̋"
call was inform of a dialogue directly between him and God. He heard God 

calling him, by taking to him; God had appointed him as His messenger. 

Jeremiah protested that he was young and did not know how to speak. God ø̋œıæº¸̋¸"̈°"ß̋ØØÆº̌"̶ÆŒ"ß̶̇ß"*̋"̶̇¸"̌Æ©̋º"̶ÆŒ"¸Æ©Æº̋"̇-ß̶æøÆß°"ßæ"œı̋̇Ł"
and act on his behalf.)æ¸"ıøæŒÆœ̋¸"ßæ"ıøæß̋̊ß"̶ ÆŒ"̇ º¸"ßæ"̌ Æ©̋"̶ ÆŒ"¬æø¸œ"ßæ"œı̋̇Ł┻"#œ"̇ º"̇ œœ-ø̇º̊̋"
to this, God touched his lips and put words in him. Jeremiah was to speak 

against nations and Kingdoms, pluck up and break down, to destroy and to 

assert row; to build and to plant. His prophetic mission was to pronounce 

God’s judgement and punishment to Israel and other sinful nations.&-øÆº̌"̶Æœ"̊̇ØØ"̶̋"œ̇¬"ß̶̋"ß¬æ"©ÆœÆæºœ┻"
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Vision of Prophet Jeremiah

1. 6̶̋"©ÆœÆæº"æ̨"̈ø̇º̶̊"æ̨"̇º"̇ØŒæº¸"ßø̋̋"¬̶Æ̶̊"¬̇œ"̈̇ø̋┻"

 Jeremiah interpreted this to mean that the tree was waiting for the time it ¬æ-Ø¸"ı-ß"̨ æøß̶"Æßœ"̈ -¸œ"̇ º¸"Ø̋̇©̋œ"Æº"ß̶̋"œ̇Œ̋"¬̇°")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸""̈ ̋"¬̇ÆßÆº̌"ßæ"œ̋̋"ß̶̋"̨-Ø̨ÆØØŒ̋ºß"æ̨"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋œ"ß̶̇ß"̶̋"¬æ-Ø¸"̌Æ©̋"̶Æœ"ıøæı̶̋ß┻
2. 6̶̋"©ÆœÆæº"æ̨"̇"̈æÆØÆº̌"ıæß"̨̇̊Æº̌"̇¬̇°"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"0æøß̶"ßæ¬̇ø¸œ",-¸̶̇┻"

 6̶̋"©ÆœÆæº"œ°Œ̈æØÆœ̋¸"ß̶̇ß")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"-œ̋"̇ "œßøæº̌"º̇ßÆæº"̨ øæŒ"ß̶̋"0æøß̶"
to destroy Judah for their wickedness.

 God reassured Jeremiah of His protection in the face of opposition from 

his own people and the people of Jeremiah.

 God ßæØ¸"̶ÆŒ"ß̶̇ß"*̋"¬̇œ"ßæ"Œ̇Ł̋"̶ÆŒ"̇╆╆"̨æøßÆピÆ̋¸"̊Æß°╆╆┸"̇º"╅╆Æøæº"ıÆØØ̇ø╆╆"̇º¸"̇ "╅╆$øæº±̋"¬̇ØØ┻╆╆"*̋"¬æ-Ø¸"ºæß"̈ ̋"̧ ̋ıæøß̋¸"̨ æø")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"̈ ̋"¬Æß̶"̶ ÆŒ┻"
(Jeremiah 1:18-19).
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なぱ┽なひ".Æœß̋º┸",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇┿"'©̋ø°æº̋"Æº"ß̶Æœ"Ø̇º¸"を"ß̶̋"ŁÆº̌œ"æ̨",-¸̶̇┸"ß̶̋"æ̨ピÆ̊Æ̇Øœ┸"ß̶̋"ıøÆ̋œßœ┸"̇º¸"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"を"¬ÆØØ"̈̋"̇̌̇Æºœß"°æ-┻"$-ß"ßæ¸̇°"+"̇Œ"̌Æ©Æº̌"°æ-"ß̶̋"œßø̋º̌ß̶"ßæ"ø̋œÆœß"ß̶̋Œ┹"°æ-"¬ÆØØ"̈̋"ØÆŁ̋"̇"̨æøßÆピÆ̋¸"̊Æß°┸"̇º"Æøæº"ıÆØØ̇ø┸"̇º¸"̇"̈øæº±̋"
wall. They will not defeat you, for I will be with you to protect you. I, the LORD, ̶̇©̋"œıæŁ̋º┻╊

Jeremiah after all this responded to God’s call with obedience and faith.

Jeremiah’s personal life *̋"¬̇œ"̈æøº"Æº"ß̶̋"œŒ̇ØØ"©ÆØØ̇̌̋"æ̨"#º̇ß̶æß̶"Æº",-¸̶̇┻"*Æœ"̨̇ß̶̋ø"¬̇œ"̇"ıøÆ̋œß"
called Hilkiah. God called Jeremiah to be a prophet when he was still young.*̋"¬̇œ"̊æŒŒ̇º¸̋¸"ºæß"ßæ"Œ̇øø°"æø"̶̇©̋"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º┸"ºæß"ßæ"̇ßß̋º¸"̇º°"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"
function such as weddings or funerals. He was rejected by his family, friends ̇º¸"ø̋Ø̇ßÆ©̋œ"¬̶æ"̋©̋º"ıØæßß̋¸"ßæ"ŁÆØØ"̶ÆŒ┻
He was persecuted by kings Jehoakim and Zedekiah for his prophecies of 

destruction. During his prophetic mission, he supported king Josiah’s temple 

reforms.

Jeremiah was treated with hostility by false prophets (Hannaniah) and ıøÆ̋œßœ┻"*̋"œ-̨̨̋ø̋¸"ı̶°œÆ̊̇ØØ°┸"œıÆøÆß-̇ØØ°"̇º¸"̋©̋º"ł-̋œßÆæº̋¸")æ¸╆œ"ª-œßÆ̊̋┻
He complained and lamented to God about his problems. After the Babylonian ̋®ÆØ̋┸",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"̇ º¸"̇ "̨ ̋¬",̋¬œ"ピØ̋¸"ßæ"'̌°ıß"̨ æø"ø̨̋-̌̋"¬̶̋ø̋",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"Æœ"œ̇Æ¸"ßæ"̶̇©̋"¸Æ̋¸┻
The lessons Christians learn from the call of Jeremiah

i) %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"Ø̋̇øº"ß̶̇ß")æ¸"̶̇œ"̇"ı-øıæœ̋"̨æø"̋©̋ø°"̶-Œ̇º"̈̋Æº̌┻
ii) )æ¸"Łºæ¬œ"̶̋̇̊"ı̋øœæº"̋©̋º"̨̈̋æø̋"ß̶̋°"̇ø̋"̊æº̊̋Æ©̋¸┻
iii) )æ¸"̊̇º"̶̊ææœ̋"̇º°æº̋"ßæ"œ̋ø©̋"*ÆŒ"ø̋̌̇ø¸Ø̋œœ"æ̨"̇̌̋"æø"œß̇ß-œ"Æº"
 society.Æ©ょ" %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"̶̇©̋"̇"ø̋œıæºœÆ̈ÆØÆß°"ßæ"¸̋ØÆ©̋ø")æ¸╆œ"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋"ßæ"æß̶̋ø"
 people. ©ょ" Christians should always obey God’s call.©Æょ" Those who obey God’s call are assured of His protection.
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Evils condemned by Prophet Jeremiah +º"̶Æœ"ıøæı̶̋ßÆ̊"¬æøŁ┸"2øæı̶̋ß",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"̊æº¸̋Œº̋¸"̇"ºæß̋̈̇Ø̋"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"̋©ÆØœ"
in the society:な┻"0̋̊øæŒ̇º̊°"ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"なね┺なね┸"にば┺ひ┸"にひ┺ぱ┽ひょ0̋̊øæŒ̇º̊°"ø̨̋̋øœ"ßæ"ß̶̋"ıø̇̊ßÆ̊̋"æ̨"ıø̋¸Æ̊ßÆº̌"̨-ß-ø̋"̋©̋ºßœ"̈°"Æº©æØ©Æº̌"
the dead. It is also the act of consulting the spirits of the dead seeking hidden Łºæ¬Ø̋¸̌̋"æø" ̨-ß-ø̋"̋©̋ºßœ" ß̶øæ-̶̌"Œ°œßÆ̊̇Ø"ıæ¬̋øœ┻"0̋̊øæŒ̇º̊°" Æœ"̇Øœæ"Łºæ¬º"̇œ"¸Æ©Æº̇ßÆæº┸"Œ̇̌Æ̊"̇º¸"œæø̊̋ø°┻#Œæº̌"ß̶̋",̋¬œ"¸Æ©Æº̇ßÆæº"¬̇œ"œßøÆ̊ßØ°"̨æø̈Æ¸¸̋º"Æº"ß̶̋"*̋̈ø̋¬"Ø̇¬┻"6̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"ıø̇̊ßÆœ̋¸"Œ̇̌Æ̊"æø"¬Æß̶̊̊ø̨̇ß"¬̋ø̋"ßæ"̈̋"ı-ºÆœ̶̋¸"̈°"¸̋̇ß̶"ゅ.̋©ÆßÆ̊-œ"なひ┹"ぬなょ┻
God hates necromancy and anyone who practiced it was no longer one of 

God’s people. The practice had made God angry with people of the Northern -Æº̌¸æŒ┻" ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇" ̇¸©Æœ̋¸" -Æº̌" <̋¸̋ŁÆ̶̇" ºæß" ßæ" ØÆœß̋º" ßæ" ß̶æœ̋" ¬̶æ"
predicted the future either through dreams or by calling up the spirits of the 

dead or through magic.

2. Dishonesty or  deception ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"æ̈œ̋ø©̋¸"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨",-¸̶̇"¬̋ø̋"¸Æœ̶æº̋œß┻"&Æœ̶æº̋œß"Æœ"ß̶̋"
lack of moral integrity and uprightness. People of Judah were dishonest in 

the following ways:

i)  Prophets and priests of Judah spoke nothing but lies in the name of 

Yahweh. Instead of leading people to Yahweh they led them astray. 6̶̋°"̌̇©̋"ı̋æıØ̋"̨̇Øœ̋"̶æı̋œ"°̋ß")æ¸"̶̇¸"ºæß"œ̋ºß"ß̶̋Œ┻
ii)  The people of Judah were deceitful in their relationship. They were ¸Æœ̶æº̋œß"Æº"ß̶̋Æø"̶̋̇øßœ"̇º¸"ŒÆº¸œ"̇º¸"̋©̋º"ıø̇̊ßÆ̊̋¸"̊æøø-ıßÆæº┹"

no one was safe from the other. 

iii)  ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"æ̈œ̋ø©̋¸"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋"ıøæı̶̋ßœ"æ̨"5æ¸æŒ"̇º¸")æŒæøø̶̇"ØÆ̋¸"
and were immoral.Æ©ょ""The priests and the people of Judah were deceitful in the way they 

worshipped. Their outward rituals did not match their inner piety. 

They worshipped God alongside the pagan gods.©ょ"" 6̶̋°"̌̇©̋"Œ̋̇ºÆº̌Ø̋œœ"œ̇̊øÆ̨Æ̊̋œ" ßæ")æ¸"̇œ" ß̶̋°"æ̨̨̋ø̋¸"ß̶̋"œ̇Œ̋"
sacrifices to pagan gods. Jeremiah reminded them that it is better to 

obey God than to offer meaningless sacrifices to pagan gods. 



にぬ

ぬ┻"(̇Øœ̋"2øæı̶̋̊°"ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"にぱょ
Jeremiah’s prophecy was challenged by Hannaniah who was a false prophet 

in the temple of Jerusalem.

He rebuked false prophets who misled the people of Yahweh and who 

polluted the true worship by prophesying things that people wanted to hear.

Jeremiah warned people of God’s judgment that God would take them to ̋®ÆØ̋" Æº" $̇̈°Øæº┻" *æ¬̋©̋ø┸" *̇ºº̇ºÆ̶̇" ̊æºßø̇¸Æ̊ß̋¸" ̶Æœ"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋" ̊Ø̇ÆŒÆº̌"
that God would break the power of Babylonians setting Judah free.,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"̇¸©Æœ̋¸"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æº"̨̇Øœ̋"ıøæı̶̋̊°"̈°┺

i) Urging prophets sent by God to speak the truth. 

ii) Telling the people to ignore message from false prophets. 

iii) Reminding them that true prophets had authority. Æ©ょ" That prophets of God were courageous and would not be intimated. ね┻"*-Œ̇º"œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋┸",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"ば┺"ぬど┽ぬに*-Œ̇º"œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋"Æœ"ß̶̋"̇̊ß"æ̨"ŁÆØØÆº̌"̶-Œ̇º"̈̋Æº̌œ"̨æø"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææ-œ"øÆß-̇Øœ┻"6̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨",-¸̶̇"̶̇¸"̈æøøæ¬̋¸"ß̶̋"̇̊ß"̨øæŒ"%̇º̇̇ºÆß̋œ┻"6̶̋°"œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋¸"ß̶̋Æø"
daughters and sons to Baal.6̶Æœ"¬̇œ"̇º"̇̊ß"æ̨"Œ-ø¸̋ø"̇º¸"̇̌̇Æºœß")æ¸╆œ" Ø̇¬" ╅╆;æ-"œ̶̇ØØ"ºæß"ŁÆØØ╆╆┻"6̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨",-¸̶̇"̈-ÆØß"̇º"̇Øß̇ø"̊̇ØØ̋¸"6æı̋ß̶"Æº"ß̶̋"©̇ØØ̋°"æ̨"*ÆººæŒ"¬̶̋ø̋"ß̶̋°"œ̇̊øÆピÆœ̋¸"ß̶̋Æø"œæºœ"̇º¸"¸̇-̶̌ß̋øœ"ßæ"ı̇̌̇º"̌æ¸œ"̇œ"̈-øºß"æ̨̨̋øÆº̌œ┻"
God was angry with the practice and would punish the people of Judah. の┻"+¸æØ̇ßø°"ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"に┽など┸"にぬ┸"にぱょ
Idolatry is the worship of false gods and goddesses.

At the time of Jeremiah idolatry was widespread. Jeremiah condemned it 

and reminded the people that Yahweh was superior to idols for they were ̨̇Øœ̋┻"+¸æØ̇ßø°"©ÆæØ̇ß̋¸"ß̶̋"ピÆøœß"̊æŒŒ̇º¸Œ̋ºß"¬̶Æ̶̊"ø̋ł-Æø̋¸"+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"ßæ"
worship no other god.+¸æØ̇ßø°"¬̇œ"̇º"̇̈̇º¸æºŒ̋ºß"æ̨"+œø̇̋Ø╆œ"ピÆøœß"Øæ©̋"ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"に┺にょ┻"+ß"¬̇œ"̇"ı-øœ-Æß"æ̨"©̇ºÆß°┻"+ß"¸̋ピÆØ̋¸"ß̶̋"̶æØ°"Ø̇º¸┻"+ß"¬̇œ"̇Øœæ"ø̋̈̋ØØÆæº"̇̌̇Æºœß")æ¸┻"
Jeremiah pleaded with the people to turn back to Yahweh and change their ¬̇°œ┻"*æ¬̋©̋ø┸"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨",-¸̶̇"ø̋Œ̇Æº̋¸"œß-̈̈æøº"̇º¸"ø̋̈̋ØØÆæ-œ"̇º¸"
failed to listen.
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は┻",-¸̌̋Œ̋ºß"̇º¸"ı-ºÆœ̶Œ̋ºß2øæı̶̋ß" ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇" -º¸̋øœßææ¸" )æ¸" ̇œ" ß̶̋" -ºÆ©̋øœ̇Ø" )æ¸"¬̶æœ̋" ª-¸̌Œ̋ºß"
would affect both the Israelites and other nations. In his early prophetic 

ministry, Jeremiah prophesied that God would use a strong foreign nation ̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"0æøß̶"ßæ"Æº©̇¸̋",-¸̶̇"̨æø"Ø̇̊Ł"æ̨"ø̋ı̋ºß̇º̊̋┻,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"̇¸©Æœ̋¸"-Æº̌"<̋¸̋ŁÆ̶̇"ºæß" ßæ"ø̋œÆœß" ß̶Æœ"̇ßß̇̊Ł"̈̋̊̇-œ̋" Æß"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"̊æºßøæØØ̋¸"̈°")æ¸┻"*̋"̇¸©Æœ̋¸"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨",-¸̶̇"ßæ"ピØ̋̋"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"̊Æß°"æ̨" ,̋ø-œ̇Ø̋Œ" ßæ" ̇©æÆ¸"¸̋œßø-̊ßÆæº" ̨æø" ß̶̋" ̨æøßÆピÆ̋¸" ̊Æß°"¬æ-Ø¸"ºæß" ıøæ©Æ¸̋"
protection and security.,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇" œßø̋œœ̋¸" ß̶̇ß" ß̶̋" ı-ºÆœ̶Œ̋ºß" ¬̇œ" Æº̋©Æß̇̈Ø̋" ̈-ß" ß̶̋" ı-øıæœ̋"
was to correct them of their mistakes. The punishment was compared to ̇"©̋ºæŒæ-œ"œº̇Ł̋"ß̶̇ß"¬æ-Ø¸"̈Æß̋"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨",-¸̶̇"̇º¸"ß̶̋"̨̇ØØ"æ̨",-¸̶̇"
likened to the collapse of a tent. Judah would be taken to exile and no one 

would escape.

Bones of leaders would be ashamed and spread on the ground as a sign of 

humiliation. 

Many would be left dead after the attack and their bodies would remain -º̈-øÆ̋¸"̇º¸"æß̶̋øœ"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"̋̇ß̋º"̈°"©-Øß-ø̋œ"̇º¸"¬ÆØ¸"̇ºÆŒ̇Øœ┻"6̶̋ø̋"
would be drought and famine bringing suffering on human beings and 

animals.+º" ,̋ø-œ̇Ø̋Œ" ß̶̋"̌ø̇©̋œ"æ̨" ŁÆº̌œ┸" ıøÆ̋œßœ" ̇º¸"ıøæı̶̋ßœ"æ̨" ,-¸̶̇"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"
opened up and their bones would be exposed to the sun like rubbish. God 

would destroy other nations such as Egypt, Moab, and Babylon for refusing 

to recognise God as Lord. God would also punish Babylon for oppressing )æ¸╆œ"ı̋æıØ̋"¸-øÆº̌"ß̶̋"̋®ÆØ̋"ß̶̇ß"¬æ-Ø¸"Ø̇œß"̨æø"ばど"°̋̇øœ┻"4̋Ø̋©̇º̊̋"æ̨",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇╆œ"ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌œ"ßæ"̶̊øÆœßÆ̇ºœ
i) Christians learn that they should trust in God.

ii) 6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̇Øœæ"̊æº¸̋Œº"̇º°"̨æøŒ"æ̨"¸Æœ̶æº̋œß°"̈̋̊̇-œ̋"Æß"Æœ"̋©ÆØ"Æº"
God’s eyes.

iii) 6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̇©æÆ¸"Æ¸æØ̇ßø°"¬̶Æ̶̊"Œ̇°"Ø̋̇¸"ßæ"̶-Œ̇º"œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋┻Æ©ょ" 6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"Ø̋̇øº"ßæ"ø̋ı̋ºß"ß̶̋Æø"œÆºœ"̇Ø¬̇°œ"ßæ"̇©æÆ¸")æ¸╆œ",-¸̌Œ̋ºß"
and punishment.
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Class work

1. 9̶°"¸æ"°æ-"ß̶ÆºŁ"2øæı̶̋ß",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"̌̇©̋"̇"6̋ŒıØ̋"5̋øŒæº╂
2. 9̶̇ß"̋©ÆØœ"̊æ-Ø¸"2øæı̶̋ß",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"̊æº¸̋Œº"Æº"ß̶̋"œæ̊Æ̋ß°"ßæ¸̇°╂ぬ┻" 9̶̇ß"Æœ"ß̶̋"ø̋Ø̋©̇º̊̋"æ̨",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇╆œ"ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌œ"æº"̋©ÆØœ"̇º¸"̨̇Øœ̋"ıøæı̶̋ßœ"

to Christians?

Jeremiah’s symbolic acts related to judgement and 

punishment

Activity 1.6

1. Can you list down Jeremiah’s symbolic acts of judgement and 

punishment?

2. Analyse the teachings of jeremiah on judgement and purnishment.ぬ┻""9̶̇ß"̊ ̇º"°æ-"œ̇°"̇ ̈æ-ß"ß̶̋"œÆ̌ºÆピÆ̊̇º̊̋"æ̨",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇╆œ"œ°Œ̈æØÆ̊"̇ ̊ßœ"æº"
Judgement and punishment to Christians? 5°Œ̈æØÆ̊" ̇̊ßœ" ̇ø̋" Æºß̋ºœÆピÆ̋¸" ̨æøŒœ"æ̨" ıøæı̶̋ßÆ̊" œı̶̋̋̊"æø" ̇º" ̇̊ß̋¸" ̨æøŒ"

of the word of God. They are also referred to as acted parables. They were 

used in the Old Testament with an intention of drawing attention and 

arousing curiosity to learn more about God by the audience. Jeremiah used 

the following symbolic acts to demonstrate how judgement and punishment 

would affect the people of Judah.

a)  Wearing of a linen waist clothゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"なぬ┺な┽ななょ
Jeremiah was asked by God to buy a waist cloth and wear it. He was asked to ̶Æ¸̋"Æß"Æº"ß̶̋"̊ø̋©Æ̊̋œ"æ̨"ß̶̋"øæ̊Łœ"Æº"øÆ©̋ø"'-ı̶ø̇ß̋œ"̨æø"œæŒ̋ßÆŒ̋"̇º¸"ıÆ̊Ł"
it. Jeremiah found the waist cloth rotten and completely useless. The waist 

cloth represented Judah and Israel. The idea of wearing the cloth around 

his waist showed that Judah and Israel was God’s Kingdom and they held ̇"œı̋̊Æ̇Ø"ıØ̇̊̋"æ̨"̶æºæ-ø"̇º¸"ıø̇Æœ̋┻"4̋Œæ©Æº̌"æ̨"ø-Æº̋¸"̊Øæß̶"œ°Œ̈æØÆœ̋¸"
punishment of Judah and Israel. It showed that God had passed Judgment on 

them.

b)   Filling of the empty jars with wine ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"なぬ┺なに┽なねょ
This act was demonstrated through a parable that Jeremiah used. The ı̇ø̇̈Ø̋"¬̇œ"̇̈æ-ß"¬Æº̋"œŁÆº"ª̇øœ"ß̶̇ß"¬̋ø̋"̋Œıß°"̇º¸"ß̶̋º"ピÆØØ̋¸"¬Æß̶"¬Æº̋┻"



には

When the full jars were hit against each other they broke due to the impact. 6̶̋" ピÆØØÆº̌" æ̨" ß̶̋" ª̇øœ" ø̋ıø̋œ̋ºß" ß̶̋" ̶æı̋Ø̋œœº̋œœ" Æº"¬̶Æ̶̊" ß̶̋" ı̋æıØ̋" æ̨",̋ø-œ̇Ø̋Œ"¬æ-Ø¸"ピÆº¸"ß̶̋Œœ̋Ø©̋œ"¸-øÆº̌")æ¸╆œ"ı-ºÆœ̶Œ̋ºß┻6̶̋"¬Æº̋"ß̶̇ß"¬æ-Ø¸"ピÆØØ"ß̶̋"ª̇øœ"œ°Œ̈æØÆœ̋œ"ß̶̋"Æºœßø-Œ̋ºß")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"-œ̋"
to punish them due to their wickedness.

d)  Jeremiah personal life ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"なはょ*̋"¬̇œ"̊æŒŒ̇º¸̋¸"̈°")æ¸"ºæß"ßæ"Œ̇øø°"æø"̶̇©̋"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º┻"*̋"¬̇œ"¸̋ºÆ̋¸"
the normal relationship because of the impending catastrophe that would 

disrupt normal relationships.

Jeremiah was not supposed to enter any house where a funeral was being ̶̋Ø¸"æø"Œæ-øº"æø"œ̶æ¬"̇º°"œ°Œı̇ß̶°"ßæ"ß̶̋"̈̋ø̋̇©̋¸┻"6̶Æœ"Œ̋̇ºß"ß̶̇ß")æ¸"̶̇¸" ̊æŒıØ̋ß̋Ø°" ¬Æß̶¸ø̇¬º" ̶Æœ" ̈Ø̋œœÆº̌œ┸" Øæ©̋" ̇º¸" ıÆß°" ̨æø" ß̶̋" ı̋æıØ̋" æ̨"
Judah. 

He was restricted from entering a house where there was feasting. This œ°Œ̈æØÆœ̋¸" ß̶̇ß" ßÆŒ̋" ̨æø" ̨̋̇œßÆº̌" ¬̇œ" æ©̋ø" ̇º¸" Æß" ¬æ-Ø¸" ̈̋" ø̋ıØ̇̊̋¸" ̈°"
suffering and grief.

e) The potter and his clay 

(Jeremiah 18:1-10)

Jeremiah was instructed to go to a potter’s house where he found a potter ŒæØ¸Æº̌"̊Ø̇°"Æºßæ"ıæßœ┻"*̋"¬̇ß̶̊̋¸"̇º¸"ß̶̋"ıæßß̋ø"¸Æœ̊æ©̋ø̋¸"̇"¸̨̋̋̊ß"Æº"ß̶̋"
pot he was shaping in his hands. The potter pressed the same clay into a 

lump and molded another pot. 

This illustrated the relationship between God and his people. The potter 

represented God while the clay represented the people. It is also meant that 



にば

God had authority to tear down or to build a nation in the same way the 

potter could mould or destroy a pot.̨ょ""6̶̋"œŒ̇œ̶Æº̌"æ̨"ß̶̋"̋̇øß̶̋º"ピØ̇œŁ"
(Jeremiah 19:1-20))æ¸"Æºœßø-̊ß̋¸",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"ßæ"̈-°"̇º"̋̇øß̶̋º"ピØ̇œŁ"̨æø"̊̇øø°Æº̌"¬̇ß̋ø┻"*̋"¬̇œ"ßæ"̌̇ß̶̋ø"̇"̌øæ-ı"æ̨"̋Ø¸̋øœ"̇º¸"œ̋ºÆæø"ıøÆ̋œßœ"̇ß"ß̶̋"©̇ØØ̋°"æ̨"*ÆººæŒ"ª-œß"æ-ßœÆ¸̋"ß̶̋")̇ß̋"æ̨"2æßœ̶̋ø¸┻"*̋ø̋"̶̋"¬̇œ"ßæ"̈ø̋̇Ł"ß̶̋"ピØ̇œŁ"Æº"ß̶̋"ıø̋œ̋º̊̋"
of his companions. 

6̶̋" ̈ø̋̇ŁÆº̌" æ̨" ß̶̋" ピØ̇œŁ" œÆ̌ºÆピÆ̋¸" ß̶̇ß" )æ¸" ¬æ-Ø¸" ¸̋œßøæ°" ß̶̋" ̊Æß°" æ̨"
Jerusalem. The city would remain deserted with decaying bodies and slain ı̋æıØ̋"¬̶æ"¬æ-Ø¸"̶̇©̋"̨̇ÆØ̋¸"ßæ"̇̈Æ¸̋"̈°"ß̶̋"̊æ©̋º̇ºß"¬̇°"æ̨"ØÆ̨̋┻̌ょ"6̶̋"©ÆœÆæº"æ̨"ß¬æ"̈̇œŁ̋ßœ"æ̨"ピÆ̌œ"
(Jeremiah 24:1-10)*̋"œ̇¬"̇"©ÆœÆæº"æ̨"ß¬æ"̈̇œŁ̋ßœ"æ̨"ピÆ̌œ"ıØ̇̊̋¸"æ-ßœÆ¸̋"ß̶̋"ß̋ŒıØ̋┻"1º̋"̈̇œŁ̋ß"
had good fruits while the other had bad fruits. 

The good fruits symbolised the exiles taken to exile in Babylon. God would ¬̇ß̶̊"æ©̋ø"ß̶̋Œ"¬̶ÆØ̋"ß̶̋"̈ ̇¸"̨ ø-Æßœ"œ°Œ̈æØÆœ̋¸"ß̶æœ̋"œßÆØØ"ØÆ©Æº̌"Æº",̋ø-œ̇Ø̋Œ┸"
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Judah and Egypt. God was going to destroy them. God would make them a 

terror to all nations of the earth. They would be ridiculed and destroyed.

i) The wearing of the wooden ox yoke

During the reign of King Zedekiah, God commanded Jeremiah to make a 

wooden ox yoke and put it on his neck. He was to walk around with the yoke 

like an oxen. 

6̶Æœ"œÆ̌ºÆピÆ̋¸"ß̶̋"̈-ø¸̋º"ß̶̇ß"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"̨̋Øß"Æº"ß̶̋"ı-ºÆœ̶Œ̋ºß"ß̶̇ß"ı̋æıØ̋"¬æ-Ø¸" œ-̨̨̋ø┻" +ß" ̇ııøæ©̋¸" ß̶̇ß" ı̋æıØ̋" ¬æ-Ø¸" ̈̋" œØ̇©̋œ" Æº" ̋®ÆØ̋" ̇œ" )æ¸╆œ"
punishment. It also symbolised the need for the king to surrender to Babylon 

so that they would be restored and treated with mercy.

Jeremiah’s suffering and lamentations 

(Jeremiah 11:18-23, 12:1-6, 15:10-21)

Suffering is an unpleasant experience. It is the state of pain or distress. 

Lamentation is the expression of sorrow of leaders and the people. 

Jeremiah’s prophecy was of doom to Judah and Israel. He prophesied with 

deep emotions for his people in proclaiming punishment. This led to his 

suffering and lamentations.
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Activity 1.7

1. Why do you think Jeremiah underwent suffering during his mission?

2.  Read the passages below and explain Jeremiah’s main concern during 

his prophetic work.

Jeremiah 11: 18-23なぱ"0æ¬" ß̶̋" .14&" ̌̇©̋"Œ̋" Łºæ¬Ø̋¸̌̋" æ̨" Æß┸" ̇º¸" +" Łºæ¬" Æß┹" ̨æø" ;æ-" œ̶æ¬̋¸"Œ̋" ß̶̋Æø"
doings.19 But I was like a docile lamb brought to the slaughter; and I did not know that ß̶̋°"̶̇¸"¸̋©Æœ̋¸"œ̶̊̋Œ̋œ"̇̌̇Æºœß"Œ̋┸"œ̇°Æº̌┸"╉.̋ß"-œ"¸̋œßøæ°"ß̶̋"ßø̋̋"¬Æß̶"Æßœ"̨ø-Æß┸"̇º¸"Ø̋ß"-œ"̊-ß"̶ÆŒ"æ̨̨"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"Ø̇º¸"æ̨"ß̶̋"ØÆ©Æº̌┸"ß̶̇ß"̶Æœ"º̇Œ̋"Œ̇°"̈̋"ø̋Œ̋Œ̈̋ø̋¸"ºæ"Œæø̋┻╊"
20 But, O LORD of hosts, You who judge righteously, Testing the [a]mind and the heart, .̋ß"Œ̋"œ̋̋";æ-ø"©̋º̌̋̇º̊̋"æº"ß̶̋Œ┸"(æø"ßæ";æ-"+"̶̇©̋"ø̋©̋̇Ø̋¸"Œ°"̊̇-œ̋┻"にな"╉6̶̋ø̨̋æø̋"ß̶-œ"œ̇°œ"ß̶̋".14&"̊æº̊̋øºÆº̌"ß̶̋"Œ̋º"æ̨"#º̇ß̶æß̶"¬̶æ"œ̋̋Ł"°æ-ø"ØÆ̨̋┸"œ̇°Æº̌┸╅&æ"ºæß"ıøæı̶̋œ°"Æº"ß̶̋"º̇Œ̋"æ̨"ß̶̋".14&┸"Ø̋œß"°æ-"¸Æ̋"̈°"æ-ø"̶̇º¸╆を"にに"ß̶̋ø̨̋æø̋"ß̶-œ"œ̇°œ"ß̶̋".14&"æ̨"̶æœßœ┺"╅$̶̋æØ¸┸"+"¬ÆØØ"ı-ºÆœ̶"ß̶̋Œ┻"6̶̋"°æ-º̌"Œ̋º"œ̶̇ØØ"¸Æ̋"̈°"ß̶̋"œ¬æø¸┸"ß̶̋Æø"œæºœ"̇º¸"ß̶̋Æø"¸̇-̶̌ß̋øœ"œ̶̇ØØ"¸Æ̋"̈°"̨̇ŒÆº̋┹"にぬ"̇º¸"ß̶̋ø̋"œ̶̇ØØ"̈̋"ºæ"ø̋Œº̇ºß"æ̨"ß̶̋Œ┸"̨æø"+"¬ÆØØ"̈øÆº̌"̊̇ß̇œßøæı̶̋"æº"ß̶̋"Œ̋º"æ̨"#º̇ß̶æß̶┸"̋©̋º"ß̶̋"°̋̇ø"æ̨"ß̶̋Æø"ı-ºÆœ̶Œ̋ºß┻╆"╊
Jeremiah 12: 1-6                                                                                                  

Righteous are You, O LORD, when I plead with You” Yet let me talk with You about Your 

judgments. Why does the way of the wicked prosper? Why are those happy who deal so ßø̶̋̇̊̋øæ-œØ°╂"に";æ-"̶̇©̋"ıØ̇ºß̋¸"ß̶̋Œ┸"°̋œ┸"ß̶̋°"̶̇©̋"ß̇Ł̋º"øææß┹"6̶̋°"̌øæ¬┸"°̋œ┸"ß̶̋°"̈̋̇ø"̨ø-Æß┻";æ-"̇ø̋"º̋̇ø"Æº"ß̶̋Æø"Œæ-ß̶"$-ß"̨̇ø"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋Æø"ŒÆº¸┻"ぬ"$-ß";æ-┸"1".14&┸"Łºæ¬"Œ̋┹";æ-"̶̇©̋"œ̋̋º"Œ̋┸"#º¸";æ-"̶̇©̋"ß̋œß̋¸"Œ°"̶̋̇øß"ßæ¬̇ø¸";æ-┻"2-ØØ"ß̶̋Œ"æ-ß"ØÆŁ̋"œ̶̋̋ı"
for the slaughter, And prepare them for the day of slaughter. 4 How long will the land Œæ-øº┸"#º¸"ß̶̋"̶̋ø̈œ"æ̨"̋©̋ø°"ピÆ̋Ø¸"¬Æß̶̋ø╂"6̶̋"̈̋̇œßœ"̇º¸"̈Æø¸œ"̇ø̋"̊æºœ-Œ̋¸┸"(æø"ß̶̋"¬Æ̊Ł̋¸º̋œœ"æ̨"ß̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"¸¬̋ØØ"ß̶̋ø̋┸"$̋̊̇-œ̋"ß̶̋°"œ̇Æ¸┸"╉*̋"¬ÆØØ"ºæß"œ̋̋"æ-ø"ピÆº̇Ø"̋º¸┻╊"6̶̋".14&"#ºœ¬̋øœ",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"の"╉+̨"°æ-"̶̇©̋"ø-º"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋"̨ææßŒ̋º┸"̇º¸"ß̶̋°"̶̇©̋"¬̋̇øÆ̋¸"
you, Then how can you contend with horses? And if in the land of peace, In which you ßø-œß̋¸┸"ß̶̋°"¬̋̇øÆ̋¸"°æ-┸""6̶̋º"̶æ¬"¬ÆØØ"°æ-"¸æ"Æº"ß̶̋"ピØææ¸ıØ̇Æº"æ̨"ß̶̋",æø¸̇º╂"は"(æø"̋©̋º"°æ-ø"̈øæß̶̋øœ┸"ß̶̋"̶æ-œ̋"æ̨"°æ-ø"Æº"ß̶̋"ピØææ¸ıØ̇Æº"æ̨"ß̶̋",æø¸̇º╂"は"(æø"̋©̋º"°æ-ø"̈øæß̶̋øœ┸"ß̶̋"̶æ-œ̋"æ̨"°æ-ø"̨̇ß̶̋ø┸"'©̋º"ß̶̋°"̶̇©̋"¸̋̇Øß"ßø̶̋̇̊̋øæ-œØ°"¬Æß̶"°æ-┹";̋ œ┸"ß̶̋°"̶̇©̋"̊̇ØØ̋¸"̇"Œ-ØßÆß-¸̋"̨̇ß̋ø"°æ-┻"&æ"ºæß"̈̋ØÆ̋©̋"ß̶̋Œ┸"'©̋º"ß̶æ-̶̌"ß̶̋°"œı̋̇Ł"œŒææß̶"
words to you.ぬ┻" 9̶̇ß"¬̋ø̋"ß̶̋"Œ̇ªæø"̊æº̊̋øºœ"æ̨"2øæı̶̋ß",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇╂

4. Relate the suffering of Jeremiah to the persecution of Christians.



ぬど

a) Plot against his life ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"なな┺ぱ┽にぬ┸"なに┺な┽はょ*Æœ"ø̋Ø̇ßÆ©̋œ"̇º¸"̨øÆ̋º¸œ"̨øæŒ"̶Æœ"̶æŒ̋ßæ¬º┸"#º̇ß̶æß̶┸"ıØ̇ºº̋¸"ßæ"ŁÆØØ"̶ÆŒ"
for relaying the messages of judgment and punishment.+º"ø̋œıæºœ̋┸",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"ıø̇°̋¸"ßæ")æ¸"ßæ"ß̇Ł̋"©̋º̌̋̇º̊̋"æº"̶ Æœ"̈ ̶̋̇Ø̨"̇ º¸")æ¸"
promised to punish them.

Jeremiah lamented and wondered why God allowed the wicked to prosper ̇º¸"ß̶̋"̧ Æœ̶æº̋œß"ßæ"œ-̊̊̋̋¸┻")æ¸"̋ º̊æ-ø̇̌̋¸"̶ ÆŒ"ßæ"œß̇º¸"ピÆøŒ"̇ º¸"̊ æºßÆº-̋"ıø̶̋̇̊Æº̌"̶Æœ"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋"̋©̋º"¬̶̋º"ß̶̋"œÆß-̇ßÆæº"¬æøœ̋º̋¸┻
b) Jeremiah’s lament about his isolation

(Jeremiah 15:10-21)

Jeremiah suffered isolation as a result of his preaching. He was despair and 

lonely for many people disliked him.

Jeremiah despaired because he felt that the work he had done was futile.*̋"̨̋Øß")æ¸"̶̇¸"̇̈̇º¸æº̋¸"̶ÆŒ"̋©̋º"̨̇ß̋ø"̈̋Æº̌"æº"̶Æœ"œÆ¸̋"̇̌̇Æºœß"̶Æœ"æ¬º"
people. 

God assured him that the punishment for the wickedness of his people would 

still be carried out.

c) Jeremiah’s laments on the people mockery ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"なば┺なね┽なぱ┸"なぱ┽にぬ
He faced mockery from his people who claimed that his prophecies were not ̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸┻"*̋"̊æºßÆº-̋¸"ßæ"ıø̇°"ßæ")æ¸"ßæ"̨-ØピÆØØ"̶Æœ"ıø̋¸Æ̊ßÆæºœ┻

Jeremiah’s isolated state



ぬな

Jeremiah continued lamenting to God that the people he was interceding for Æºß̋ø©̋ºßÆæº"̨øæŒ")æ¸┸"̶̇¸"ß-øº̋¸"̇̌̇Æºœß"̶ÆŒ┻"6̶̋ø̨̋æø̋┸"̶̋"̇ıı̋̇Ø̋¸"̨æø"¸Æ©Æº̋"ı-ºÆœ̶Œ̋ºß"̇̌̇Æºœß"ß̶̋Œ┻
d) Jeremiah’s torture by Pashhur, the priest ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"にど┺な┽はょ2̇œ̶̶-ø" ¬̇œ" ß̶̋" ıøÆ̋œß" ̇º¸" ß̶̋" ̶̊Æ̨̋" æ̨ピÆ̊̋ø" æ̨" ß̶̋" ß̋ŒıØ̋┻" ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇╆œ""
preaching on judgement was rejected by Pashhur who had him arrested,  

beaten, locked up, released and chased away from the gates of the temple. *æ¬̋©̋ø┸"
Pashhur’s actions did not silence him. He went ahead and pronounced 

judgement on the priest. His family and the people of Judah who would be 

exiled in Babylon.

e) Jeremiah’s arrest and trial ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"にはょ
He was arrested by prophets and priests for prophesying against Jerusalem 

temple. He condemned their insincere worship, social injustice and false 

prophecies.

He was accused of blasphemy for saying Jerusalem would be destroyed. He 

was taken for trial. He defended himself saying he was innocent because He 

was God who had sent him to prophesy His message and therefore he was a 

true prophet.

He said his message was conditional in that if people repented and changed 

their ways God would not send disaster to them.

He warned  them that if they put him to death they would bring guilt of Æººæ̊̋ºß"̈Øææ¸"æº"ß̶̋Œœ̋Ø©̋œ┻"*̋"¬̇œ"œ̋ß"̨ø̋̋"̨̇ß̋ø"̊æº©Æº̊Æº̌"ß̶̋Œ"ß̶̇ß"̶Æœ"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋œ"¬̋ø̋"̨øæŒ")æ¸┻"*Æœ"
freedom was supported by some elders especially Ahikam son of Shaphan, a 

court secretary of king Josiah. 

f)  Jeremiah’s imprisonment ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"ぬば┸"ぬぱょ*̋"ßøÆ̋¸"ßæ"Ø̋̇©̋",̋ø-œ̇Ø̋Œ"ßæ"̌æ"ßæ"/̇ºÆœ̶"ßæ"̊Ø̇ÆŒ"̶Æœ"œ̶̇ø̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"̨̇ŒÆØ°"
land but he was arrested and accused of trying to run away by Irijah a 

watchman at the Benjamin Gate.

He was accused of deserting his people to join the Babylonians. This 

amounted to treason punishable by death.



ぬに

He was taken before the prince who beat him and put him in an underground 

cell where he remained for a long time.

He pleaded with King Zedekiah to release him but instead ordered him to 

be placed in the courtyard. He remained here being fed on bread and water 

daily.

He continued with his messages of judgement and this angered the court æ̨ピÆ̊Æ̇Øœ"¬̶æ" œ̋Æœ̋¸" ̶ÆŒ" ̇º¸" ı-ß" ̶ÆŒ" Æºßæ" ̇" ¸ø°" ̊̋ØØ"¬̶̋ø̋" ß̶̋°" Ø̨̋ß" ̶ÆŒ"œß̇ø©̋"ßæ"¸̋̇ß̶┻*̋"¬̇œ"ø̋œ̊-̋¸"̈°"̇º"'ß̶ÆæıÆ̇º"'-º-̶̊"'̈̋¸"/̋Ø̶̋̊"¬̶æ"¬̇œ"̇º"æ̨ピÆ̊Æ̇Ø"æ̨"
the king. On his release, Jeremiah was taken to the guard room of the palace.

Relevance of Jeremiah’s suffering and lamentations to Christians today

i) Christian leaders should know that not all of their messages will be 

accepted especial when they condemn social evils in society.

ii) Christians should be willing to proclaim God’s word.

iii) Christians are likely to face opposition as they carry out God’s work 

but they should not be afraid.

iv) They should be aware of false prophets in their midst.

v) Christians should pray to God for strength especially when they are 

discouraged in their work.

vi) %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ø̋Œ̇Æº"̨̇Æß̶̨-Ø"̇º¸"ピÆøŒ"ßæ"ß̶̋"¬æø¸"̋©̋º"¬̶̋º"
they are in problems for God will always intervene.

Jeremiah’s in a well
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Activity 1.8

1. How would you explain symbolic acts related to judgment and punishment.

2. In what ways do Christian leaders use symbolic acts in preaching?

4. Compare and contrast Jeremiah’s suffering and lamentations to the 

persecution of the church today.

Jeremiah’s teaching on the New Covenant*Æœ"ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌"æº"ß̶̋"0̋¬"%æ©̋º̇ºß"¬̇œ"̨æø"ß̶̋"ı-øıæœ̋"æ̨"̌Æ©Æº̌"̶æı̋"ßæ"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨",-¸̶̇"¬̶æ"¬̋ø̋"œ-̨̨̋øÆº̌"Æº"̋®ÆØ̋┻"6̶̋"0̋¬"%æ©̋º̇ºß"¬æ-Ø¸"̶̇©̋"
many characteristics.

For instance, it would be initiated by God in order to restore the broken ø̋Ø̇ßÆæºœ̶Æı"¬Æß̶"+œø̇̋Ø┻".̇¬œ"Æº"ß̶̋"0̋¬"%æ©̋º̇ºß"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"¬øÆßß̋º"Æº"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋╆œ"̶̋̇øßœ"-ºØÆŁ̋"ß̶̋"1Ø¸"%æ©̋º̇ºß"¬̶Æ̶̊"¬̇œ"¬øÆßß̋º"æº"œßæº̋"ß̇̈Ø̋ßœ┻"'©̋ø°"Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇Ø"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"ø̋œıæºœÆ̈Ø̋"̨æø"̶Æœ"æø"̶̋ø"æ¬º"œÆºœ┻"6̶̋ø̋"¬ÆØØ"̈̋"ºæ"Æº̶̋øÆß̋¸"æø"̊æØØ̋̊ßÆ©̋"œÆº"̇º¸"ı-ºÆœ̶Œ̋ºß┻")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"̨æø̌Æ©̋"œÆºœ"̇º¸"
forget them.6̶̋"0̋¬"%æº©̋º̇ºß"¬ÆØØ" ̈̋" ̇º" ̋©̋øØ̇œßÆº̌" ̊æ©̋º̇ºß" Æº"¬̶Æ̶̊")æ¸"¬æ-Ø¸"̊æºßÆº-̋" ßæ"̶æºæ-ø"*Æœ"ıøæŒÆœ̋œ" ßæ"*Æœ"ı̋æıØ̋┻"6̶̋" ̊æ©̋º̇ºß"¬ÆØØ" ºæß"̈̋"
broken again. It will be between God and the remnants who would be spared 

after judgement. That is, after exile, they would be His people and He would 

be their God. It would also result in the raising of a new people of God, a º̋¬" +œø̇̋Ø┻" 6̶̋" º̋¬" ̊æŒŒ-ºÆß°" æ̨" )æ¸╆œ" ı̋æıØ̋"¬æ-Ø¸" ̶̇©̋" º̋¬" ̶̋̇øßœ"
that would make them obedient.  It would bring about a better relationship ̈̋ß¬̋̋º")æ¸"̇º¸"*Æœ"ı̋æıØ̋┻"*̋º̊̋┸""̈̋ßß̋ø"ß̶̇º"ß̶̋"1Ø¸"%æ©̋º̇ºß┻

Class work

1. +º"̌øæ-ıœ┸"¸Æœ̊-œœ"©̇øÆæ-œ"¬̇°œ"ß̶øæ-̶̌"¬̶Æ̶̊",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"œ-̨̨̋ø̋¸"̇º¸"
lamented.

2.  Explain ways through which Christians suffer today in their work. ぬ┻" &Æœ̊-œœ"ß̶̋"ø̋Ø̋©̇º̊̋"æ̨",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇╆œ"ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌"æº"ß̶̋"0̋¬"%æ©̋º̇ºß"ßæ"
christians today.

4. &Æœ̊-œœ"ß̶̋"Œ̇ºÆ̨̋œß̇ßÆæº"æ̨"ß̶̋"0̋¬"%æ©̋º̇ºß"ßæ"ß̶̋"̶̊-ø̶̊"ßæ¸̇°┻



ぬね

4̋Ø̋©̇º̊̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"0̋¬"%æ©̋º̇ºß"ßæ"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºÆß°,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇╆œ"ıøæı̶̋̊°"æ̨"ß̶̋"º̋¬"%æ©̋ºß"¬̇œ"̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸"Æº"ß̶̋"ØÆ̨̋"̇º¸"ŒÆºÆœßø°"æ̨" ,̋œ-œ┻"*̋" Æº̇-̌-ø̇ß̋¸" ß̶̋"0̋¬"%æ©̋º̇ºß"¸-øÆº̌" ß̶̋" Ø̇œß" œ-ıı̋ø┸"¬̶Æ̶̊"¬̇œ"ßæ"̈̋"æ̈œ̋ø©̋¸"̈°"̇"º̋¬"̊æŒŒ-ºÆß°"̈æ-º¸"̈°"̨̇Æß̶"Æº"%̶øÆœß┻"6̶̋"0̋¬"%æ©̋º̇ºß" ̋œß̇̈ØÆœ̶̋¸"̇"ı̋øœæº̇Ø" ø̋Ø̇ßÆæºœ̶Æı"̈̋ß¬̋̋º")æ¸"¬̶æ"
takes away the sins of the world. Christians worship God in their hearts as ß̶̋°"̶̇©̋"̇"ı̋øœæº̇Ø"ø̋Ø̇ßÆæºœ̶Æı"¬Æß̶"*ÆŒ┻"6̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"ø̋ı̋ºß"ß̶̋Æø"œÆºœ"̇ø̋"̨æø̌Æ©̋º┻
Glossary

Prophet:  It is someone who predicts or foretells the future.

Prophetess:  It is a female prophet.

Prophecy:  This is the prediction made by a prophet or under a divine   

  inspiration.

Vision:  A religious experience of a supernatural appearance dream or  

  desire.

Punishment:  A suffering by pain or harsh experience.

Judgment:  The conclusion or result of judging an opinion or a decision.

Syncretism:  The bringing together of different religions.

Schism: Division or separartion.



ぬの

The Gospel of Luke and 

Acts of Apostles

UNIT

2
Key Words

Apostle, Roman empire, beatitude, disciple

In this unit, we are going to learn about the Gospel of Luke and Acts of 

apostles. We shall discuss the early life of Jesus and why He was rejected in 

reference to Gospel of  Luke. We shall learn Jesus teachings on the Beatitudes Æº"ß̶̋"5̋øŒæº"æº"ß̶̋"/æ-ºß̇Æº"̇º¸"ß̶̋"̶̋̇ØÆº̌"æ̨"ß̶̋"%̋ºß-øÆæº╆œ"œ̋ø©̇ºß┻
1. Look at the following pictures.

2. Talk about what is happening in each picture. Relate it to the early life 

of Jesus. ぬ┻" 9øÆß̋"̧ æ¬º"œ̶æøß"ºæß̋œ"̇ ̈æ-ß"¬̶̇ß"°æ-"̶ ̇©̋"̧ Æœ̊-œœ̋¸"Æº"ß̶̋"ıÆ̊ß-ø̋œ┻

Activity 2.1



ぬは

Group work

1.  How would you summarise the early life of Jesus?

2.  Explain why people of Nazareth rejected Jesus.

50"" What approach would the teaching and work of Jesus apply in our lives today?

The life of Jesus in Nazareth and His rejection 

(Luke 4: 14-30)

14 Then Jesus returned to Galilee, and the power of the Holy Spirit was with him. The news 

about him spread throughout all that territory. 15He taught in the synagogues and was praised 

by everyone.16 Then Jesus went to Nazareth, where He had been brought up, and on the 

Sabbath He went as usual to the synagogue. He stood up to read the Scriptures 17 and was 

handed the book of the prophet Isaiah. He unrolled the scroll and found the place where it is 

written: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has chosen me to bring good news to 

the poor. He has sent me to proclaim liberty to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind;

vq"ugv"htgg"vjg"qrrtguugf"3;"cpf"cppqwpeg"vjcv"vjg"vkog"jcu"eqog"yjgp"vjg"Nqtf"yknn"ucxg"
his people.” 20 Jesus rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant, and sat down. All the 

rgqrng"kp"vjg"u{pciqiwg"jcf"vjgkt"g{gu"Ý"zgf"qp"jko."43"cu"Jg"uckf"vq"vjgo."ÐVjku"rcuucig"qh"
scripture has come true today, as you heard it being read.” 22 They were all well impressed 

with Him and marvelled at the eloquent words that He spoke. They said, “Isn’t He the son 

qh"LqugrjAÑ"45"Jg"uckf"vq"vjgo."ÐK"co"uwtg"vjcv"{qw"yknn"swqvg"vjku"rtqxgtd"vq"og."ÒFqevqt."
jgcn"{qwtugnh0Ó"[qw"yknn"cnuq"vgnn"og"vq"fq"jgtg"kp"o{"jqog"vqyp"vjg"ucog"vjkpiu"{qw"jgctf"
were done in Capernaum. 24 I tell you this,” Jesus added, “prophets are never welcomed in 

their home town. 25 “Listen to me: it is true that there were many widows in Israel during the 

vkog"qh"Gnklcj."yjgp"vjgtg"ycu"pq"tckp"hqt"507"{gctu"cpf"c"ugxgtg"hcokpg"urtgcf"vjtqwijqwv"
vjg"yjqng"ncpf0"48"[gv"Gnklcj"ycu"pqv"ugpv"vq"cp{qpg"kp"Kutcgn."dwv"qpn{"vq"c"ykfqy"nkxkpi"kp"
Zarephath in the territory of Sidon. 27 And there were many people suffering from a dreaded 

skin disease who lived in Israel during the time of the prophet Elisha; yet not one of them was 

healed, but only Naaman the Syrian.” 28 When the people in the synagogue heard this, they 

ygtg"Ý"nngf"ykvj"cpigt0"4;"Vjg{"tqug"wr."ftciigf"Lguwu"qwv"qh"vjg"vqyp."cpf"vqqm"jko"vq"vjg"vqr"
qh"vjg"jknn"qp"yjkej"vjgkt"vqyp"ycu"dwknv0"Vjg{"ogcpv"vq"vjtqy"Jko"qxgt"vjg"enkhh."52"dwv"jg"
walked through the middle of the crowd and went His way.

Jesus started His work in Galilee which was His own home district. He was ピÆØØ̋¸"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋"*æØ°"5ıÆøÆß"̨̇ß̋ø"̈̋Æº̌"ß̋Œıß̋¸"̈°"5̇ß̇º┻"*̋"œ̋ß"æ-ß"ßæ"̨-ØピÆØØ"
His mission through preaching the good news and performing miracles in ©̇øÆæ-œ"¬̇°œ"̇ß")̇ØÆØ̋̋┻,̋œ-œ" ¬̋ºß" ßæ" ß̶̋" œ°º̇̌æ̌-̋" ̋©̋ø°" 5̇̈̈̇ß̶" Æº" ̇̊̊æø¸̇º̊̋" ßæ" ß̶̋" ,̋¬Æœ̶"ıø̇̊ßÆ̊̋┻" 6̶̋" œ̋ø©Æ̊̋" ̊æºœÆœß̋¸" æ̨" ıø̇°̋øœ" ̇º¸" ø̋̇¸Æº̌" ̨øæŒ" ß̶̋" ̈ææŁœ" æ̨"
laws of prophets. 



ぬば

#º°æº̋"¬̶æ" ̶̇¸" œ-̨ピÆ̊Æ̋ºß" Łºæ¬Ø̋¸̌̋" æº" ß̶̋" Ø̇¬" ̇º¸" ıøæı̶̋ß"¬æ-Ø¸" ̈̋"Æº©Æß̋¸"ßæ"ø̋̇¸"æø"̌Æ©̋"̇"̊æŒŒ̋ºß̇ø°"æº"ß̶̋"œ̇Œ̋┻"8ÆœÆßÆº̌"ß̶̋̇̊̋øœ"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋" ̌Æ©̋º" ß̶̋" ̶æºæ-ø" æ̨" ̇¸¸ø̋œœÆº̌" ß̶̋" ̊æº̌ø̋̌̇ßÆæº" ̈°" ß̶̋" ̶̋̇¸" æ̨" ß̶̋"
synagogue.

On the Sabbath day, Jesus went to the synagogue in Nazareth, his hometown. *̋"¬̇œ"̌Æ©̋º"ß̶̋"œ̊øæØØ"æ̨"2øæı̶̋ß"+œ̇Æ̶̇"̇º¸"̶̋"æı̋º̋¸"¬̶̋ø̋"Æß"Æœ"¬øÆßß̋º┻
Isaiah 61: 1-2

3" "Vjg"Uqxgtgkip"NQTF"jcu"Ý"nngf"og"ykvj"jku"Urktkv0"Jg"jcu"ejqugp"og"cpf"ugpv"og." vq"
bring good news to the poor, To heal the broken-hearted, to announce release to captives 

and freedom to those in prison. 2  He has sent me to proclaim that the time has come when 

the LORD will save his people and defeat their enemies. He has sent me to comfort all who 

mourn,

Luke 4; 18-19╅╆6̶̋"œıÆøÆß"æ̨"ß̶̋".æø¸"Æœ"-ıæº"Œ̋┸"̈̋̊̇-œ̋"̶̋"̶̇œ"̇ºæÆºß̋¸"Œ̋"ßæ"ıø̶̋̇̊"ß̶̋"̌ææ¸"º̋¬œ"ßæ"ß̶̋"ıææø┻"*̋"̶̇œ"œ̋ºß"Œ̋"ßæ"ıøæ̊Ø̇ÆŒ"ø̋Ø̋̇œ̋"ßæ"ß̶̋"̊̇ıßÆ©̋œ"̇º¸"ø̋̊æ©̋øÆº̌"æ̨"œÆ̶̌ß"ßæ"ß̶̋"̈ØÆº¸┸"ßæ"œ̋ß"̇ß"ØÆ̈̋øß°"ß̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"̇ø̋"æııø̋œœ̋¸┸"ßæ"ıøæ̊Ø̇ÆŒ"ß̶̋"̨̇©æ-ø"æ̨"ß̶̋".æø¸┸╆╆
Pair workな┻" 9Æß̶"°æ-ø"̨øÆ̋º¸┸"ø̋̇¸"ß̶̋"$Æ̈Ø̋"©̋øœ̋œ"̇̈æ©̋┻に┻" 9̶̇ß"̶̇©̋"°æ-"Ø̋̇øºß"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"©̋øœ̋œ╂
,̋œ-œ"̋®ıØ̇Æº̋¸"ß̶̇ß"ß̶Æœ"ıøæı̶̋̊°"̶̇¸"̈̋̋º"̨-ØピÆØØ̋¸"Æº"*ÆŒ┻"*Æœ"̇-¸Æ̋º̊̋"¬̇œ" ÆŒıø̋œœ̋¸"̈°"*Æœ" ̋Øæł-̋º̊̋┻"*æ¬̋©̋ø┸"¬̶̋º"ı̋æıØ̋" ø̋̇ØÆœ̋¸"*̋"¬̇œ"
claiming to be the expected Messiah, they become hostile to Him. This is 

because they knew Him as the son of Joseph.,̋œ-œ"̌̇©̋" ß̶̋Œ"̋®̇ŒıØ̋"æ̨"ºæº┽+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"¬̶æ"̶̇¸"ø̋̊̋Æ©̋¸")æ¸╆œ" ̨̇©æ-ø"
during Prophet Elijah and Elisha time (1 King 1:1-24). The listeners became 

more hostile and tried to kill him by throwing him down the cliff, but Jesus 

passed through their midst and went away.

Class work

1. Identify the Jewish expectation of the Messiah.

2.  State reasons why Jesus was rejected in Nazareth. ぬ┻" &Æœ̊-œœ"Æºœß̇º̊̋œ"¬̶̋ø̋",̋œ-œ"œ̶æ¬̋¸"Æ¸̋ºßÆピÆ̊̇ßÆæº"̇œ"ß̶̋"/̋œœÆ̶̇┻



ぬぱ

The Galilean Ministry

The healing of a man with evil spirit in Capernaum

 Luke 4: 31-37

Jesus went to the synagogue at Capernaum on a Sabbath day. He taught 

people and made great impression because He taught with authority. He was ̶æ¬̋©̋ø"Æºß̋øø-ıß̋¸"̈°"̇"Œ̇º"¬Æß̶"̇º"̋©ÆØ"œıÆøÆß┻"6̶̋"̋©ÆØ"œıÆøÆß"ø̨̋̋øø̋¸"ßæ"
Him as Jesus of Nazareth and asked what He had to do with them on the holy 

day. Jesus silenced him sharply and commanded the spirit out of the man ̇º¸"ß̶̋"̋©ÆØ"œıÆøÆß"Ø̨̋ß"¬Æß̶æ-ß"̶-øßÆº̌"̶ÆŒ┻6̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"¬̋ø̋"̇Œ̇œ̋¸"̇º¸"œıæŁ̋"̇Œæº̌"ß̶̋Œœ̋Ø©̋œ"œ̇°Æº̌"╉¬̶̇ß"̇".æø¸"
this is for with authority and power He commands the unclean spirits and 

they come out”.

Vjg"ecnnkpi"qh"vjg"Ý"tuv"fkuekrngu."Nwmg"7<3/33

Jesus heals the man with evil spirit

6̶̋"̊̇ØØ"æ̨"ß̶̋"ヘÆøœß"¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ



ぬひ

Luke 5:1-11

1 One day Jesus was standing on the shore of Lake Gennesaret while the people pushed their 

way up to him to listen to the word of God. 2 He saw two boats pulled up on the beach; the 

Ý"ujgtogp" jcf" nghv" vjgo" cpf"ygtg"ycujkpi" vjg" pgvu0" 5Lguwu" iqv" kpvq" qpg" qh" vjg" dqcvu"Ï" kv"
belonged to Simon — and asked him to push off a little from the shore. Jesus sat in the boat and 

vcwijv"vjg"etqyf0"6"Yjgp"jg"Ý"pkujgf"urgcmkpi."jg"uckf"vq"Ukoqp."ÐRwuj"vjg"dqcv"qwv"hwtvjgt"vq"
the deep water, and you and your partners let down your nets for a catch.” 5 “Master,” Simon 

answered, “we worked hard all night long and caught nothing. But if you say so, I will let down 

vjg"pgvu0Ñ"8"Vjg{"ngv"vjgo"fqyp"cpf"ecwijv"uwej"c"nctig"pwodgt"qh"Ý"uj"vjcv"vjg"pgvu"ygtg"cdqwv"
to break. 7 So they motioned to their partners in the other boat to come and help them. They 

ecog"cpf"Ý"nngf"dqvj"dqcvu"uq"hwnn"qh"Ý"uj"vjcv"vjg"dqcvu"ygtg"cdqwv"vq"ukpm0":"Yjgp"Ukoqp"Rgvgt"
saw what had happened, he fell on his knees before Jesus and said, “Go away from me, Lord! I 

co"c"ukphwn"ocp#Ñ";"Jg"cpf"vjg"qvjgtu"ykvj"jko"ygtg"cnn"coc¦gf"cv"vjg"nctig"pwodgt"qh"Ý"uj"vjg{"
had caught. 10 The same was true of Simon’s partners, James and John, the sons of Zebedee. 

Jesus said to Simon, “Don’t be afraid; from now on you will be catching people.” 11 They 

pulled the boats up on the beach, left everything, and followed Jesus.

Tqng/rnc{"vjg"ecnn"qh"vjg"Ý"tuv"fkuekrngu"kp"encuu0
Activity 2.2

&Æœ̊ÆıØ̋"Œ̋̇ºœ"╅Ø̋̇øº̋ø╆"æø"╅̨æØØæ¬̋ø╆┻"6̶̋"¬æø¸"¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋"Æº"ß̶̋"$Æ̈Ø̋"ø̨̋̋øœ"ßæ"
the learners who followed a particular master to learn more about religious 

matters.

Jesus chose disciples among many people who followed him to listen to his ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌œ┻"6̶̋"̊ ̇ØØ"æ̨"ß̶̋"ピÆøœß"̧ Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ"ßææŁ"ıØ̇̊̋"̇ ß"ß̶̋"Ø̇Ł̋"æ̨"ß̶̋")̋ºº̋œ̇ø̋ß"
(Sea of Galilee). Jesus stood on the shores of Lake Gennesaret from where he 

taught the word to the people.

It was here when Jesus was surrounded by people who were eager to hear ̶ÆŒ"̊̇ØØ̋¸"ß̶̋" ピÆøœß"¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ"¬̶æ"̈̋̊æŒ̋"ß̶̋" Ø̋̇¸̋øœ"æ̨" ß̶̋"̶̊-ø̶̊┻" ,̋œ-œ"
got into one of the boats on the shoresand taught the crowd. One of the ピÆœ̶̋øŒ̋º"¬̇œ"5ÆŒæº"̇Øœæ"̊̇ØØ̋¸"5ÆŒæº"2̋ß̋ø┻

Jesus teaching on the shores of the sea of Galilee
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Group work

1. Identify the Galilean miracles performed by Jesus.

2. In what ways did Jesus proof to be the Messiah in Galilee?ぬ┻" 4̋Ø̇ß̋"ß̶̋"̊̇ØØ"æ̨"ß̶̋"ピÆøœß"¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ"ßæ"ß̶̋"̊æºœ̋̌ø̇ßÆæº"æ̨"ß̶̋"̊Ø̋ø̌Æ̋œ"
in the church today.

The Miraculous catch of Fish9̶̋º"̶̋"̶̇¸"ピÆºÆœ̶̋¸"ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌┸"*̋"̇œŁ̋¸"5ÆŒæº"2̋ß̋ø"ßæ"̊̇œß"ß̶̋"º̋ß"Æºßæ"ß̶̋"
water for a catch. Simon told Jesus that they had worked hard all night and 

caught nothing, but he followed Jesus’ word and let down the nets.

The choosing of the twelve disciples"ゅ.-Ł̋"は┺"なに┽なのょ,̋œ-œ"œı̋ºß"̇"¬̶æØ̋"ºÆ̶̌ß"ıø̇°Æº̌"̨̈̋æø̋"̶̊ææœÆº̌"ß̶̋"ß¬̋Ø©̋"¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ┻"#̨ß̋ø"*Æœ" ºÆ̶̌ß" ıø̇°̋ø┸" *̋" ̊̇ØØ̋¸" *Æœ" ¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ" ̇º¸" ̶̊æœ̋" ß¬̋Ø©̋┻" 6̶̋°"¬̋ø̋" ßæ"
accompany Him to teach the word of God and be witnesses of good news.

Jesus with the three disciples
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He chose: 

    

The twelve disciples of Jesus

Judas Iscariot

Matthew the tax collector

Simon the zealot

Bartholomew 

James

Simon Peter

James the son of 

Alphaeus

John the brother of 

James

Thomas

The

Twelve Disciples

Judas 

Thaddaeus the 

son of James

Phillip

Andrew
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Word search

Look for the names of the 12 disciples in the word search below.

S I M O N P E T E R S W T D C E A U

J D P S R X C H W A N D R E W J F O

O H I E G Z O O N S W D N N R G G R

H N J M N B V M A T T E W Y J W E N

N O K A Q E W A X A X E S G M O G W

S A L J U D A S T H A D D A E U S A

S I M O N T H E Z E A L O T E Y W L

J A M E S S O N O F A L P H A E U S

P H I L L I P A X V K H L Z D R W Y

Y R B A R T H O L O M E W Y Z Q G I

J U D A S I S C A R I O T U R E J O

Reasons why Jesus chose the disciples ,̋œ-œ" ̶̊æœ̋" ß̶̋" ß¬̋Ø©̋" ¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ" Æº" æø¸̋ø" ßæ" ̇œœÆœß"*ÆŒ" ¸-øÆº̌"*Æœ" ı-̈ØÆ̊"
ministry. They were also to bear witness to the things he had done and 

continue with His ministry after his death.  They were also to act as role 

models to others and take the gospel to other places when Jesus was busy. 6̶̋°"¬̋ø̋" ßæ"̈̋" Æº"̇̊̊æø¸̇º̊̋"¬Æß̶" ß̶̋"œ°Œ̈æØÆ̊" ßæ"ø̋ıø̋œ̋ºß" ß̶̋" ß¬̋Ø©̋"
tribes of Israel.

Relevance of the choosing of the twelve disciples to christians 

Christians must be willing to carry on with the work of Jesus through 

preaching, healing and helping the needy in the society. They should be able ßæ"-º¸̋øß̇Ł̋"ßø̇ÆºÆº̌"Æº"©̇øÆæ-œ"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"æ̨"ß̶̋"̶̊-ø̶̊┻6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̇Øœæ"̶̊ææœ̋"Ø̋̇¸̋øœ"̇Œæº̌œß"ß̶̋Œœ̋Ø©̋œ"¬̶æ"̊̇º"œß̇º¸"̨æø"ß̶̋"
church. Those chosen has to work for the Christ not for the man. God calls ̇º°̈æ¸°"ßæ"œ̋ø©̋"*ÆŒ┻"6̶̋ø̨̋æø̋┸"ß̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋"ø̋̇¸°"Æ̨"̊̇ØØ̋¸"¸̋œıÆß̋"ß̶̋Æø"
status.



ねぬ

Pair work

1.  As disciples of Jesus, which work would you carry out today in your 

church.

2.  Write down your points.ぬ┻" Share your points with the rest of the members in class.

Group work

1.  &Æœ̊-œœ"ß̶̋"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"̊̇øøÆ̋¸"æ-ß"̈°",̋œ-œ┻
2.  Explain why Jesus was rejected in Nazareth.ぬ┻"" %̇º"°æ-"¸̋œ̊øÆ̈̋"ß̶̋"̊̇ØØ"æ̨"ß̶̋"ß¬̋Ø©̋"¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ╂

Sermon on the Plain

(Luke 6: 17-49, Mathew 5-7)
After Jesus chose His disciples, He came down the hill and stood with His ¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ┻"#"Ø̇ø̌̋"̊øæ¬¸"¬̇œ"ß̶̋ø̋"̨øæŒ"̇ØØ"æ©̋ø",-¸̶̇┸",̋ø-œ̇Ø̋Œ┸"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"
coastal cities of Tyre and other cities. They had come to hear him and be 

healed by his disciples. All the people tried to reach Him for the power was 

going out of Him. His teachings on the sermon on the Plain are described as 

the beatitudes. The beatitudes consists of both blessings and woes. 

In the beatitudes Jesus pronounced blessing on;6̶̋" ıææø┸" ß̶æœ̋" ¬̶æ" ø̋̊æ̌ºÆœ̋" ß̶̋Æø" œıÆøÆß-̇Ø" ıæ©̋øß°" ¬ÆØØ" Æº̶̋øÆß" ß̶̋"
Kingdom of God. Those who hunger for the word of God for they shall be ピÆØØ̋¸┻"6̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"¬æøŁ"̨æø"ı̋̇̊̋"̨æø")æ¸"¬ÆØØ"̊̇ØØ"ß̶̋Œ"*Æœ"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º┻"
Those who are hated, rejected, insulted on account of their faith for their ø̋¬̇ø¸" Æœ" ̌ø̋̇ß" Æº" ̶̋̇©̋º┻" *æ¬̋©̋ø┸" Æº" ß̶̋" ̈̋̇ßÆß-¸̋œ┸" ,̋œ-œ" ıøæºæ-º̊̋¸"
woes on Nazareth;

i) 6̶̋" øÆ̶̊"¬̶æ" ̇ø̋" ̊æŒ̨æøß̇̈Ø̋"¬Æß̶" ß̶̋Æø"¬̋̇Øß̶"¬̋ø̋" -º̨̇©æ-ø̋¸" ̈°"
God’s Kingdom.

ii) Those who laugh in their ignorance of the Lord.

iii) Those praised by human beings.Æ©ょ" Jesus went further in his sermon to teach what was expected of His fol-Øæ¬̋øœ┻"&Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ"¬̋ø̋"ßæ"ÆŒÆß̇ß̋")æ¸"¬̶æ"Øæ©̋œ"ı̋æıØ̋"-º̊æº¸ÆßÆæº̇ØØ°"̈°"Øæ©Æº̌"ß̶̋Æø"̋º̋ŒÆ̋œ┻
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©ょ" They were also expected to acknowledge their shortcoming before they 

condemn others. The faults is a hindrance to becoming a member of 

Gods kingdom.©Æょ" They were to show their goodness through their good deeds, just like a 

tree is known of its goodness by its fruits. The disciples were to be good 

example, who proclaim Christ and do what He tell them.

Relevance of the Sermon on the Plain to Christians

Christians should learn that the main goal is to obtain the Kingdom of God ¸̋œıÆß̋" ßøÆ̈-Ø̇ßÆæºœ" ̇º¸" ßøÆ̇Øœ" ß̶̇ß" ß̶̋°"Œ̇°" ̋º̊æ-ºß̋ø┻" 6̶̋°" œ̶æ-Ø¸" Øæ©̋"ß̶̋Æø"̋º̋ŒÆ̋œ"̶æ¬̋©̋ø"̶̇ø¸"æº̋"ŒÆ̶̌ß"ピÆº¸"Æß"̶̇ø¸"ßæ"̨æø̌Æ©̋┸"̶̋"æø"œ̶̋"Œ-œß""̨æø̌Æ©̋"ßæ"̋Œ-Ø̇ß̋",̋œ-œ┻"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̇Øœæ"̋®̇ŒÆº̋"ß̶̋Œœ̋Ø©̋œ"̨̈̋æø̋"ı̇œœÆº̌"ª-¸̌Œ̋ºß"ßæ"æß̶̋øœ┻"6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋"œß̋̇¸̨̇œß"Æº"ß̶̋Æø"̨̇Æß̶"ßæ"̇©æÆ¸"
falling into temptations. They should also be willing to hear God’s word ̇º¸"ıøæ̊Ø̇ÆŒ"Æß┻"6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ıøæŒæß̋"ı̋̇̊̋"̈°"ø̋œæØ©Æº̌"ß̶̋Æø"¸Æ̨̨̋ø̋º̊̋œ"
peacefully.

Group work

1. 4̋̇¸".-Ł̋"は┺"なば┽ねひ┻
He came down with them, and stood in the plain, and the company of his disciples, 

and a great multitude of people out of all Judaea and Jerusalem, and from the 

sea coast of Tyre and Sidon, which came to hear him, and to be healed of their 

diseases; They were full of unclean spirits: and they were healed. And the whole Œ-ØßÆß-¸̋"œæ-̶̌ß"ßæ"ßæ-̶̊"̶ÆŒ┺"̨æø"ß̶̋ø̋"¬̋ºß"©Æøß-̋"æ-ß"æ̨"̶ÆŒ┸"̇º¸"̶̋̇Ø̋¸"ß̶̋Œ"
all. Jesus lifted up his eyes on his disciples, and said, Blessed are the poor: for 

yours is the kingdom of God. Blessed are those in hunger now: for you shall be ピÆØØ̋¸┻"$Ø̋œœ̋¸"̇ø̋"ß̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"¬̋̋ı"ºæ¬┺"̨æø"ß̶̋°"œ̶̇ØØ"Ø̇-̶̌┻"$Ø̋œœ̋¸"̇ø̋"ß̶æœ̋"
when men shall hate you, and when they shall separate you from their company, ̇º¸"œ̶̇ØØ"ø̋ıøæ̶̇̊"°æ-┸"̇º¸"̊̇œß"æ-ß"°æ-ø"º̇Œ̋"̇œ"̋©ÆØ┸"̨æø"ß̶̋"5æº"æ̨"Œ̇º╆œ"œ̇Ł̋┻"4̋ªæÆ̊̋"Æº"ß̶̇ß"¸̇°┸"̇º¸"Ø̋̇ı"̨æø"ªæ°┺"̨æø┸"̶̈̋æØ¸┸"°æ-ø"ø̋¬̇ø¸"Æœ"̌ø̋̇ß"Æº"̶̋̇©̋º┺"
for in the like manner did their fathers to the prophets. But woe to you that are øÆ̶̊┿" ̨æø"°æ-"̶̇©̋" ø̋̊̋Æ©̋¸"°æ-ø"̊æºœæØ̇ßÆæº┻"9æ̋" ßæ"°æ-" ß̶̇ß"̇ø̋" ̨-ØØ┿" ̨æø"°æ-"
shall hunger. Woe unto you that laugh now! for you shall mourn and weep. Woe 

unto you, when all men shall speak well of you! for so did their fathers to the ̨̇Øœ̋"ıøæı̶̋ßœ┻"$-ß"+"œ̇°"ßæ"°æ-"¬̶Æ̶̊"̶̋̇ø┸".æ©̋"°æ-ø"̋º̋ŒÆ̋œ┸"¸æ"̌ææ¸"ßæ"ß̶̋Œ"
which hate you, Bless them that curse you, and pray for them which despitefully 

use you. 
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And to him that slap on one cheek, offer also the other; and him that takes away ß̶°"̊Øæ̇Ł"̨æø̈Æ¸"ºæß"ßæ"ß̇Ł̋"ß̶°"̊æ̇ß"̇Øœæ┻")Æ©̋"ßæ"̋©̋ø°"Œ̇º"ß̶̇ß"̇œŁœ"æ̨"ß̶̋̋┹"̇º¸"
of him that takes away your goods ask them not again. And as you would that Œ̋º"œ̶æ-Ø¸"¸æ"ßæ"°æ-┸"¸æ"̇Øœæ"ßæ"ß̶̋Œ"ØÆŁ̋¬Æœ̋┻"(æø"Æ̨"°æ-"Øæ©̋"ß̶̋Œ"¬̶Æ̶̊"Øæ©̋"°æ-┸"¬̶̇ß"ß̶̇ºŁ"̶̇©̋"°̋╂"(æø"œÆºº̋øœ"̇Øœæ"Øæ©̋"ß̶æœ̋"ß̶̇ß"Øæ©̋"ß̶̋Œ┻"#º¸"Æ̨"°̋"¸æ"̌ææ¸"ßæ"ß̶̋Œ"¬̶Æ̶̊"¸æ"̌ææ¸"ßæ"°æ-┸"¬̶̇ß"ß̶̇ºŁ"̶̇©̋"°̋╂"̨æø"œÆºº̋øœ"̇Øœæ"¸æ"̋©̋º"ß̶̋"œ̇Œ̋┻"#º¸"Æ̨"°̋"Ø̋º¸"ßæ"ß̶̋Œ"æ̨"¬̶æŒ"°̋"̶ æı̋"ßæ"ø̋̊̋Æ©̋┸"¬̶̇ß"ß̶̇ºŁ"̶ ̇©̋"°̋╂"(æø"œÆºº̋øœ"̇Øœæ"Ø̋º¸"ßæ"œÆºº̋øœ┸"ßæ"ø̋̊̋Æ©̋"̇œ"Œ-̶̊"̇̌̇Æº┻"$-ß"Øæ©̋"°æ-ø"̋º̋ŒÆ̋œ┸"
and do good, and lend, hoping for nothing again; and your reward shall be great, 

and ye shall be the children of the Highest: for he is kind unto the unthankful and ßæ"ß̶̋"̋ ©ÆØ┻"$̋"°̋"ß̶̋ø̨̋æø̋"Œ̋ø̊Æ̨-Ø┸"̇ œ"°æ-ø"(̇ß̶̋ø"̇ Øœæ"Æœ"Œ̋ø̊Æ̨-Ø┻",-¸̌̋"ºæß┸"̇ º¸"°̋"œ̶̇ØØ"ºæß"̈ ̋"ª-¸̌̋¸┺"̊ æº¸̋Œº"ºæß┸"̇ º¸"°̋"œ̶̇ØØ"ºæß"̈ ̋"̊ æº¸̋Œº̋¸┺"̨ æø̌Æ©̋┸"̇ º¸"°̋"œ̶̇ØØ"̈̋"̨æø̌Æ©̋º┺")Æ©̋┸"̇º¸"Æß"œ̶̇ØØ"̈̋"̌Æ©̋º"-ºßæ"°æ-┹"̌ææ¸"Œ̋̇œ-ø̋┸"ıø̋œœ̋¸"¸æ¬º┸"̇º¸"œ̶̇Ł̋º"ßæ̌̋ß̶̋ø┸"̇º¸"ø-ººÆº̌"æ©̋ø┸"œ̶̇ØØ"Œ̋º"̌Æ©̋"Æºßæ"°æ-ø"̈æœæŒ┻"
For with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall be measured to you again. 

Jesus told them a parable to them; Can the blind lead the blind? Shall they not 

both fall into the ditch? And why behold you can see that is in your brother’s ̋°̋┸"̈-ß"ı̋ø̊̋Æ©̋œ"ºæß"ß̶̋"Øæ̌"ß̶̇ß"Æœ"Æº"°æ-ø"æ¬º"̋°̋╂"'Æß̶̋ø"̶æ¬"̊̇º"°æ-"œ̇°"
to your brother, Brother, let me pull out the thing that is in your eye, when you ̶̈̋æØ¸"ºæß"ß̶̋"Øæ̌"ß̶̇ß"Æœ"Æº"°æ-ø"æ¬º"̋°̋╂";æ-"̶°ıæ̊øÆß̋┸"̊̇œß"æ-ß"ピÆøœß"ß̶̋"Øæ̌"
out of your own eye, and then shall thou see clearly to pull out the mote that is 

in thy brother’s eye. For a good tree brings not forth corrupt fruit; neither do a ̊æøø-ıß"ßø̋̋"̈øÆº̌"̨æøß̶"̌ææ¸"̨ø-Æß┻"(æø"̋©̋ø°"ßø̋̋"Æœ"Łºæ¬º"̈°"̶"Æßœ"æ¬º"̨ø-Æß┻"(æø"æ̨"ß̶æøºœ"Œ̋º"¸æ"ºæß"̌̇ß̶̋ø"ピÆ̌œ┸"ºæø"æ̨"̇"̈ø̇Œ̈Ø̋"̈-œ̶"̌̇ß̶̋ø"ß̶̋"̌ø̇ı̋œ┻
 A good man out of the good treasure of his heart brings forth that which is good; ̇º¸"̇º"̋©ÆØ"Œ̇º"æ-ß"æ̨"ß̶̋"̋©ÆØ"ßø̋̇œ-ø̋"æ̨"̶Æœ"̶̋̇øß"̈øÆº̌œ"̨æøß̶"ß̶̇ß"¬̶Æ̶̊"Æœ"̋©ÆØ┺"̨æø"æ̨"ß̶̋"̇̈-º¸̇º̊̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"̶̋̇øß"̶Æœ"Œæ-ß̶"œı̋̇Łœ┻"#º¸"¬̶°"̊̇ØØ"Œ̋┸".æø¸┸".æø¸┸"̇º¸"¸æ"ºæß"ß̶̋"ß̶Æº̌œ"¬̶Æ̶̊"+"œ̇°╂"9̶æœæ̋©̋ø"̊æŒ̋œ"ßæ"Œ̋┸"̇º¸"ØÆœß̋ºœ"Œ°"
sayings, and do them, I will show you to whom he is like: But he that hears and 

does not, is like a man that without a foundation built an house upon the earth; ̇̌̇Æºœß"¬̶Æ̶̊"ß̶̋"œßø̋̇Œ"¸Æ¸"̈̋̇ß"©̶̋̋Œ̋ºßØ°┸"̇º¸"ÆŒŒ̋¸Æ̇ß̋Ø°"Æß"̨̋ØØ┹"̇º¸"ß̶̋"
ruin of that house was great.

2. Discuss Jesus’ teachings on the Beatitudes in the Sermon on the Moun-

tain.
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The healing of the Centurion’s servant

Luke 7: 1-10

3Yjgp"Lguwu"jcf"Ý"pkujgf"uc{kpi"cnn"vjgug"vjkpiu"vq"vjg"rgqrng."jg"ygpv"vq"Ecrgtpcwo0"4"C"
Tqocp"qhÝ"egt"vjgtg"jcf"c"ugtxcpv"yjq"ycu"xgt{"fgct"vq"jko="vjg"ocp"ycu"ukem"cpf"cdqwv"vq"
fkg0"5"Yjgp"vjg"qhÝ"egt"jgctf"cdqwv"Lguwu."jg"ugpv"uqog"Lgykuj"gnfgtu"vq"cum"jko"vq"eqog"cpf"
heal his servant. 4 They came to Jesus and begged him earnestly, “This man really deserves 

your help. 5 He loves our people and he himself built a synagogue for us.” 6 So Jesus went 

ykvj"vjgo0"Jg"ycu"pqv"hct"htqo"vjg"jqwug"yjgp"vjg"qhÝ"egt"ugpv"htkgpfu"vq"vgnn"jko."ÐUkt."fqpÓv"
trouble yourself. I do not deserve to have you come into my house, 7 neither do I consider 

myself worthy to come to you in person. Just give the order, and my servant will get well. 8 

K."vqq."co"c"ocp"rncegf"wpfgt"vjg"cwvjqtkv{"qh"uwrgtkqt"qhÝ"egtu."cpf"K"jcxg"uqnfkgtu"wpfgt"og0"
I order this one, ‘Go!’ and he goes; I order that one, ‘Come!’ and he comes; and I order my 

uncxg."ÒFq"vjku#Ó"cpf"jg"fqgu"kv0Ñ";"Lguwu"ycu"uwtrtkugf"yjgp"jg"jgctf"vjku="jg"vwtpgf"tqwpf"
and said to the crowd following him, “I tell you, I have never found faith like this, not even in 

Kutcgn#Ñ"32"Vjg"oguugpigtu"ygpv"dcem"vq"vjg"qhÝ"egtÓu"jqwug"cpf"hqwpf"jku"ugtxcpv"ygnn0

After the sermon at the plain Jesus went back to Capernaum, a city in Galilee. 

It is here he met with the centurion.#"%̋ºß-øÆæº"¬̇œ"̇º"æ̨ピÆ̊̋ø"Æº"ß̶̋"øæŒ̇º"̇øŒ°"Æº"̶̊̇ø̌̋"æ̨"などど"œæØ¸Æ̋øœ┻"*̋"¬̇œ"̇"̌̋ºßÆØ̋"̇º¸"̇"œ̋ºÆæø"æ̨ピÆ̊̋ø"Æº"ß̶̋"4æŒ̇º"#øŒ°┻"*̋"¬̇œ"̇")æ¸"̨̋̇øÆº̌"
man and humble.

He acknowledged that Jesus had power to heal the people. He therefor sent ̋Ø¸̋øœ"æ̨"ß̶̋",̋¬œ"ßæ",̋œ-œ"œæ"ß̶̇ß"*̋"̊æ-Ø¸"̶̋̇Ø"̶Æœ"œ̋ø©̇ºß┻"9̶̋º"̶̋"̶̋̇ø¸"
Jesus was coming he sent a message to stop him, saying he knew Jesus did 

not need to come to his house because saying a word would heal him. 

Jesus healing the centurion servant
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,̋œ-œ"Œ̇ø©̋Ø̋¸"̇ß"ß̶̋"̊̋ºß-øÆæº╆œ"̨̇Æß̶"̨æø"̊æŒıØ̋ß̋"ßø-œß"Æº"*ÆŒ┻"6̶̋"̨̇Æß̶"æ̨"ß̶̋"%̋ºß-øÆæº"̶̋̇Ø̋¸"̶Æœ"œ̋ø©̇ºß6̶̋"̶̋̇ØÆº̌"̨̇ピÆøŒ̋¸"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋"̌ææ¸"º̋¬œ"æ̨"œ̇Ø©̇ßÆæº"¬̇œ"ºæß"̨æø",̋¬œ"̇Øæº̋"
but for all.

Relevance of the Centurion servant healing to Christians %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̶̇©̋"̨̇Æß̶"Æº",̋œ-œ"ß̶̇ß"̶̋"Æœ"̇̈Ø̋"ßæ"̶̋̇Ø"̇º¸"*̋"̶̋̇Øœ"̇ØØ"
without discriminating6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"Øæ©̋"ß̶æœ̋"ß̶̋°"̋ŒıØæ°"ª-œß"̇œ"ß̶̋"̊̋ºß-øÆæº"Øæ©̋¸"̶Æœ"œ̋ø©̇ºß┻"
They should also not deny them permission to go and get treatment when 

sick.%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºÆß°"Æœ"̇"-ºÆ©̋øœ̇Ø"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææº"¬̶Æ̶̊"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̋Œ̈ø̇̊̋"̇ØØ"̶-Œ̇ºÆß°┸"ª-œß"
as Jesus embraced the gentile. 

They should learn to be humble like the centurion and be able to seek Gods 

help when they need it. They should show compassion to the needy just as ,̋œ-œ"œ̶æ¬̋¸"̊æŒı̇œœÆæº"ßæ"ß̶̋"̊̋ºß-øÆæº"œ̋ø©̇ºß┻
Group work

1.  Narrate to your friend the healing of the Centurion servant.

2.  Present in class the lessons that a Christian can learn from that story.

Founding of the Christian church and the spread of Christianity 

(Acts of apostles)

The book of the Acts details the beginning of the church and its miraculous 

spread through the power of the Holy Spirit. Ten days after Jesus ascended ̈̇̊Ł"ßæ"̶ ̋̇©̋º"ゅ#̊ßœ"な┺"ひょ┸"ß̶̋"*æØ°"5ıÆøÆß"¬̇œ"ıæ-ø̋¸"-ıæº"̧ Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ"æ̨",̋œ-œ┻",̋œ-œ"ıøæŒÆœ̋¸"̶Æœ"¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ"ßæ"¬̇Æß"̇ß",̋ø-œ̇Ø̋Œ"æº"¬̶Æ̶̊"ß̶̋°"¬ÆØØ"ø̋̊̋Æ©̋"
the Holy Spirit. 

This community of disciples of Jesus was the beginning of the church. The 

Acts of Apostles describe the emergence of Christianity beginning with the 

mission in Jerusalem and spreading throughout the Middle East and the 

Mediterranean Sea.  The early church fell under intense persecution, from 4æŒ̇º"'ŒıÆø̋"̈ ̋̌ÆººÆº̌"¬Æß̶"'Œı̋øæø"0̋øæ"Æº"はね"#&┻"*æ¬̋©̋ø┸"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºÆß°"ピØæ-øÆœ̶̋¸"Æº"ピÆ©̋"̊̋ºßø̋œ"æ̨",̋ø-œ̇Ø̋Œ┸"%æøøÆºß̶"#ºßÆæ̶̊┸"4æŒ̇̋"#Ø̋®̇º¸øÆ̇"
and Byzantium.
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2̋øœ̋̊-ßÆæº"æ̨"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºÆß°"-º¸̋ø"ß̶̋"4æŒ̇º"ø-Ø̋"Ø̇œß̋¸"̨æø"ぬどど"°̋̇øœ"-ºßÆØ"'Œı̋øæø"%æºœß̇ºßÆº̋"Æœœ-̋¸"̇º"̋¸Æß"æ̨"/ÆØ̇º"Æº"ぬなぬ"#&"¬̶Æ̶̊"Œ̋¸Æ̇ß̋¸"̇"
complete tolerance of Christianity in the Roman Empire.2̋ß̋ø" ̇º¸"2̇-Ø" ̨̇̊ÆØÆß̇ß̋¸" ßæ" ß̶̋" œıø̋̇¸"æ̨"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºÆß°" Æº" ß̶̋" ©̇œß"4æŒ̇º"'ŒıÆø̋┻" 6̶̋°"Œ̋̋ß" Æº" ß̶̋" #ºßÆæ̶̊" ¬̶̋ø̋" 2̇-Ø" ßø̇©̋ØØ̋¸" ßæ" &̇ØŒ̇ßÆ̇" ̇º¸"ø̋ß-øº̋¸" ßæ"&̇Œ̇œ̊-œ"¬̶̋ø̋"̶̋" œß̇°̋¸" ̨æø"ぬ" °̋̇øœ┻" 2̇-Ø"¬̇œ" ø̋œıæºœÆ̈Ø̋"
for bringing Christianity to the new parts of the world in the Roman empire 

especially Ephesus, Philippi, and Thessalonica.$°"ß̶̋"̋º¸"æ̨"ß̶̋"な"%̋ºß-ø°"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºÆß°"œıø̋̇¸"ßæ"4æŒ̇º"̇º¸"©̇øÆæ-œ"̊ÆßÆ̋œ"
in Greece./̇ªæø" ̊ÆßÆ̋œ" œ-̶̊" ̇œ" 4æŒ̇┸" 'ı̶̋œ-œ┸" ̇º¸" #ºßÆæ̶̊" ̇" %æøÆºß̶" œ̋ø©̋¸" ̇œ"̨æ-º¸̇ßÆæºœ" ̨æø" ß̶̋" ̋®ı̇ºœÆ©̋" œıø̋̇¸"æ̨"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºÆß°" Æº" ß̶̋"ıæœß" ̇ıæœßæØÆ̊"
period.

The Eastern Catholic and Orthodox churches originated from the Eastern 

centres of Antioch, Alexandria and Byzantium. Western Latin rites originated 

from Roma.

Theology of the Acts of Apostles

(Acts 2: 14-41)

After the ascension of Jesus, Peter took charge of the community.  He became ß̶̋"Ø̋̇¸̋ø"Æº"ıø̶̋̇̊Æº̌"̇º¸"Æº"̌̋º̋ø̇Ø"̇¸ŒÆºÆœßø̇ßÆ©̋"Œ̇ßß̋øœ┻"(æø"̋®̇ŒıØ̋"
courage, strong personality and serious commitment to the Lord singled 

him out among others as the leader of the group.

Ascension of Jesus
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Pentecost

Peter’s declaration on the day of Pentecost

On the day of Pentecost Peter openly took his responsibility. He exonerated 

the apostles from being drunk as it was still in the morning. People had ̇̊̊-œ̋¸"ß̶̋Œ"æ̨"̈̋Æº̌"¸ø-ºŁ"̨̇ß̋ø"ß̶̋°"ø̋̊̋Æ©̋¸"ß̶̋"*æØ°"5ıÆøÆß"̇º¸"œıæŁ̋"Æº"
different tongues.  It was only 9 am and they were not accustomed to taking 

anything before that hour. It was the power for the morning prayers. 2̋ß̋ø" -º¸̋ø" ß̶̋" ÆºピØ-̋º̊̋" æ̨" ß̶̋" *æØ°" 5ıÆøÆß" ¸̨̋̋º¸̋¸" ß̶̋" ¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ" ̈°"ł-æßÆº̌┸",æ̋Ø"に┺にぱ┽ぬに┸"œ̇°Æº̌"ß̶̋"̊æŒÆº̌"æ̨"ß̶̋"*æØ°"5ıÆøÆß"¬̇œ"̇"̨-ØピÆØŒ̋ºß"æ̨"
Jesus prophecy. Peter explained that the outpouring of the Holy Spirit was a ıæœÆßÆ©̋"ıøææ̨"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋"Œ̋œœÆ̇ºÆ̊"̋ ø̇"̶ ̇¸"̇ øøÆ©̋¸"ß̶øæ-̶̌"ß̶̋"ı̋øœæº"æ̨",̋œ-œ┻"
Peter emphasised that Jesus the Christ and Lord was the son of God. Jesus 

performed miracles during His public ministries which were witnessed by 

Jews and his disciples.

Jesus’ suffering and death was in accordance with God’s plan. God raised him 

from death and resurrected.*̋"œ̇Æ¸"̇ıæœßØ̋œ"̇ø̋"ß̶̋"ØÆ©Æº̌"¬Æßº̋œœ̋œ"̨æø"ß̶̋"ø̋œ-øø̋̊ßÆæº"æ̨",̋œ-œ┻
He said Jesus had been exalted and sits at the right hand of God where he has 

been made judge by God. Many who heard Peter’s message repented and ¬̋ø̋"̈̇ıßÆœ̋¸┸"̇̈æ-ß"ぬどどど"æ̨"ß̶̋Œ┻"6̶̋°"̊æºßøÆ̈-ß̋¸"ßæ"ß̶̋"̌øæ¬ß̶"æ̨"ß̶̋"
Christian community (church).

The day of Pentecost
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The martyrdom of Stephen 

(Acts 6:7-60)
Stephen an apostle of Jesus was described as a man full of spirit and wisdom 

and was full of faith and of the Holy Spirit.5ß̋ı̶̋º"̇ ̊̊æŒıØÆœ̶̋¸"Œ̇º°"̌ ø̋̇ß"¬æº¸̋øœ"̇ º¸"œÆ̌ºœ"ゅ#̊ßœ"は┺ぱょ┻"6̶̋"(̋̋¸Æº̌"æ̨" ß̶̋"¬Æ¸æ¬œ"̌̇©̋"5ß̋ı̶̋º"̇"Œ-̶̊"̌ø̋̇ß̋ø"̋®ıæœ-ø̋"̇º¸"æııæøß-ºÆß°" ßæ"̨-º̊ßÆæº"Æº"̇"¬̇°"ß̶̇ß"¬̇œ"œÆŒÆØ̇ø"ßæ"ß̶̋"ß¬̋Ø©̋"̇ıæœßØ̋œ┻
Many Jews were angered by Stephen work and preaching. They did not ̈̋ØÆ̋©̋"ß̶̇ß",̋œ-œ"¬̇œ"ß̶̋"œ̇©Ææ-ø"̇º¸"ß̶̋°"̇̊̊-œ̋¸"5ß̋ı̶̋º"æ̨"̈Ø̇œı̶̋Œ°┻5æŒ̋" æ̨" ß̶æœ̋" ºæº┽̈̋ØÆ̋©̋øœ" ̈øæ-̶̌ß" 5ß̋ı̶̋º" ̨̈̋æø̋" ß̶̋" 5̇º̶̋¸øÆº" ̇º¸"
the Jewish leaders. An unlawful trial was held and some people lied upon 5ß̋ı̶̋º"̶æıÆº̌" ßæ"̌̋ß"̶ÆŒ" Æºßæ" ßøÆ̇Ø"̈-ß"̋©̋º" ß̶æ-̶̌"5ß̋ı̶̋º"¬̇œ" ̨̇Øœ̋Ø°"̇̊̊-œ̋¸┸"̶̋"ø̋Œ̇Æº̋¸"œßøæº̌Ø°"̨̇Æß̶̨-Ø"̇º¸"̨æø̌Æ©Æº̌┻"*̋"Łº̋¬"ß̶̇ß")æ¸"¬̇œ"
with him.

During his trial, Stephen’s face was like the face of an angel for the power of 

God was with him in answering the charges of the council. He did not try to 

defend himself but instead spoke of the history of Israel and told the people 

that they were not obeying God.

The people were angry. They hated Stephen for telling the truth. They ̈̋̊̇Œ̋"©ÆæØ̋ºß"̇º¸"¬̇ºß̋¸"ßæ"̇ßß̇̊Ł"5ß̋ı̶̋º"̈-ß"5ß̋ı̶̋º"̨-ØØ"æ̨"ß̶̋"*æØ°"5ıÆøÆß" ØææŁ̋¸" œß̋̇¸̨̇œßØ°" ßæ¬̇ø¸œ" ̶̋̇©̋º" ̇º¸" ¸̋̊Ø̇ø̋¸" ╉$̶̋æØ¸" +" œ̋̋" ß̶̋"̶̋̇©̋ºœ"æı̋º̋¸"̇º¸"ß̶̋"œæº"æ̨"Œ̇º"œß̇º¸Æº̌"̇ß"ß̶̋"øÆ̶̌ß"̶̇º¸"æ̨")æ¸┻╊6̶̋" ¬Æ̊Ł̋¸" ı̋æıØ̋" ̊æ-Ø¸" ºæß" œ̋̋" 5ß̋ı̶̋ºœ╆œ" ̌ØæøÆæ-œ" ©ÆœÆæº┸" œæ" ß̶̋°" ¸Æ¸"ºæß"̈̋ØÆ̋©̋"̶ÆŒ┻"+º"ß̋øøÆ̈Ø̋"̇º̌̋ø┸"ß̶̋°"̊̇œß"̶ÆŒ"æ-ßœÆ¸̋"ß̶̋"¬̇ØØ"æ̨"ß̶̋"̊Æß°┻".̋̇©Æº̌" ß̶̋Æø" ̊æ̇ßœ" ̇ß" ß̶̋" ̨̋̋ß" æ̨" °æ-º̌" ,̋¬Æœ̶" Ø̋̇¸̋ø" º̇Œ̋¸" 5̇-Ø┹" ß̶̋°"
gathered rocks and stoned Stephen. The stones painfully cut and bruised 

Stephen’s body. And he knew he was going to die. But he was not afraid for he 

knew he would be with Jesus again. Courageous Stephen prayed Lord Jesus ø̋̊̋Æ©̋"Œ°"œæ-Ø┻"(̋̋ØÆº̌"ºæ"̇º̌̋ø"ßæ¬̇ø¸œ"̶Æœ"Œ-ø¸̋ø̋øœ┸"5ß̋ı̶̋º"̶-Œ̈Ø°"
cried out before he died Lord Let not this sin to their charge.

Pair work

1. %æŒı̇ø̋"̇º¸"̊æºßø̇œß"ß̶̋"øæØ̋"æ̨"5ß̋©̋º"̇º¸"ß̶̋"̊Ø̋ø̌Æ̋œ"Æº"œıø̋̇¸Æº̌"
the gospel of Jesus.

2. How is the church persecuted in the modern world?ぬ┻" &Æœ̊-œœ"ß̶̋"ø̋Ø̋©̇º̊̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"/̇øß°ø¸æº"æ̨"5ß̋©̋º"ßæ"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ┻
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Relevance of the martyrdom of Stephen %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"œß̇º¸"ピÆøŒ"Æº"ß̶̋"ŒÆ¸œß"æ̨"ßøÆ̇Øœ"̨æø"ß̶̋"œ̇Ł̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"̌æœı̋Ø┻"
They should preach the gospel as well as extend their work in the church. 

They should be ready to see the glory of God after suffering for Christ.6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̇Øœæ"̇©æÆ¸"̨̇Øœ̋"̇̊̊-œ̇ßÆæºœ"¸-øÆº̌"ß̶̋Æø"¬æøŁ"Æº"ß̶̋"̶̊-ø̶̊┻")æ¸" Øæ©̋œ" ̋º¸-ø̇º̊̋" ̇º¸" æ̈̋¸Æ̋º̊̋" ̇º¸" ̶̋" ø̋¬̇ø¸œ" ¬Æß̶" ß̶̋" ̌Æ̨ß" æ̨"'©̋øØ̇œßÆº̌"ØÆ̨̋┻
Conversion of Saul

Act 9:1-19

9 Meanwhile, Saul was still breathing out murderous threats against the Lord’s disciples. 

He went to the high priest 2 and asked him for letters to the synagogues in Damascus, so 

that if he found any there who belonged to the Way, whether men or women, he might ß̇Ł̋"ß̶̋Œ"̇œ"ıøÆœæº̋øœ"ßæ",̋ø-œ̇Ø̋Œ┻"ぬ"#œ"̶̋"º̋̇ø̋¸"&̇Œ̇œ̊-œ"æº"̶Æœ"ªæ-øº̋°┸"œ-¸¸̋ºØ°"̇"ØÆ̶̌ß"̨øæŒ"̶̋̇©̋º"ピØ̇œ̶̋¸"̇øæ-º¸"̶ÆŒ┻"ね"*̋"̨̋ØØ"ßæ"ß̶̋"̌øæ-º¸"̇º¸"̶̋̇ø¸"̇"©æÆ̊̋"œ̇°"ßæ"
him, “Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me?” 5 “Who are you, Lord?” Saul asked. “I am Jesus, ¬̶æŒ"°æ-"̇ø̋"ı̋øœ̋̊-ßÆº̌┸╊"̶̋"ø̋ıØÆ̋¸┻"は"╉0æ¬"̌̋ß"-ı"̇º¸"̌æ"Æºßæ"ß̶̋"̊Æß°┸"̇º¸"°æ-"¬ÆØØ"̈̋"ßæØ¸"¬̶̇ß"°æ-"Œ-œß"¸æ┻╊"ば"6̶̋"Œ̋º"ßø̇©̋ØÆº̌"¬Æß̶"5̇-Ø"œßææ¸"ß̶̋ø̋"œı̶̋̋̊Ø̋œœ┹"ß̶̋°"̶̋̇ø¸"
the sound but did not see anyone. 8 Saul got up from the ground, but when he opened 

his eyes he could see nothing. So they led him by the hand into Damascus. 9 For three 

days he was blind, and did not eat or drink anything. 10 In Damascus there was a disciple º̇Œ̋¸"#º̇ºÆ̇œ┻"6̶̋".æø¸"̊̇ØØ̋¸"ßæ"̶ÆŒ"Æº"̇"©ÆœÆæº┸"╉#º̇ºÆ̇œ┿╊"╉;̋ œ┸".æø¸┸╊"̶̋"̇ºœ¬̋ø̋¸┻"
11 The Lord told him, “Go to the house of Judas on Straight Street and ask for a man from 6̇øœ-œ"º̇Œ̋¸"5̇-Ø┸" ̨æø"̶̋" Æœ"ıø̇°Æº̌┻"なに"+º"̇"©ÆœÆæº"̶̋"̶̇œ"œ̋̋º"̇"Œ̇º"º̇Œ̋¸"#º̇ºÆ̇œ"̊æŒ̋"̇º¸"ıØ̇̊̋"̶Æœ"̶̇º¸œ"æº"̶ÆŒ"ßæ"ø̋œßæø̋"̶Æœ"œÆ̶̌ß┻╊"なぬ"╉.æø¸┸╊"#º̇ºÆ̇œ"̇ºœ¬̋ø̋¸┸" ╉+"̶̇©̋"̶̋̇ø¸"Œ̇º°"ø̋ıæøßœ"̇̈æ-ß"ß̶Æœ"Œ̇º"̇º¸"̇ØØ"ß̶̋"̶̇øŒ"̶̋"̶̇œ"¸æº̋"ßæ"°æ-ø"̶æØ°"ı̋æıØ̋"
in Jerusalem. 14 And he has come here with authority from the chief priests to arrest 

all who call on your name.” 15 But the Lord said to Ananias, “Go! This man is my chosen 

instrument to proclaim my name to the Gentiles and their kings and to the people of Israel. なは"+"¬ÆØØ"œ̶æ¬"̶ÆŒ"̶æ¬"Œ-̶̊"̶̋"Œ-œß"œ-̨̨̋ø"̨æø"Œ°"º̇Œ̋┻╊"なば"6̶̋º"#º̇ºÆ̇œ"¬̋ºß"ßæ"ß̶̋"̶æ-œ̋"̇º¸"̋ºß̋ø̋¸"Æß┻"2Ø̇̊Æº̌"̶Æœ"̶̇º¸œ"æº"5̇-Ø┸"̶̋"œ̇Æ¸┸"╉$øæß̶̋ø"5̇-Ø┸"ß̶̋".æø¸を,̋œ-œ┸"¬̶æ"̇ıı̋̇ø̋¸"ßæ"°æ-"æº"ß̶̋"øæ̇¸"̇œ"°æ-"¬̋ø̋"̊æŒÆº̌"̶̋ø̋を̶̇œ"œ̋ºß"Œ̋"œæ"ß̶̇ß"°æ-"Œ̇°"œ̋̋"̇̌̇Æº"̇º¸"̈̋" ピÆØØ̋¸"¬Æß̶" ß̶̋"*æØ°"5ıÆøÆß┻╊"なぱ" +ŒŒ̋¸Æ̇ß̋Ø°┸" œæŒ̋ß̶Æº̌" ØÆŁ̋" œ̊̇Ø̋œ" ̨̋ØØ"
from Saul’s eyes, and he could see again. He got up and was baptized, 19 and after taking 

some food, he regained his strength.
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5̇-Ø" ̊̇Œ̋" ̨øæŒ" 6̇øœ-œ" ̇º¸" Æœ" ¸̋œ̊øÆ̈̋¸" ̇œ" ̇" ̶̊ÆØ¸" ¬̶æ" ø̋̊̋Æ©̋¸" ̈̋œß"-ı̈øÆº̌Æº̌┺" ̇" œß-¸̋ºß" æ̨" ß̶̋" ©̇-ºß̋¸" ß̶̋̇̊̋ø" )̇Œ̇ØÆ̋Ø┸" ̇" 4æŒ̇º" ̊ÆßÆ±̋º"
named in the best Jewish school.5̇-Ø"¬̇œ"̶æ¬̋©̋ø"̈̋œß"æº"ß̶̋"¸̋œ̊øÆıßÆæº"æ̨"̈̋ØÆ̋©̋øœ"Æº",̋œ-œ┻"1ºØ°"̇"̨̋¬"°̋̇øœ"̶̇¸"ı̇œœ̋¸" ̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"̊ø-̊ÆピÆ̊̇ßÆæº"̇º¸"ø̋œ-øø̋̊ßÆæº"æ̨" ,̋œ-œ"¬̶̋º"̇"
self-righteous religious zealot assisted in the systematic murder of one 

named Stephen.  After the death of Stephen, Saul launched a war against the ̶̊-ø̶̊"̈̋ØÆ̋©̋øœ┻"*̋"¬̇œ"̈̋̌ÆººÆº̌"ßæ"̇ßß̇Æº"ºæßæøÆ̋ß°"ß̶̇ß"̶̋"̶̇¸"̇Ø¬̇°œ"̊ø̇©̋¸┻"*̋"¬̇ºß̋¸"ßæ"øÆœ̋"ßæ"ıæ¬̋ø"̇º¸"ıø̋œßÆ̌̋"̇º¸"ßæ"ıøæ©̋"̶Æœ"¬æøß̶┻"*̋"
persecuted Christians. 5̇-Ø"̶̋̇ø¸"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋"̌æœı̋Ø"̶̇¸"œıø̋̇¸"ßæ"5°øÆ̇"̇º¸"̶̋"ø̋ł-̋œß̋¸"ı̋øŒÆœœÆæº"ßæ"̌æ"ßæ"&̇Œ̇œ̊-œ"ßæ"œßæı"ß̶̋"̶̊-ø̶̊"̈°"ı-ßßÆº̌"̈̋ØÆ̋©̋øœ"Æºßæ"ıøÆœæº┻"1º"̶Æœ"¬̇°"ßæ"&̇Œ̇œ̊-œ┸"œ-¸¸̋ºØ°"̇"ØÆ̶̌ß"ピØ̇œ̶̋¸"̇øæ-º¸"̶ÆŒ┻"*̋"̨̋Øß"ßæ"ß̶̋"̌øæ-º¸"̇º¸"̶̋̇ø¸"̇"©æÆ̊̋"œ̇°"ßæ"̶ÆŒ" ┸"╉5̇-Ø"¬̶°"¸æ"°æ-"ı̋øœ̋̊-ß̋"Œ̋┻"+"̇Œ",̋œ-œ"
whom you are persecuting.” 

Saul became blind on his way to Damascus. Here a man known as Ananias a ̈̋ØÆ̋©̋ø"¬̇œ"Æºœßø-̊ß̋¸"ß̶øæ-̶̌"̇"©ÆœÆæº"ßæ"̌æ"ßæ"ß̶̋"̶æ-œ̋"¬̶̋ø̋"5̇-Ø"¬̇œ"
and place his hand on him to restore his sight. Ananias placed his hands æº"5̇-Ø"̇º¸"ÆŒŒ̋¸Æ̇ß̋Ø°"œæŒ̋ß̶Æº̌"ØÆŁ̋"œ̊̇Ø̋œ"̨̋ØØ"̨øæŒ"5̇-Ø╅œ"̋°̋œ"̇º¸"̶̋"
could see again. He got up and was baptised and  after taking some food 

he regained his strength. He stayed with the disciples and was later named 

Paul. He became an apostle of Jesus.

Activity 2.3

1. 4æØ̋"ıØ̇°"ß̶̋"̊æº©̋øœÆæº"æ̨"5̇-Ø┻
2. Discuss the role of Apostle Paul in the early church.ぬ┻" Discuss problems in the early church.

Relevance of Saul’s conversion to Christians today%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"Ø̋̇øº"ß̶̇ß")æ¸"Æœ"̇̈Ø̋"ßæ"̊æº©̋øß"ß̶̋"Œæœß"-ºØÆŁ̋Ø°"æ̨"œÆºº̋øœ┻5̇Ø©̇ßÆæº" ¸æ̋œ" ºæß" ¸̋ı̋º¸" æº" ß̶̋" ̨̇ØØ̋º" ¬ÆØØ" æ̨" Œ̇º" ̈-ß" ø̇ß̶̋ø" æº" ß̶̋"œæ©̋ø̋Æ̌º"¬ÆØØ"̇º¸"ıæ¬̋ø"æ̨")æ¸┻")æ¸╆œ"œ̇Ø©̇ßÆæº"¸æ̋œ"ºæß"¸̋ı̋º¸"æº"Œ̋øÆß"
or good points but rather God’s free grace.*-Œ̈ØÆº̌"æº̋œ̋Ø̨"æ̨"ıøÆ¸̋" Æœ"̇"Œ̇øŁ"æ̨" ßø-̋"̊æº©̋øœÆæº┻"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"Ø̋̇øº" ßæ" ̨̋ØØæ¬œ̶Æı"¬Æß̶"æß̶̋øœ"̇œ"̇" ßø-̋"Œ̇øŁ"æ̨"̊æº©̋øœÆæº┻" ,̋œ-œ"%̶øÆœß"Æœ"ø̋̇Ø"̇º¸"̇"ØÆ©̋"ß̶̋̇̊Æº̌"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"ßæ"̇Ø¬̇°œ"ßø-œß"Æº"̶ÆŒ┻")æ¸"̶̇œ"̇"̌ææ¸"ı-øıæœ̋"̨æø"̶̋̇̊"ı̋øœæº┻"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̇©æÆ¸"ß̶̋"œÆº"æ̨"ı̋øœ̋̊-ßÆº̌"ß̶̋"
church in anyway because God is not happy with it.
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The role of Paul in the early church6̶̋"øæØ̋"æ̨"2̇-Ø" Æº"̋©̇º̌̋ØÆœ̇ßÆæº" Æœ"œ̋̋º" Æº" ß̶̋"ŒÆºÆœßø°"̶̋"œ̋ø©̋¸" Æº"ß̶̋"
early church. He played an important role in making the resurrected Lord be 

known in the church.  Paul preached the death, resurrection, and Lordship of 

Jesus Christ, and he proclaimed that faith in Jesus guarantees a share in his ØÆ̨̋┻"6̶̋"ø̋œ-øø̋̊ßÆæº"æ̨"%̶øÆœß"¬̇œ"̇ Øœæ"æ̨"ıøÆŒ̇ø°"ÆŒıæøß̇º̊̋┸"̇ œ"ø̋©̋̇Ø̋¸"Æº"̶Æœ".̋ßß̋ø"ßæ"ß̶̋"6̶̋œœ̇ØæºÆ̇ºœ┸"ß̶̋"̋̇øØÆ̋œß"œ-ø©Æ©Æº̌"̇̊̊æ-ºß"æ̨"̊æº©̋øœÆæº"ßæ"ß̶̋"%̶øÆœßÆ̇º"Œæ©̋Œ̋ºß┻
There were problems that arose in the early Church of Corinth. Paul took an ÆºÆßÆ̇ßÆ©̋"ßæ"̌Æ©̋"œæØ-ßÆæºœ"ßæ"ß̶̋Œ┻2̇-Ø┸"Æº"̶ Æœ"¬Æœ¸æŒ"̌ Æ©̋º"ßæ"̶ ÆŒ"̨ øæŒ",̋œ-œ"%̶øÆœß┸"̇ ¸¸ø̋œœ̋œ"Œ̇º°"ıøæ̈Ø̋Œœ"æ̨"ß̶̋"̶̊-ø̶̊"Æº"̶Æœ"ピÆøœß"̋ıÆœßØ̋"ßæ"ß̶̋"%æøÆºß̶Æ̇ºœ┻"6̶̋"%̶øÆœßÆ̇º"̊æŒŒ-ºÆß°"Æº"%æøÆºß̶"̊æ©̋ø̋¸"̇"̈øæ̇¸"œı̋̊ßø-Œ"æ̨"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"̊Ø̇œœ̋œ┻"6̶Æœ" Ø̋¸"ßæ"̇"̈øæ̇¸"œı̋̊ßø-Œ"æ̨"Œæø̇Ø"ıøæ̈Ø̋Œœ"ß̶̇ß"̇øæœ̋"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"ßÆŒ̋"2̇-Ø"©ÆœÆß̋¸"%æøÆºß̶"ßæ"ß̶̋"ßÆŒ̋"̶̋"¬øæß̋"ß̶̋"ピÆøœß"̋ıÆœßØ̋"ßæ"ß̶̋Œ┻"6̶̋œ̋"ıøæ̈Ø̋Œœ"ø̇º̌̋"̨øæŒ"¸Æ©ÆœÆæº"Æº"ß̶̋"̶̊-ø̶̊"ßæ"̌̋º̋ø̇Ø"̶̊̇æœ"ø̋Æ̌ºÆº̌"æ©̋ø"̶̊-ø̶̊"œ̋ø©Æ̊̋œ┻(Æøœß┸"ß̶̋"̶̊-ø̶̊"̇ıı̋̇øœ"ºæß"-ºÆピÆ̋¸┻"5æŒ̋"¬̋ø̋"̇¸ŒÆøÆº̌"2̇-Ø┸"œæŒ̋"¬̋ø̋"
admiring Apollos, and some were admiring Cephas, or Peter. Paul tries to 

reassure the people in Corinth that they should only follow Christ. Those ¬̶æ"̇¸ŒÆø̋"%̶øÆœß"̇ø̋"ß̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"̇ø̋"¬̇ºß"ßæ"̇©æÆ¸"œł-̇̈̈Ø̋œ┻"*̋"ß̋ØØœ" Æº"(Æøœß"%æøÆºß̶Æ̇ºœ"ぬ┺にぬ"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋°"̇ØØ"̈̋Øæº̌"ßæ"%̶øÆœß"̇º¸"ß̶̇ß"%̶øÆœß"̈̋Øæº̌œ"
to God. Paul tries to remind the factionalists there (who he says are carnal, ピØ̋œ̶Ø°┸"̇º¸"œÆº̨-Øょ"ß̶̇ß"̇ØØ"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"̇ø̋"̨̋ØØæ¬"¬æøŁ̋øœ"æ̨"ß̶̋"̨̇Æß̶┻
Paul also addresses the problem of immorality in the church in Corinth. 6̶̋ø̋"¬̇œ"̇ "Œ̇º"̇ Œæº̌"ß̶̋Œ"¬̶æ"¬̇œ"ØÆ©Æº̌"¬Æß̶"̶ Æœ"̨ ̇ß̶̋ø╆œ"¬Æ̨̋┻"#Øß̶æ-̶̌"
the woman was a non-Christian, and therefore outside of the jurisdiction of 

the church, Paul doesn’t postpone one moment the correction and rebuke 

necessary for the man and other Christians who are partaking in such ピØ̇̌ø̇ºß"œÆº┻"*̋"̇ßß̋Œıßœ"ßæ"ø̋œæØ©̋"ß̶Æœ"ıøæ̈Ø̋Œ"̈°"̊æŒŒ̇º¸Æº̌"¸Æœ̊ÆıØÆº̋"
in the form of denial of social fellowship from the church. He also says that ı̋æıØ̋" ØÆ©Æº̌" ØÆŁ̋" ß̶Æœ" œ̶æ-Ø¸"ºæß"̈̋"̇̈Ø̋" ßæ"ı̇øß̇Ł̋" Æº" ß̶̋".æø¸╆œ"5-ıı̋ø┻"5æŒ̋"œı̋̊-Ø̇ß̋"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋"Æœœ-̋œ"æ̨"Ø̋̌̇Ø"Œ̇ßß̋øœ"̇¸¸ø̋œœ̋¸"Æº"%̶̇ıß̋ø"は"̇ø̋"̇"
connection with cases of immorality because the discussion occurs directly 

after the sections of church immorality and church discipline. Paul stresses to ß̶̋œ̋"̈̋ØÆ̋©̋øœ"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋"̈æ¸°"Æœ"ß̶̋"ß̋ŒıØ̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"*æØ°"5ıÆøÆß┸"̇º¸"Æœ"ß̶̋ø̨̋æø̋"
sacred. He also reminds them, and us, that we do not own our own bodies. 
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Our bodies were bought with a price. Paul ends this section by commanding 

those in Corinth to use their body to glorify God.

Another problem Paul addressed in Corinth dealt with the Lord’s Supper. The 

Corinthians had among them factionalists, who were making a mockery of 

the Lord’s Supper, which was supposed to be a time of Christian fellowship. 

During the time of the Lord’s Supper, some Corinthians would come early, ̋̇ß" ß̶̋Æø" Œ̋̇Øœ┸" ̇º¸" ß̇Ł̋" ̊æŒŒ-ºÆæº" ̨̈̋æø̋" æß̶̋øœ" ¬æ-Ø¸" ̶̇©̋" ßÆŒ̋" ßæ"̇øøÆ©̋┻"5æŒ̋"¬̋ø̋"̋©̋º"̌̋ßßÆº̌"¸ø-ºŁ┻"6̶̋°"¬̋ø̋"ß̇ŁÆº̌"̇"œ̇̊ø̇Œ̋ºß̇Ø"©Æ̋¬"
of the Lord’s Supper, and using it for nothing more than a social gathering. 

Paul told them in First Corinthians chapter 11:22 that maybe they should 

just go home to eat and drink. Paul reminds them of why they are taking 

the Lord’s Supper and of what expense was spared so they could partake in 

communion.

Other problems that Paul addressed in the church were issues of marriage ̇º¸" ¸Æ©æø̊̋┸" ̨ææ¸" ¸̋¸Æ̊̇ß̋¸" ßæ" Æ¸æØœ┸" ̈̇ø̋" ̶̋̇¸̋¸" ¬æŒ̋º" ıø̇°Æº̌" ̇º¸"
prophesying in church, uncontrolled speaking in tongues, and the denial of 

a future resurrection of the body. Paul addresses all these concerns with a ̨-ØØ"̇ıæœßæØÆ̊"̇-ß̶æøÆß°"̌Æ©̋º"ßæ"̶ÆŒ"̈°"ß̶̋".æø¸┻"*̋"¸̋Œ̇º¸œ"ß̶̇ß"ºæ"æº̋"
worship him or any others, calls for the discipline of people who are immoral 

in the church, and the settlement of law suits inside the church as opposed 

to going outside the church. He also commands the church that Christians œ̶æ-Ø¸"ºæß"¸Æ©æø̊̋"̇º¸"ø̋Œ̇øø°┸"̇º¸"ß̋ØØœ"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"œß̇°"Œ̇øøÆ̋¸"ßæ"ß̶̋Æø"-º̈̋ØÆ̋©Æº̌"œıæ-œ̋œ"-ºØ̋œœ"ß̶̇ß"œıæ-œ̋"¬̇ºßœ"ßæ"Ø̋̇©̋┻"*̋"̇¸©Æœ̋œ"ß̶̋Œ"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋°"̇ø̋"̨ø̋̋"ßæ"̋̇ß"̇º°ß̶Æº̌"ß̶̋°"¸̋œÆø̋"̇œ"Øæº̌"̇œ"Æß"Æœ"ºæß"
a stumbling block to other people. He discourages the Christians there from ı̇øßÆ̊Æı̇ßÆº̌"Æº"ı̇̌̇º"̈̇ºł-̋ßœ"̇º¸"ßøÆ̋œ"ßæ"̋º̊æ-ø̇̌̋"ß̶̋Œ"̇œ"ßæ"ß̶̋"ßø-̋"
spiritual application of the Lord’s Supper.2̇-Ø"̇¸©Æœ̋œ"ß̶̋"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"Æº"%æøÆºß̶"ßæ"̋®̋ø̊Æœ̋"ßÆ̶̌ß"̊æºßøæØ"æ©̋ø"œı̋̇ŁÆº̌"Æº"ßæº̌-̋œ"̇º¸"̇¸©Æœ̋œ"ß̶̋Œ"ßæ"-œ̋"ß̶̋Æø"œıÆøÆß-̇Ø"̌Æ̨ßœ"ßæ"œ̶æ¬"Øæ©̋"ßæ¬̇ø¸"æº̋"̇ºæß̶̋ø"̇œ"æııæœ̋¸"ßæ"-œÆº̌"ß̶̋Œ"̨æø"ß̶̋Æø"æ¬º"ıøÆ©̇ß̋"̇º¸"ı̋øœæº̇Ø"̋¸ÆピÆ̊̇ßÆæº┻"*̋"̇ Øœæ"̋ ®ıØ̇Æºœ"ßæ"ß̶̋Œ┸"̇ œ"̶ ̋"̧ Æ¸"ßæ"ß̶̋"̈ ̋ØÆ̋©̋øœ"Æº"6̶̋œœ̇ØæºÆ̊̇┸"
that their body will be resurrected in the same manner of Christ’s bodily 

resurrection.+º"2̇-Ø╆œ"ピÆº̇Ø"¬æø¸œ"æ̨"̊ØæœÆº̌"̶̋"œ̇°œ┸"╉$̋"̇Ø̋øß┸"œß̇º¸"ピÆøŒ"Æº"ß̶̋"̨̇Æß̶┸"̈̋"̈ø̇©̋"̇º¸"œßøæº̌┻";æ-ø"̋©̋ø°"̇̊ßÆæº"Œ-œß"̈̋"¸æº̋"¬Æß̶"Øæ©̋╊┻"ゅ+"%æøÆºß̶Æ̇ºœ"なは┺なぬょ┻" 6̶Æœ" Æœ" ß̶̋" -ØßÆŒ̇ß̋" ̊æŒŒ̇º¸" ̨æø" ß̶̋" %æøÆºß̶Æ̇º" %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"¬Æß̶"
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ıøæ̈Ø̋Œœ" Æº" ß̶̋Æø" ̶̊-ø̶̊┻" 6̶Æœ" Æœ" ß̶̋" ßø-̋" ╅æº̋" œæØ-ßÆæº" ピÆßœ" ̇ØØ╆" œ̊̋º̇øÆæ┻"(æø"ßæ"Øæ©̋"æº̋╆œ"̈æ¸°"Æœ"ßæ"ºæß"œÆº"̇̌̇Æºœß"Æß"̇º¸"¸̋ピÆØ̋"Æß┸"̇º¸"ßæ"Øæ©̋"æº̋╆œ"̈øæß̶̋øœ"̇º¸"œÆœß̋øœ"Æœ"ßæ"ºæß"œÆº"̇̌̇Æºœß"ß̶̋Œ┸"̇º¸"ßæ"Øæ©̋")æ¸"Æœ"ßæ"ºæß"œÆº"̇̌̇Æºœß")æ¸┻"+̨"Æº¸̋̋¸"æ-ø"̋ ©̋ø°"̇ ̊ßÆæº"Æœ"̧ æº̋"¬Æß̶"Øæ©̋┸"ß̶̋"ıøæ̈Ø̋Œœ"æ̨"æ-ø"̶̊-ø̶̊"̇º¸"æ-ø"ØÆ©̋œ"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"œæØ©̋¸┻
Group work

1. Identify problems arising in the Church today.

2. Discuss possible solutions to these problems.

Healing of the lame man

(Acts 3:1-10)
Peter and John were on their way to the temple for the hour of prayer at ぬ┻どどıŒ┻"#"Œ̇º"¬̶æ""̶̇¸"̈̋̋º"Ø̇Œ̋"̨øæŒ""̈Æøß̶"̇º¸"¬̶æ"¬̇œ"ıØ̇̊̋¸"¸̇ÆØ°"
at the Beautiful Gate of the temple was being carried to beg from the people 

going  in. 9̶̋º"̶̋"œ̇¬"2̋ß̋ø"̇º¸",æ̶º"¬̶æ"¬̋ø̋"̇̈æ-ß"ßæ"̌æ"Æº┸"̶̋"̇œŁ̋¸"ß̶̋Œ"ßæ"̌Æ©̋"̶ÆŒ"œæŒ̋ß̶Æº̌┻"$-ß"2̋ß̋ø"ßæØ¸"̶ ÆŒ"ß̶̋°"̶ ̇¸"º̋Æß̶̋ø"œÆØ©̋ø"ºæø"̌ æØ¸"̈ -ß"╉¬̶̇ß"+"̶̇©̋"+"̌Æ©̋"ßæ"°æ-"Æº"ß̶̋"º̇Œ̋"æ̨",̋œ-œ"%̶øÆœß"æ̨"0̇±̇ø̋ß̶"¬̇ØŁ╊┻"*̋"ßææŁ"
him by the right hand and raised him up and immediately his feet and ankle ø̋̊̋Æ©̋¸"œßø̋º̌ß̶┻"*̋"œßææ¸"æº"̶Æœ"̨̋̋ß┸"¬̇ØŁ̋¸"̇̈æ-ß"̇º¸"¬̋ºß"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋Œ"
into the temple, walking and leaping and praising God.

Peter and John healing the lame man
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Lessons learnt from the healing the lame man

i) Jesus has power to heal.

ii) %̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̶̇©̋"̨̇Æß̶"Æº"̋©̋ø°ß̶Æº̌"ª-œß"̇œ"ß̶̋"Ø̇Œ̋"œßææ¸"-ı"̇º¸"
walked by faith.

iii) Christians should be good apostles of Christ. They should be able to heal 

the sick and pray for the needy.Æ©ょ" ,̋œ-œ" Øæ©̋œ" ̋©̋ø°̈æ¸°" Æº̊Ø-¸Æº̌" ß̶̋" ̈̋̌̌̇øœ" ̇º¸" ß̶̋" ı̶°œÆ̊̇ØØ°" ̶̊̇Ø┽
lenged people.

1. Role-play the healing of the lame man at the beautiful gate.

2. What have you learnt from the role-play?

50" Vgnn"{qwt"vgcejgt0

Activity 2.4

+Pair work

1. In pairs, discuss the power of healing as portrayed in churches today.

2. What is the lesson learnt from Jesus conversing and healing of the lame man.

Glossary

Apostles:  A missionary or leader of a religious mission.

Beatitudes:"" $Æ̈ØÆ̊̇Ø"̈Ø̋œœÆº̌œ"̌Æ©̋º"̈°",̋œ-œ┻
Disciple:  A follower.

Exonorate:  Declare someone free from blame.
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Key Words9æøŁ┸"©æ̊̇ßÆæº┸"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋

+º"ß̶Æœ"-ºÆß┸"¬̋"̇ø̋"̌æÆº̌"ßæ"̋®̇ŒÆº̋"¬æøŁ┸"©æ̊̇ßÆæº"̇º¸" Ø̋Æœ-ø̋┻"9̋"œ̶̇ØØ"œß-¸°" ©̇øÆæ-œ" ̇œı̋̊ßœ" æ̨"¬æøŁ" œ-̶̊" ̇œ┸" ß̶̋" ßø̇¸ÆßÆæº̇Ø" #̨øÆ̊̇º" ̇ßßÆß-¸̋" ßæ"
work, Christian teachings on work, professional , ethics and codes. The moral 

duties and responsibilities of employers and employees. The discussion will ̨-øß̶̋ø"Æº©æØ©̋"ß̶̋"Ø̋̇øº̋øœ"ßæ"̇ııø̋̊Æ̇ß̋"ß̶̋"̶̊øÆœßÆ̇º"©Æ̋¬"æ̨"¬æøŁ┻
1. Look at the following pictures.

2. Discuss what these people are doing.ぬ┻" 4̋Ø̇ß̋"ß̶̋"ıÆ̊ß-ø̋œ"ßæ"¬æøŁ┸"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋"̇º¸"©æ̊̇ßÆæº┻

Activity 3.1
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Work9æøŁ"Œ̋̇ºœ"̇ º"̇ ̊ßÆ©Æß°"ß̶̇ß"Æœ"Œ̇º-̇Ø"æø"ı̶°œÆ̊̇Ø"̇ º¸"Æºß̋ØØ̋̊ß-̇Ø┻"6̶Æœ"Œ̋̇ºœ"¬æøŁ"Æº̊Ø-¸̋"̋©̋ø°ß̶Æº̌"ß̶̇ß"̶-Œ̇º"̈̋Æº̌œ"¸æ┻"6̶̋ø̋"̇ø̋"æß̶̋ø"¸ÆŒ̋ºœÆæºœ"
that exist besides intellectual and manual. They include physical, sense, moral 

economic, cultural, social and political background.

Physical sense of work is the application of force to a body operating through 

a certain distance.

For instance, its spiritual and moral sense, work is directed to a moral æø" øÆ̶̌ß" ı-øıæœ̋┻" #̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ" ß̶̇ß" Æº©æØ©̋" ÆŒŒæø̇Ø" ıø̇̊ßÆ̊̋œ" ØÆŁ̋" øæ̈̈̋ø°"̊̇ººæß"̈̋"̊̇ØØ̋¸"¬æøŁ┻"9æøŁ"̇œ"̇"œıÆøÆß-̇Ø"̇̊ßÆ©Æß°"Æº©æØ©̋œ"ıø̇°̋ø"̇º¸"̌ææ¸"
relationship with God.+º"Æß╆œ"̋̊æºæŒÆ̊"œ̋ºœ̋"¬æøŁ"̨̇̊ÆØÆß̇ß̋œ"ıøæ¸-̊ßÆæº"æ̨"̌ææ¸œ"̇º¸"œ̋ø©Æ̊̋œ┻"+º"Æß╆œ"̊-Øß-ø̋"œ̋ºœ̋"¬æøŁ"Æº©æØ©̋œ"̊ø̋̇ßÆ©Æß°"ØÆŁ̋"Æº"Œ-œÆ̊┸"¸̇º̊̋"̇º¸"¬æøŁ"æ̨"̇øß┻"#œ"̇"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"̇̊ßÆ©Æß°"¬æøŁ"Æœ"¸æº̋"¬Æß̶"æß̶̋øœ"̇º¸"̨æø"ß̶̋"̌ææ¸"æ̨"æß̶̋øœ┻9æøŁ"Æœ"̇"ıæØÆßÆ̊̇Ø"̇̊ßÆ©Æß°"ß̶̇ß"Æº©æØ©̋œ"̌æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß"̇º¸"̇¸ŒÆºÆœßø̇ßÆæº┻"

1. Outline types of careers you know.

2. Write an essay about the career you want to persue when you grow up.ぬ┻" 5̶̇ø̋"Æº"°æ-ø"̊Ø̇œœ"¬̶̇ß"°æ-"̶̇©̋"¬øÆßß̋º┻
Activity 3.2

Vocation+ß"ø̨̋̋øœ"ßæ"ß̶̋"ß°ı̋œ"æ̨"¬æøŁ"ß̶̇ß"ı̋æıØ̋"¸æ┻"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ"̈̋ØÆ̋©̋"ß̶̇ß"̋©̋ø°"ı̋øœæº"̶ ̇œ"̈ ̋̋º"̊ ̇ØØ̋¸"̈ °")æ¸"ßæ"̧ æ"œæŒ̋ß̶Æº̌┻""9̶̇ß̋©̋ø"̇ "ı̋øœæº"̧ æ̋œ"̊ ̇º"̈̋"ØææŁ̋¸"̇ß"̇œ"̇"©æ̊̇ßÆæº"ØÆŁ̋"¸æ̊ßæøœ┸"̨̇øŒ̋øœ┸"ß̶̋̇̊̋øœ"̇º¸"Ø̇¬°̋øœ┻6̶̋"ıøæı̶̋ßœ"æ̨")æ¸"̶̇¸"̇"¸Æ©Æº̋"̊̇ØØ"̨øæŒ")æ¸"ßæ"ıø̶̋̇̊"*Æœ"Œ̋œœ̇̌̋"ßæ"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨"+œø̇̋Ø┻"6æ"̇œŁ"ß̶̋Œ"ßæ"̶̊̇º̌̋"ß̶̋Æø"¬̇°"æ̨"ØÆ̨̋"̇º¸"ØÆ©̋"̇̊̊æø¸Æº̌"ßæ"ß̶̋"̊æº©̋º̇ºß"ø̋Ø̇ßÆæºœ̶Æı"æø"̈̋"ı-ºÆœ̶̋¸"œ̋©̋øØ°"ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"な┺な┽ひ┸"+œ̇Æ̶̇"は┺な┽なぬょ┻"+º"ß̶Æœ"œ̋ºœ̋┸"ß̶̋Æø"¬æøŁ"ø̋ł-Æø̋¸"œı̋̊Æ̇Ø"œŁÆØØœ┸"œı̋̊Æ̇Ø"ßø̇ÆºÆº̌"æø"̇"-ºÆł-̋"̊̇ØØ"æø"̇"œı̋̊Æ̇Ø"ŒÆœœÆæº"Æº"ß̶̋"œæ̊Æ̋ß°┻"2øÆ̋œßœ┸"º-ºœ"̇º¸"ı̇œßæøœ"̇ø̋"ø̨̋̋ø̋¸"ßæ"̈̋"Æº"©æ̊̇ßÆæº┻+º" œ̋̋ŁÆº̌" ̶Æœ" æø" ̶̋ø" ©æ̊̇ßÆæº┸" ̇" %̶øÆœßÆ̇º" œ̶æ-Ø¸" œ̋̋Ł" )æ¸╆œ" ̌-Æ¸̇º̊̋┸"
consult parents and teachers in order to decide on the career they want to ı-øœ-̋┻"6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̇Øœæ"̊æºœÆ¸̋ø"ß̶̋"̇©̇ÆØ̇̈Ø̋"æııæøß-ºÆßÆ̋œ"̇º¸"æı̋ºÆº̌œ"̨æø"̨-ß-ø̋"¸̋©̋ØæıŒ̋ºß"Æº"̇"ı̇øßÆ̊-Ø̇ø"ªæ̈┻6̶̋ø̋"Æœ"̇Øœæ"ß̶̋""º̋̋¸"ßæ"œ̋ø©̋"æß̶̋øœ"̋œı̋̊Æ̇ØØ°"ß̶̋"̶̊-ø̶̊"̇º¸"ß̶̋"º̋̋¸°"
people in the society.
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Interests, strengths, talents and abilities should also be considered when 

chosing a career. Not forgetting the inclination or attraction to a certain kind 

of work. 

1. Look at the following pictures.

2. +¸̋ºßÆ̨°"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"Æº"ß̶̋"ıÆ̊ß-ø̋œ"̇̈æ©̋┻"9̶̇ß"̇ø̋"ß̶̋œ̋"ı̋æıØ̋"¸æÆº̌╂ぬ┻" Discuss the reasons why people work.

Activity 3.3

Types of work

Volunteer work Self-employment

work

Casual work

Salaried employment

work



はど

9̶̋ß̶̋ø"ı̋æıØ̋"̇ ø̋"̋ ŒıØæ°̋¸"̈ °"æß̶̋øœ"æø"̶ ̇©̋"̋ ŒıØæ°̋¸"ß̶̋Œœ̋Ø©̋œ┸"ß̶̋ø̋"̋®Æœßœ"©̇øÆæ-œ"ß°ı̋œ"æ̨"¬æøŁ"ß̶̇ß"̇ ø̋"̧ ̋œÆ̌º̇ß̋¸"̇ œ┹"ıøæ̨̋œœÆæºœ┸"ßø̇¸̋┸"̊ ø̨̇ßœ┸"
careers and guides.

Trade┹"ø̨̋̋ø"ßæ"ªæ̈œ"̇º¸"æ̊̊-ı̇ßÆæº"ß̶̇ß"ø̋ł-Æø̋"œŁÆØØ̋¸"Ø̇̈æ-ø┻"6̶̋"ß̋øŒ"Æœ"
also used to refer to handicrafts such as shoe making, carpentry dressmaking, ıøÆºßÆº̌"̇ º¸"Œ̋ß̇Ø"¬æøŁ┻"1º̋"ø̋ł-Æø̋œ"̇ "̊ ̋øß̇Æº"Ø̋©̋Ø"æ̨"̋ ¸-̊̇ßÆæº"̇ º¸"̨ æøŒ̇Ø"©æ̊̇ßÆæº̇Ø"ßø̇ÆºÆº̌┻
Crafts┹"ß̶̋œ̋"̇ø̋"ªæ̈œ"æø"æ̊̊-ı̇ßÆæºœ"ß̶̇ß"ø̋ł-Æø̋"œŁÆØØœ"Æº"ß̶̋"-œ̋"æ̨"̶̇º¸œ"̨æø"̋®̇ŒıØ̋"ıæßß̋ø°┸"¬ææ¸"̊̇ø©Æº̌┸"ŁºÆßßÆº̌┸"¬̋̇©Æº̌"̇º¸"̶̇Æø"¸ø̋œœÆº̌┻
Careers; it is an occupation a person choose to pursue in his or her working 

life. For example, those who join teaching may remain in it for the rest of ß̶̋Æø"ØÆ©̋œ┻"#"̊̇ø̋̋ø"̊̇º"̇Øœæ"̈̋"ØææŁ̋¸"̇ß"̇œ"̇"ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº┸"ßø̇¸̋"æø"̊ø̨̇ß┻

Guides; these refers to a group of people who came together to form a 

society through which they can help one another to promote their personal 

and society interests.

Formal and information rules of work

There are a lot of rules at work. Some are written some are unwritten and Æº̨æøŒ̇Ø┻"(æøŒ̇Ø"ø-Ø̋œ"̇ø̋"̌Æ©̋º"Æº"̨æøŒ"æ̨"̇"̶̇º¸̈ææŁ"æø"Æºœßø-̊ßÆæºœ"æº"ß̶̋"ø-Ø̋œ"°æ-"̶̇©̋"ßæ"̇¸̶̋ø̋"ßæ┻"5æŒ̋ßÆŒ̋œ"ß̶̋"ø-Ø̋œ"̇ø̋"Æº̊Ø-¸̋¸"æº"°æ-ø"
contract of employment.

Professional Ethics, Ethos and Codes in work

i). Professional ethics: These are the standards of conduct and 

competence expected of those practising in a particular profession.

ii). Professional Ethos: These refers to the character and moral of a 

profession. They are set of ideas or morals to be aimed for within ones 

Teaching is a career



はな

profession. Ethos enable members of the public to put their trust in ı̇øßÆ̊-Ø̇ø"Œ̋Œ̈̋øœ"æ̨"ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº̇Øœ"̋º̇̈ØÆº̌"ß̶̋Œ"ßæ"̌Æ©̋"©̇Ø-̇̈Ø̋"œ̋ø©Æ̊̋"ßæ"ß̶̋"ı-̈ØÆ̊┻
iii). Professional Codes:"6̶̋œ̋"̇ ø̋"̇ "̊ æØØ̋̊ßÆæº"æø"œ̋ß"æ̨"ø-Ø̋œ"ß̶̇ß"̌ æ©̋øº"ß̶̋"̈ ̶̋̇©Ææ-ø"æ̨"ß̶æœ̋"ß̶̇ß"̋ º̌̇̌̋"Æº"̇ "̊ ̋øß̇Æº"ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº┻"2øæ̨̋œœÆæº"̊æ¸̋"æ̨"'ß̶Æ̊"œ̋ø©̋"-œ"Æº"Œ̇º°"ı-øıæœ̋œ┻"

Vjg"tqng"qh"rtqhguukqpcn"gvjqu."gvjkeu"cpf"eqfg"kp"uqekgv{2øæ̨̋œœÆæº̇Ø" ̋ß̶æœ" ø̨̋̋øœ" ßæ" ß̶̋" -ºÆł-̋" ıøÆº̊ÆıØ̋œ" ̇º¸"Œæø̇Ø" ©̇Ø-̋œ" ß̶̇ß"Æ¸̋ºßÆピÆ̋œ" ̇" ı̇øßÆ̊-Ø̇ø" ı̋øœæº┻" 6̶̋°" ø̋̌-Ø̇ß̋" ß̶̋" ̊æº¸-̊ß" æ̨" ̇" ı̇øßÆ̊-Ø̇ø"ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº"̇ º¸"̊ ø̋̇ß̋œ"̊ æºピÆ¸̋º̊̋"Æº"æß̶̋ø"ı̋æıØ̋"ßæ"̶ ̇©̋"̊ æºピÆ¸̋º̊̋"Æº"ß̶̋Œ┻"2øæ̨̋œœÆæº̇Ø" ̋ß̶æœ" ıøæ©Æ¸̋œ" ß̶̋" ¬æøŁ̋øœ" ¬Æß̶" ß̶̋" øÆ̶̌ß" ̇ßßÆß-¸̋" ßæ¬̇ø¸œ"¬æøŁ"̇º¸"̊æºピÆ¸̋º̊̋"Æº"ß̶̋Æø"¬æøŁ┻"+ß"̇Øœæ"ıøæŒæß̋œ"œ̋Ø̨┽¸Æœ̊ÆıØÆº̋"̈̋̊̇-œ̋"ß̶̋"¬æøŁ̋øœ"̇ø̋"̋º̊æ-ø̇̌̋¸"ßæ"ıøæŒæß̋"ß̶̋"©̇Ø-̋"æ̨"ß̶̋Æø"ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº┻"
Professional ethics is the moral standards expected of members of a 

particular profession. They are the principles that guide the members of a 

particular profession. Professional ethics specify the competence expected æ̨" Æßœ"ıøæœı̋̊ßÆ©̋"Œ̋Œ̈̋øœ┻" +ß"Œ̇°"ø̋ł-Æø̋"̇"ı̇øßÆ̊-Ø̇ø" Ø̋©̋Ø"æ̨"̋¸-̊̇ßÆæº┻"/̋Œ̈̋øœ" ¬̶æ" -ı̶æØ¸" ß̶̋Æø" ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº̇Ø" ̋ß̶Æ̊œ" ̊ø̋̇ß̋œ" ̊æºピÆ¸̋º̊̋" Æº" ß̶̋"
members of public.

Doctor examining a patient



はに

2øæ̨̋œœÆæº̇Ø"̋ß̶Æ̊œ"ıøæß̋̊ßœ" Æßœ"Œ̋Œ̈̋øœ" ̨øæŒ"̈̋Æº̌"̋ŒæßÆæº̇ØØ°" Æº©æØ©̋¸"¬Æß̶" ß̶̋" ı̋æıØ̋" ß̶̋°" œ̋ø©̋" 2øæ̨̋œœÆæº̇Ø" ̊æ¸̋œ" ̇ø̋" ß̶̋"¬øÆßß̋º" ø-Ø̋œ" ß̶̇ß"
guide members of a particular profession in upholding the ethos and ethics 

of their profession. These ensures satisfactory performance in the work of Æßœ"Œ̋Œ̈̋øœ"̇œ"ø̋ł-Æø̋¸"̈°"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"ß̶̋°"œ̋ø©̋┻""
The code lay down the guidelines on how workers should relate to one ̇ºæß̶̋ø"̇º¸"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"ß̶̋°"œ̋ø©̋┻"6̶̋"̊æ¸̋"̋ºœ-ø̋œ"ı̋øœæº̇Ø"Æºß̋̌øÆß°"Æº"¬æøŁ̋øœ"æ̨"̇"ı̇øßÆ̊-Ø̇ø"ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº┻"6̶̋"̊æ¸̋"̌Æ©̋œ"̌-Æ¸̋ØÆº̋œ"æº"̶æ¬"̇º¸"
who to employ, promote and terminate. The code protects its members 

against any form of abuse or misuse by members of public. The code creates ̊æºピÆ¸̋º̊̋"̇º¸"ßø-œß"Æº"ß̶̋"Œ̋Œ̈̋øœ"æ̨"ß̶̋"ı-̈ØÆ̊
For instance, it c ontain rules to employment, promotion, payment termination of œ̋ø©Æ̊̋┻" 6̶̋°" ̌Æ©̋" ̌-Æ¸̇º̊̋" æº" ̶æ¬" ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº̇Øœ" œ̶æ-Ø¸" ø̋Ø̇ß̋" ßæ" æº̋"̇ºæß̶̋ø"̇º¸"ß̶æœ̋"ß̶̇ß"œ̋ø©̋"ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº┻
They help in maintaining the public image of the profession by maximising  

success in the profession. They ensure that the professional is committed 

to his or her work because the code makes him or her accountable and Æºœ-ø̇̈Ø̋┻"6̶̋°"ıøæŒæß̋"œ̋Ø̨"¸Æœ̊ÆıØÆº̋"̇º¸"ıø̋©̋ºß"ß̶̋"̋®Æœß̋º̊̋"æ̨"ł-̇̊Łœ┻"
In addition, they boost the trust and reliabity of the client on the professional. 6̶̋" ı-̈ØÆ̊" ̶̇œ" ̌ø̋̇ß̋ø" ̊æºピÆ¸̋º̊̋" Æº" ß̶̋" ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº̇Ø┻" 6̶̋°" œ̋ø©̋" ̇œ" ̇"ıøæß̋̊ßÆæº"ßæ"Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇Ø"ıøæ̨̋œœÆæº̇Øœ"œæ"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋°"̇ø̋"ºæß"̨æø̊̋¸"ßæ"¸æ"¬̶̇ß"
is ethically wrong.

Virtues related to various types of work&ÆØÆ̌̋º̊̋"Æœ"̇ "ł-̇ØÆß°"æ̨"̈ ̋Æº̌"̶ ̇ø¸¬æøŁÆº̌"̇ º¸"œ̶̇øÆº̌"œß̋̇¸°┸"̋ ̨̨æøß"ßæ¬̇ø¸œ"
work.

Faithfulness or loyalty; ß̶Æœ"ÆŒıØÆ̋œ"̈ ̋Æº̌"ßø-ß̶̨-Ø┸"̊ æŒŒÆßß̋¸"̇ º¸"̶ ̇©Æº̌"ß̶̋"
ability to keep ones promise.

Responsibility; it implies adopting caring attitudes towards others and in ¬̶̇ß̋©̋ø"æº̋"¸æ̋œ┻
Tolerance;"ß̶Æœ"Æœ"ß̶̋"©Æøß-̋"æ̨"̈̋Æº̌"̇̈Ø̋"ßæ"̈̋̇ø"¬Æß̶"¸Æ̨ピÆ̊-Øß"œÆß-̇ßÆæºœ┻"It ̇Øœæ"Œ̋̇ºœ"ºæß"̌Æ©Æº̌"-ı"¬̶̋º"ıøæ̈Ø̋Œœ"̇øÆœ̋┻



はぬ

1. In groups, hold debate “through work we can change the world.’’

2. Why is it important to be guided by professional Ethics, Codes and 

Ethos in employment?ぬ┻" 6̋ØØ"°æ-ø"̨øÆ̋º¸"ß̶̋"æß̶̋ø"©Æøß-̋œ"ß̶̇ß"̊̇º"̈̋"̶̋Øı̨-Ø"Æ̨"̇ııØÆ̋¸"Æº"̋Œ┽
ployment.

4. 2ø̋œ̋ºß"°æ-ø"ピÆº¸Æº̌œ"ßæ"°æ-ø"ß̶̋̇̊̋ø┻

Activity 3.4

Attitudes towards work

Traditional African attitude towards work

Work in Traditional African society is understood as a fundamental 

dimension in human existence on earth.'©̋ø°̈æ¸°"Æº"#̨øÆ̊̇º"ßø̇¸ÆßÆæº̇Ø"Æœ"̇"¬æøŁ̋ø"̇º¸"ß̶̋ø̋"Æœ"¸Æ©ÆœÆæº"æ̨"Ø̇̈æ-ø┻"9æøŁ"Æœ"¸Æ©Æ¸̋¸"̇̊̊æø¸Æº̌"ßæ"̇̌̋┸"œ̋®"̇º¸"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"œß̇ß-œ┻2̋æıØ̋"¬æøŁ" ̨æø"©̇øÆæ-œ"ø̋̇œæºœ"¬̶Æ̶̊" Æº̊Ø-¸̋"ıøæ©Æ¸Æº̌" ̨æø"̈̇œÆ̊"º̋̋¸œ┸"̈̋º̨̋ÆßÆº̌" ß̶̋"̊æŒŒ-ºÆß°" ßæ"̇̊ł-Æø̋"¬̋̇Øß̶"̇º¸" ßæ"̇ßß̇Æº"̶Æ̶̌̋ø" Ø̋©̋Øœ"æ̨"ıøæ¸-̊ßÆ©Æß°┻
Work is done in a religious context. God, ancestors and the spirits bless all 

forms of work through rituals.%̋øß̇Æº"ß°ı̋œ"æ̨"¬æøŁ"̇ø̋"¸æº̋"̈°"œı̋̊Æ̇ØÆœß"œ-̶̊"̇œ"¸Æ©Æº̋øœ┸"Œ̋¸Æ̊̋º̋Œ̋º┸"
priests, potters and blacksmiths.

Blacksmith working



はね

Work is social as it is done communally. No forms of work is despised or 

looked down upon.

Laziness is strongly despised and condemned. All able bodied people are 

expected to work. Work goes together with leisure for example, telling 

stories and singing while working.

The type of work is determined by whether a community is pastoralist, 

agriculturalist or hunters and gatherers. 

Activity 3.5

1.  (Æº¸"æ-ß"̶æ¬"¸Æ̨̨̋ø̋ºß"̊æŒŒ-ºÆßÆ̋œ"Æº"5æ-ß̶"5-¸̇º"ØÆ©̋¸"Æº"ß̶̋"ı̇œß"̇º¸"̶æ¬"ß̶̋°"ØÆ©̋"ßæ¸̇°┻
2. '®ıØæø̋"̶æ¬"ß̶̋"ØÆ̨̋œß°Ø̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"̊æŒŒ-ºÆßÆ̋œ"ÆºピØ-̋º̊̋"¸̇ÆØ°"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ┻ぬ┻" 4̋œ̋̇ø̶̊"̶æ¬"ß̶̋"̊æŒŒ-ºÆßÆ̋œ"̊æºßøÆ̈-ß̋"ßæ"ß̶̋Æø"œ-ø©Æ©̇Ø"̇º¸"¸Æ̌┽

nity.

4. 2ø̋œ̋ºß"°æ-ø"ピÆº¸Æº̌œ"Æº"ß̶̋"̊Ø̇œœøææŒ┻
6ø̇¸ÆßÆæº̇ØØ°"¬æøŁ"¬̇œ"¸æº̋"̇œ"̇"Œ̋̇ºœ"ßæ"̋̇øº"̇"ØÆ©Æº̌┻"6̶øæ-̶̌"¬æøŁ"æº̋"
could feed his family with good food from one season to another. Those who 

could not feed their families well were despised.(æø"æº̋"ßæ"̇ßß̇Æº"ıØ̋ºßÆ̨-Ø"̶̇ø©̋œß"̨øæŒ"̶Æœ"¬æøŁ"̶̋"̶̇¸"ßæ"æ̨̨̋ø"œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋œ"ßæ"
different gods who were in charge of the land, rain and fertility.  Therefore ¬æøŁ"̶̇œ"̇"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææ-œ"œÆ̌ºÆピÆ̊̇º̊̋┻5̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋œ"̶̇¸"̇Øœæ"ßæ"̈̋"æ̨̨̋ø̋¸"ßæ"ß̶̋"̌æ¸œ"̨̈̋æø̋"̶̇ø©̋œßÆº̌"̊æ-Ø¸"œß̇øß"̇œ"̇"¬̇°"æ̨"œ̶æ¬Æº̌"ø̋œı̋̊ß"̇º¸"̇ııø̋̊Æ̇ßÆæº""̨æø"ß̶̋"̌æ¸œ"̨æø"ß̶̋"̌ææ¸"̶̇ø©̋œß"ß̶̋°"̶̇¸"̌Æ©̋º"-œ┻
People were happy in their work and this could be seen in the songs sung 

during work.

One could decide for himself which kind of work he could do at what time 

although mostly they went to their farms early in the morning and went back ̶æŒ̋"¬̶̋º"ß̶̋"œ-º"¬̇œ"æ©̋ø̶̋̇¸┻#̨øÆ̊̇ºœ" ̊æ-Ø¸" ¸ÆœıØ̇°" ß̶̋Æø" ̊ø̋̇ßÆ©̋º̋œœ┸" ̇øßœ┸" ̇º¸" œŁÆØØœ" ß̶øæ-̶̌" ¬æøŁ"
well done and this acted as a source of pride and satisfaction. They did not 

undermine each other in work as work was personal with ºæ"œ-ı̋ø©Æœæøœ┻"6̶̋°"¬̋ø̋"ºæß"œßøÆ©Æº̌"̨æø"ıøæŒæßÆæº"̋Æß̶̋ø┻



はの

6̶̋"#̨øÆ̊̇ºœ"¸Æ¸"ºæß"¸æ" ß̶̋" œ̇Œ̋"ŁÆº¸"æ̨"¬æøŁ"̈-ß" ß̶̋ø̋"¬̇œ"¸Æ©ÆœÆæº"æ̨"Ø̇̈æ-ø" ̇̊̊æø¸Æº̌" ßæ" ̇̌̋" ̇º¸" œ̋®┻" /̋º" ̶̇¸" ß̶̋Æø" œı̋̊ÆピÆ̊" ŁÆº¸" æ̨" ¬æøŁ"¸ÆœßÆº̊ßÆ©̋"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"¬æøŁ"¬æŒ̋º"¸Æ¸┻"$æ°œ"̇º¸"̌ÆøØœ"¸̋ı̋º¸Æº̌"æº"̇̌̋"̇Øœæ"
did different forms of work.

Secular attitude towards work5̋̊-Ø̇ø"¬æøŁ"Æœ"ß̶̋"ŁÆº¸"æ̨"¬æøŁ"¸æº̋"̈°"ı̋æıØ̋"¬̶æ"̇ø̋"ºæß"̌æ©̋øº̋¸"̈°"
any religious principle.5̋̊-Ø̇ø" ̇ßßÆß-¸̋" ßæ¬̇ø¸œ" ¬æøŁ" Æœ" ¸̋ß̋øŒÆº̋¸" ̈°┹" Ø̋©̋Ø" æ̨" ̋¸-̊̇ßÆæº┸"̇©̇ÆØ̇̈ÆØÆß°"æ̨"æııæøß-ºÆßÆ̋œ"̇º¸"œßÆ̨̨"̊æŒı̋ßÆßÆæº┻9æøŁ"Æœ" ÆŒı̋øœæº̇Ø"̇º¸"ºæß"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"̇̊ßÆ©Æß°┻"2̋æıØ̋"̶̊ææœ̋"ßæ"¸æ"¬æøŁ"ß̶̇ß"
they are interested with. They work for their own personal gain.

Work is a commodity done to the highest bidder. These had led to ¸̶̋-Œ̇ºÆœÆº̌" æ̨"¬æøŁ"¬̶̋ø̋" ̶-Œ̇º" ̈̋Æº̌œ" ºæ" Øæº̌̋ø" ̌̋ß" œ̇ßÆœピÆ̋¸" ̨øæŒ"
their work.

Christian attitudes towards work

Proverbs 6:6-11は")æ"ßæ"ß̶̋"̇ºß┸"°æ-"œØ-̌̌̇ø¸┿"%æºœÆ¸̋ø"̶̋ø"¬̇°œ"̇º¸"̈̋"¬Æœ̋┸ば"9̶Æ̶̊┸"̶̇©Æº̌"ºæ"̊̇ıß̇Æº┸"1©̋øœ̋̋ø"æø"ø-Ø̋ø┸"ぱ"2øæ©Æ¸̋œ"̶̋ø"い̈うœ-ııØÆ̋œ"Æº"ß̶̋"œ-ŒŒ̋ø┸"#º¸"̌̇ß̶̋øœ"̶̋ø"̨ææ¸"Æº"ß̶̋"̶̇ø©̋œß┻"ひ"*æ¬"Øæº̌"¬ÆØØ"°æ-"い̊うœØ-Œ̈̋ø┸"1"œØ-̌̌̇ø¸╂"9̶̋º"
will you rise from your sleep? 10 A little sleep, a little slumber, A little folding of the hands ßæ"œØ̋̋ıを"なな"5æ"œ̶̇ØØ"°æ-ø"ıæ©̋øß°"̊æŒ̋"æº"°æ-"ØÆŁ̋"̇"ıøæ¬Ø̋ø┸"#º¸"°æ-ø"º̋̋¸"ØÆŁ̋"̇º"
armed man.な┻" &Æœ̊-œœ"ß̶̋"Ø̋œœæºœ"¬̋"Ø̋̇øº"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"©̋øœ̋œ"̇̈æ©̋┻に┻" 2ø̋œ̋ºß"ßæ"ß̶̋"̊Ø̇œœ"°æ-ø"ピÆº¸Æº̌œ"̇œ"̇"̌øæ-ı┻

Activity 3.6

Christian attitude towards work is based on the Old Testament and the 

New Testament. God instituted work in Genesis creation stories by being a ¬æøŁ̋ø"̶ÆŒœ̋Ø̨┻")æ¸"̌̇©̋"̶-Œ̇º"ŁÆº¸"ß̶̋"ø̋œıæºœÆ̈ÆØÆß°"ßæ"̌-̇ø¸"ß̶̋"ø̋œß"æ̨"
creation, name the animals and be fruitful.+º"ß̶̋"̈ ææŁ"æ̨"2øæ©̋ø̈œ┸"̶ ̇ø¸"¬æøŁ"Æœ"̊ æŒŒ̋º¸̋¸"̇ º¸"Ø̇±Æº̋œœ"Æœ"̊ æº¸̋Œº̋¸┻"ゅ2øæ©̋ø̈œ"は┺は┽なな"̇º¸"2øæ©̋ø̈œ"など┺ねょ┻



はは

6̶̋"1Ø¸"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß"̊æº¸̋Œºœ"̋©ÆØœ"ıø̇̊ßÆ̊̋œ"ø̋Ø̇ß̋¸"ßæ"¬æøŁ┻"(æø"̋®̇ŒıØ̋",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"にに┺なぬ┸"#Œæœ"の┺など┽なぬ"̊ æº¸̋Œºœ"ß̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"̋ ®ıØæÆß┸"æııø̋œœ"̇ º¸"̨ ̇ÆØ"
to pay labourers a decent salary.

The Old Testament also recognises that work has to be shared. Moses was ̇¸©Æœ̋¸"̈°"̶Æœ" ̨̇ß̶̋ø┽Æº"‒Ø̇¬",̋ß̶øæ" ßæ"̇ııæÆºß" ª-¸̌̋œ" ßæ"̇œœÆœß"̶ÆŒ" Æº"̶Æœ"¬æøŁ"ゅ"'®æ¸-œ"なぱ┺なぬ┽にばょ┻
In the New Testament Jesus worked well. He healed the sick, fed the hungry, ø̋œßæø̋¸" ß̶̋"œÆ̶̌ß" ßæ" ß̶̋"̈ØÆº¸"̇º¸"¸øæ©̋"¸̋Œæºœ"̇º¸"ø̇Æœ̋¸"ı̋æıØ̋" ̨øæŒ"
dead.

The Old Testament is the foundation upon which the New Testament was 

built. The New Testament is the guiding factor for Christian attitudes on 

many subjects. In discussing the Christian attitude to work it is necessary 

for us to see what the Old Testament says about work.

In the creation story recorded in the book of Genesis God commanded man ピÆØØ"ß̶̋"̋̇øß̶"̇º¸"œ-̈¸-̋"Æß┻"6̶̋"æºØ°"¬̇°"Æº"¬̶Æ̶̊"ß̶̋"̋̇øß̶"̊̇º"̈̋"œ-̈¸-̋¸"
is through work. Therefore work is acceptable to Christians. God rested on ß̶̋"œ̋©̋ºß̶"¸̇°"̨øæŒ"̇ØØ"*Æœ"¬æøŁ"Œ̋̇ºÆº̌"ß̶̇ß"Æº"ß̶̋"œÆ®"¸̇°œ"ß̶̇ß")æ¸"¬̇œ"
creating the world and all that is in it, He was working. In the book of Exodus にど┺ひ")æ¸"̊æŒŒ̇º¸œ"Œ̇º"ßæ"Ø̇̈æ-ø"̈-ß"æºØ°"̨æø"œÆ®"¸̇°œ"̨æø"ß̶̋"œ̋©̋ºß̶"¸̇°"
has to be kept as a Sabbath to the Lord.

Jesus restoring the blind’s sight



はば

6̶̋" ̈ææŁ" æ̨" 2œ̇ØŒœ" などね┺にぬ" œ̇°œ┸" ╉/̇º" ̌æ̋œ" ̨æøß̶" ßæ" ̶Æœ"¬æøŁ" ̇º¸" ßæ" ̶Æœ"Ø̇̈æ-ø"-ºßÆØ"ß̶̋"̋©̋ºÆº̌╊┻9æøŁ"æºØ°"̈̋̊æŒ̋œ"̇"̊-øœ̋"̇œ"̇"̊æºœ̋ł-̋º̊̋"æ̨"¸Æœæ̈̋¸Æ̋º̊̋"̨øæŒ"#¸̇Œ"̇º¸"'©̋┻"9æøŁ"Æœ"̶̋Ø¸"©̋ø°"̶Æ̶̌Ø°"Æº"ß̶̋"ø̋œß"æ̨"ß̶̋"1Ø¸"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß┻
(i)  Hard work and honest work is blessed by God.

(ii)  +º"'®æ¸-œ"ぬの┺ぬど┽ぬの┻"/æœ̋œ"ß̋ØØœ"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨"+œø̇̋Ø"̶æ¬")æ¸"" "" ̶̇œ"̈Ø̋œœ̋¸"$̋±̇Ø̋Ø"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋"œŁÆØØœ"æ̨"̊ø̨̇ßœŒ̇ºœ̶Æı"̇º¸"ピÆØØ̋¸"̶ÆŒ""" ¬Æß̶"ß̶̋"̇̈ÆØÆß°"ßæ"¸æ"̋©̋ø°"œæøß"æ̨"¬æøŁ┻"(æø"%̶øÆœßÆ̇ºœ""ß̶Æœ"œ̶æ¬œ""
 that our ability to perform different kinds of work is a gift and a   

 blessing from God.

(iii) +º"2øæ©̋ø̈œ"は┺は"̇º¸"には┺なぬ"‒"なは"̇"œØ-̌̌̇ø¸"ゅØ̇±°"Œ̇ºょ"Æœ"Œ̇¸̋"̨-º"æ̨""
 and condemned. As Christians we should not be lazy but we should  

 be hard working.ゅÆ©ょ"" 2øæ©̋ø̈œ"ぬな┺にば"ıø̇Æœ̋œ"̇"̶̇ø¸¬æøŁÆº̌"¬æŒ̇º┻ゅ©ょ" " Solomon’s building of the Temple and his house are appreciated and  " ıø̇Æœ̋¸"ゅな"-Æº̌œ"は┹ば┺な┽なにょ┻ゅ©Æょ"" *æ¬̋©̋ø"5æØæŒæº"Æœ"̊æº¸̋Œº̋¸"̈̋̊̇-œ̋"æ̨"-œÆº̌"̨æø̊̋¸"Ø̇̈æ-ø┻ゅ©ÆÆょ" In Samuel’s words of warning to the people against an earthly king he  

 indicates that the King would subject them to forced labour and this  

 was not good.ゅ©ÆÆÆょ"6̶̋"*̋̈ø̋¬œ"¬̋ø̋"œ-̈ª̋̊ß̋¸"ßæ"̨æø̊̋¸"Ø̇̈æ-ø"̇º¸"œØ̇©̋ø°"Æº"'̌°ıß""
 and this is condemned (Exodus 1:8-14, 2:11-15).

(ix)  The prophet Jeremiah condemns those who make their neighbours  " œ̋ø©̋"ß̶̋Œ"̨æø"ºæ"ı̇°"ゅ,̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"にに┺なぬょ┻
(x)  9æøŁ̋øœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ºæß"̈̋"̶̋̇©ÆØ°"ß̇®̋¸"̇œ"ß̶Æœ"¬æ-Ø¸"¸̋º°"ß̶̋Œ"ß̶̋""" øÆ̶̌ß"ßæ"-œ̋"ß̶̋"Œæº̋°"ß̶-œ"̶̇©̋"̋̇øº̋¸"ß̶øæ-̶̌"ß̶̋Æø"Ø̇̈æ-ø┻

Jesus worked by feeding the crowd



はぱ

Jesus teachings were drawn from the world of such as the doctor ( Mark に┺なばょ┸"ß̶̋"œæ¬̋ø"ゅ"/̇øŁ"ね┺ぬょ┸"ß̶̋"œ̶̋ı̶̋ø¸"ゅ,æ̶º"など┺な┽にょ"̇º¸"©Æº̋"¸ø̋œœ̋ø"
( John 15:1). These examples on work show that work is a normal and º̋̊̋œœ̇ø°"̇̊ßÆ©Æß°"̨æø"̶-Œ̇º"ŁÆº¸┻
Saint Paul was a worker himself. He taught that it was wrong or healthy 

people not to work and become social parasites,’’ anyone who does not work œ̶æ-Ø¸"ºæß"̋̇ß┻╆╆"ゅに"6̶̋œœ̇ØæºÆ̇º"ぬ┺などょ
Both old and new testament shows that God continues to work through his 

creation; Christians are co-learners with Christ and should see work as a œ̋ø©Æ̊̋"ßæ")æ¸┻
Moral duties and responsibilities of employers and employees'ŒıØæ°̋øœ"̇ø̋"Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇Ø"æø"æø̌̇ºÆœ̇ßÆæºœ"ß̶̇ß"̋ŒıØæ°œ"æº̋"æø"Œæø̋"ı̋æıØ̋┸"
especially for wages or salary. Those who get jobs to such organisations are 

known as the employees. Both the employer and employee enter a contract 

that defines the rights, duties and responsibilities of each party.

Moral duties and responsibilities of employers#º" ̋ŒıØæ°̋ø" ̶̇œ" ̇" ¸-ß°" ßæ" ̊æº¸-̊ß" ̶Æœ" ̈-œÆº̋œœ" Æº" ̇º" ̨̋ピÆ̊Æ̋ºß" Œ̇ºº̋ø"ºæß"æºØ°"̨æø"̶Æœ"æ¬º"̈̋º̋ピÆß"̈-ß"̇Øœæ"̨æø"ß̶̋"̈̋º̋ピÆß"æ̨"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"̇º¸"ß̶̋"
society at large. For example one who has a factory should run it well so that ß̶̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"̇ø̋"̇œœ-ø̋¸"æ̨"ß̶̋Æø"ªæ̈œ"̇º¸"ß̶̋"œæ̊Æ̋ß°"ıøæ©Æ¸Æº̌"ß̶̋"ø̇¬"
materials then they should be assured of market in the factory. At the same ßÆŒ̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋øœ"̶̇©̋"̇"¸-ß°"ßæ"ø̋œı̋̊ß"ß̶æœ̋"¬̶æŒ"ß̶̋°"̋ŒıØæ°"̇œ"̶-Œ̇º"̈̋Æº̌œ"̇º¸"œ̋̋"ß̶̋Œ"̇œ"̇º"̋º¸"Æº"ß̶̋Œœ̋Ø©̋œ"ø̇ß̶̋ø"ß̶̇º"ª-œß"-œÆº̌"ß̶̋Œ"̇œ"̇"Œ̋̇ºœ"ßæ"̶̇̊Æ̋©̋"°æ-ø"æ¬º"̋º¸œ┻"6̶Æœ"ø̋œı̋̊ß"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̊æŒ̋"æ-ß"Æº┺┽
i) Paying them well depending on what job they are doing for you and what ıøæピÆßœ"°æ-"Œ̇Ł̋"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋Æø"œ¬̋̇ß┻"#º"̋ŒıØæ°̋ø"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ºæß"̋®ıØæÆß"̶Æœ"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"̈-ß"-º¸̋øı̇°Æº̌"ß̶̋Œ┻"5æŒ̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋øœ"-œ̋"©̋ø°"̶̊̋̇ı"Ø̇┽̈æ-ø"ßæ"æ̈ß̇Æº"©̇œß"ıøæピÆßœ┻"5-̶̊"̇º"̇̊ß"Æœ"¬øæº̌"̇º¸"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̊̋̇œ̋┻"'®┽̇ŒıØ̋œ"̇ø̋"ß̶æœ̋"¬̶æ"̇ø̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋¸"Æº"╅̨̇øŒœ╆"¬̶æ"¸æ"œæ"Œ-̶̊"̈-ß"̋̇øº"

too little.  The security companies should also pay their employees well ̇œ"Æß"Æœ"ß̶̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"¬̶æ"Œ̇Ł̋"ß̶̋Œ"̌̋ß"ıøæピÆß┻
(ii) The health conditions of employees should be safe guarded. The work ̋º©ÆøæºŒ̋ºß" œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋" ̊æº¸-̊Æ©̋" ßæ" ̌ææ¸"̶̋̇Øß̶┻"/̋¸Æ̊̇Ø" ̇ØØæ¬̇º̊̋œ"

should be considered by employers.



はひ

iii) The safety, conditions of work for employers should be of paramount ÆŒıæøß̇º̊̋┻"+̨"ß̶̋"¬æøŁ"Æº©æØ©̋œ"ßææ"Œ-̶̊"øÆœŁ"ßæ"ß̶̋"ØÆ̨̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"̋ ŒıØæ°̋̋"
then he should be insured by the employer and should be paid higher 

wages. For example those working in mines face a danger of losing their 

life any time.Æ©ょ" An employer has a duty to cater for the social welfare of employees by 

establishing centres for social amenities and such related issues.©ょ" 9æøŁÆº̌"̶ æ-øœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈ ̋"ØÆŒÆß̋¸"ßæ"̋ º̇̈Ø̋"ß̶̋"̋ ŒıØæ°̋̋"ßæ"̶ ̇©̋"ßÆŒ̋"̨ æø"
other social, political, religious obligations. Working for 18 hours a day is ¸̋ピÆºÆß̋Ø°"¬øæº̌"̇œ"ß̶Æœ"Æœ"ß̇ºß̇Œæ-ºß"ßæ"̋®ıØæÆß̇ßÆæº┻"*æ¬̋©̋ø┸"ß̶øæ-̶̌"̨ø̋̋"̇ ̌ø̋̋Œ̋ºß"ß̶̋"̋ ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈ ̋"̇ ̊̊æø¸̋¸"æ©̋øßÆŒ̋"ı̇°Œ̋ºß"̨ æø"̋®ßø̇"¬æøŁÆº̌"̶æ-øœ┻"6̶̋"æ©̋øßÆŒ̋"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̇ß"Ø̋̇œß"̈̋"¸æ-̈Ø̋"ß̶̋"ºæøŒ̇Ø"
payment.©Æょ" The amount of work to be done should be reasonable. For example ask-Æº̌"̇"ß̶̋̇̊̋ø"ßæ"ß̶̋̇̊"æ©̋ø"ぬの"Ø̋œœæºœ"̇"¬̋̋Ł"Œ̇°"̈̋"ßææ"Œ-̶̊"̇º¸"ß̶Æœ"̊̇º"Ø̋̇¸"ßæ"ßæß̇Ø"̋®̶̇-œßÆæº"̇º¸"̨ø-œßø̇ßÆæºœ"̇º¸"ß̶̋ø̨̋æø̋"Æº̨̋ピÆ̊Æ̋º̊°┻©ÆÆょ"9æøŁ"¬Æß̶æ-ß"ø̋œß"Æœ"̇"̈æø̋"œæ"̋ŒıØæ°̋øœ"̶̇©̋"̇"¸-ß°"ßæ"̌ø̇ºß"̶æØÆ¸̇°œ"æø"Ø̋̇©̋"̨æø"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"ßæ"̋º̇̈Ø̋"ß̶̋Œ"ø̋œß"̇º¸"ø̨̋ø̋œ̶"ß̶̋Œœ̋Ø©̋œ"ø̋̇¸°"
to start again. Weekends or at least Sundays should be a free day for ¬æøŁ̋øœ"̋®̊̋ıß" Æº"̊Æø̊-Œœß̇º̊̋œ"¬̶̋ø̋"ß̶̋Æø"ıø̋œ̋º̊̋"Æœ" Æº̋©Æß̇̈Ø̋"ゅ̇"
must).6̶̋°"̶̇©̋"̇"¸-ß°"ßæ"̊æºœÆ¸̋ø"ß̶̋"¬̋Ø̨̇ø̋"æ̨"ß̶̋Æø"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"̋œı̋̊Æ̇ØØ°"

When they grow old and can work no longer. This should be seen in the ıøæ©ÆœÆæº" æ̨" ı̋ºœÆæº" Æº" æØ¸" ̇̌̋" æø" œÆ̊Łº̋œœ" ß̶̇ß" Ø̋̇¸œ" ßæ" ̇" ı̋øŒ̇º̋ºß"
disability.#ß"ßÆŒ̋œ"ß̶̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋øœ"̶̇©̋"̇"¸-ß°"ßæ"œ̶̇ø̋"ß̶̋Æø"ıøæピÆßœ"ºæß"æºØ°"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ" ̈-ß" ̇Øœæ" ¬Æß̶" ß̶̋" ̌̋º̋ø̇Ø" ı-̈ØÆ̊" ¬̶æ" ıøæ©Æ¸̋" ß̶̋Œ"¬Æß̶" ø̇¬"Œ̇ß̋øÆ̇Øœ"ß̶̇ß"̋ºøÆ̶̊"ß̶̋Œ┻"+̨"ß̶̋ø̋"Æœ"̈-Œı̋ø"ıøæピÆßœ"ß̶̋º"ß̶̋"̊æ̨̨̋̋"̈æ̇ø¸"
or the tea board or any other group of employers should share with both 

farmers and employees.

It is possible that business may fail and if that becomes the case then the ̋ŒıØæ°̋øœ"̶̇©̋" ̇" ¸-ß°" ßæ" ßø°" ̇º¸" ピÆº¸"º̋¬"̋ŒıØæ°Œ̋ºß" ̨æø" ß̶̋Æø" ̨̇Æß̶̨-Ø"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"Æ̨"ıæœœÆ̈Ø̋"̇œ"ß̶̋°"̶̇©̋"ÆºピØ-̋º̊̋"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋"æß̶̋ø"̊æºß̋Œıæø̇ø°"ピÆøŒœ┻"6̶̋"̋ ŒıØæ°̋øœ"̇ Øœæ"̶ ̇©̋"̇ "̧ -ß°"ßæ"ø̋œı̋̊ß"æß̶̋ø"ピÆøŒœ"̇ º¸"ßæ"̊ ææı̋ø̇ß̋"
with them.



ばど

+̨"ß̶̋"̊ æŒı̇º°"Æœ"̈ ææŒÆº̌"Æº"̈ -œÆº̋œœ"ß̶̋º"ß̶̋"̋ ŒıØæ°̋øœ"̶ ̇©̋"̇ "̧ -ß°"ßæ"œ̇Ø̋"œæŒ̋"œ̶̇ø̋œ"ßæ"ß̶̋"¬æøŁ̋øœ"œæ"ß̶̇ß" ß̶̋"¬æøŁ̋øœ"ŒÆ̶̌ß" ̨̋̋Ø"Œæø̋" Æº©æØ©̋¸"̇º¸"¬æøŁ"̶̇ø¸̋ø"Æº"æø¸̋ø"ßæ"̇ßß̇Æº"Œ̇®ÆŒ-Œ"ıøæピÆß┻

Activity 3.7

1. Read the following Bible references and explore more duties of em-

ployers and employees.

 '®æ¸-œ"な┺など┽なね┸"な"-Æº̌œ"なに┺な┽ね┸".̋©ÆßÆ̊-œ"ひ┺なぬ┸"#Œæœ"の┺なな┸")̋º̋œÆœ"に┺に┽ぬ┸"%æØæœœÆ̇ºœ"ね┺なな"̇º¸",̇Œ̋œ"の┺ね┻
2. Compare and contrast the duties of employers and employees.

Industrial work in progress



ばな

Rights of employers

Carry out business without unfair taxation.)̋ß"ıøæピÆß"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋Æø"̈-œÆº̋œœ┻*̇©̋"̇œœæ̊Æ̇ßÆæº"¬Æß̶"æß̶̋ø"̋ŒıØæ°̋øœ┻"
Expect loyalty from their employers. 4̋̊̋Æ©̋"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋Æø"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"¬æøŁ"Æº"ı-ß"̇œ"
is agreed upon in the employment contract.

Spate without blackmail by Trade unions.1ı̋º" -ı" º̋¬" ̈-œÆº̋œœ" ©̋ºß-ø̋œ" ¬Æß̶æ-ß"-ºº̋̊̋œœ̇ø°"¸Æ̨ピÆ̊-ØßÆ̋œ"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"̌æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß"ıøæ©Æ¸̋¸"ß̶̋°"æı̋ø̇ß̋"¬Æß̶Æº"ß̶̋"Ø̇¬┻
Moral duties and responsibilities of employees'©̋ø°"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋"̶̇œ"̇"¸-ß°"ßæ"̈̋"ßø-ß̶̨-Ø"ßæ"ß̶̋"ß̋øŒœ"æ̨"̶Æœ"̋ŒıØæ°Œ̋ºß┻"#ß" ̇ØØ" ßÆŒ̋œ┸" ̋©̋º"¬Æß̶æ-ß" œ-ı̋ø©ÆœÆæº" ̶̋" œ̶æ-Ø¸" ̇¸̶̋ø̋" ßæ" ̶Æœ" ¸-ßÆ̋œ" ̇œ"
was agreed on the day of employment. To expect his pay at the end of the Œæºß̶"æø"̇ß"ß̶̋"̋º¸"æ̨"ß̶̋"¸̇°"ß̶̋º"̶̋"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̇œŁ"̶ÆŒœ̋Ø̨"Æ̨"̶̋"¸̋œ̋ø©̋œ"ß̶̇ß"
payment. Has he done a fair months work or a fair day’s work or has he just 

been lazing about?

In order for an employee to work fairly he should always report to his work 

in good time. He should not report to work late as is always the case with 

most employees.*̋"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ºæß"̇̈œ̋ºß"̶ÆŒœ̋Ø̨"̨øæŒ"¸-ß°"̇œ"̶Æœ"œ̋ø©Æ̊̋œ"̇ø̋"©̋ø°"©Æß̇Ø"̇º¸"Æß"Æœ"̨øæŒ"̶Æœ"œ̋ø©Æ̊̋œ"ß̶̇ß"̶̋"̋̇øºœ"̶Æœ"ı̇°┻
The employee has a duty not to waste time in order for hours to pass without 

working.5æŒ̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"Ø̋̇©̋"ß̶̋Æø"ıØ̇̊̋œ"æ̨"¬æøŁ"̨̈̋æø̋"ß̶̋"̇̊̊̋ıß̋¸"¸̋ı̇øß-ø̋"ßÆŒ̋┻"6̶̋°"̶̇©̋"̇"¸-ß°"ßæ"¬æøŁ"-ºßÆØ"ß̶̋"ßÆŒ̋"̇̊̊̋ıß̋¸"̨̈̋æø̋"ß̶̋°"̊̇º"Ø̋̇©̋"
for home or for other purposes.



ばに

Employees should always do their best in their duties. It is wrong to put in 

less efforts when you are capable of more.

It is wrong to be careless with the property of your employer. For example 

some employees misuse the property of the employer.

1. )Æ©̋"̇œ"Œ̇º°"̋®̇ŒıØ̋œ"̇œ"°æ-"̊̇º"Æº"̊Æø̊-Œœß̇º̊̋œ"¬̶̋ø̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"̶̇©̋"ŒÆœ-œ̋¸"ß̶̋"ıøæı̋øß°"æ̨"ß̶̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋øœ┻
2. 9̶̇ß"¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"°æ-ø"̇¸©Æ̊̋"ßæ"œ-̶̊"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"ŒÆœ-œÆº̌"æø"-œÆº̌"ß̶̋Æø"

employer’s property carelessly?ぬ┻" ".Æœß"¸Æ̨̨̋ø̋ºß"œÆß-̇ßÆæºœ"¬̶̋ø̋"¬̋"ピÆº¸"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋œ"Æºß̋ø̨̋øÆº̌"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋"
employer’s property.

Activity 3.8

Rights of employees

First and foremost an employee has a right to fair pay for a fair day’s work.

The conditions of work should be fair in the following respects:-

i) *̋"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋"̌Æ©̋º" ª-œß" ̋ºæ-̶̌"¬æøŁ"̈-ß"ºæß"̈̋Æº̌"æ©̋ø¬æøŁ̋¸"̇œ" Æœ"
common with most employers. They expect maximum work from em-

ployees and they don’t pay them accordingly.

ii) The number of hours per day should be reasonable. Working for 18 ̶æ-øœ"̇"¸̇°"Œ̇°"̈̋"æ©̋ø¬æøŁÆº̌"°æ-ø"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋┻"+̨"̶̋"̋®ß̋º¸œ"¬æøŁÆº̌"
hours then the pay should also extend accordingly.

iii) 6̶̋"¬æøŁÆº̌"̋º©ÆøæºŒ̋ºß"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋"̊æº¸-̊Æ©̋" ßæ"̌ææ¸"̶̋̇Øß̶" ̨æø" ß̶̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋┻"7º̶̋̇Øß̶°"¬æøŁÆº̌"̋º©ÆøæºŒ̋ºßœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋"ÆŒıøæ©̋¸┻Æ©ょ" 5̨̇̋ß°"æ̨"ß̶̋"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋"Æœ"º̋̊̋œœ̇ø°┻"+̨"̶Æœ"¬æøŁ"Æº©æØ©̋œ"ı̋øœæº̇Ø"øÆœŁœ"
on his life then the employee has a right to be insured.©ょ" #º"̋ŒıØæ°̋̋"̶̇œ"̇"øÆ̶̌ß"̨æø"̇ºº-̇Ø"Ø̋̇©̋"¬Æß̶"̨-ØØ"ı̇°Œ̋ºß┸"̇º¸"ıøæ̈┽̇̈Ø°"Ø̋̇©̋"̇ØØæ¬̇º̊̋œ┻

To obey and respect the employer and all authority in the institution ゅ4æŒ̇ºœ"なぬ┺ね┽のょ┻6æ"æ̈̋°"̇º¸"ø̋œı̋̊ß"ß̶̋"ß̋øŒœ"æ̨"ß̶̋"̊æºßø̇̊ß"̈̋º̋ピÆßœ"æ̨"ß̶̋"̊æŒı̇º°┻



ばぬ

Christian approaches to issues related to employment

Wages

Wage is payment for work done. Wages are payment made when a person Æœ"̋ŒıØæ°̋¸┻"9æøŁ̋øœ"̇º¸"̋ŒıØæ°̋øœ"œÆ̌º"̇"̊æºßø̇̊ß"¬̶Æ̶̊"̌Æ©̋œ"ß̶̋"ß̋øŒœ"̇º¸"̊æº¸ÆßÆæºœ"æ̨"œ̋ø©Æ̊̋┻"9Æß̶Æº"ß̶̋"Ø̇̈æ-ø"̊æºßø̇̊ß"̇ø̋"¸̋ß̇ÆØœ"æ̨"̋®ı̋̊ß̋¸"
salary and other benefits. Those contracts are legally binding and cannot be 

altered by the employer at will..̇̈æ-ø" ̊æºß̇̊ßœ" ıøæ©Æ¸̋" ıøæß̋̊ßÆæº" ̨æø" ß̶̋" ̋ŒıØæ°̋̋" ̇º¸" ıø̋©̋ºß" ß̶̋"
employers from mistreating the employees for example, by hiring and firing 

them.

A Christian will know that a wage is fair by considering a number of criteria, 

these are:

i) The skill, knowledge and training one has.

ii) The potential, experience and period of practice. 

iii) The economic state of the employer that is how much the employer can 

afford.Æ©ょ" 6̶̋"Ø̋©̋Ø"æ̨"ß̶̋"̊æ-ºßø°╆œ"̋̊æºæŒÆ̊"̌øæ¬ß̶┻©ょ" 6̶̋"º̇ß-ø̋"æ̨"¬æøŁ┸"ß̶̇ß"Æœ"ß̶̋"̋º̋ø̌°"̇º¸"ßÆŒ̋"Æº©æØ©̋¸"Æº"¸æÆº̌"Æß┸"
 ゅな"6ÆŒæß̶°"の┺なぱ┸".-Ł̋"など┺ばょ┻©Æょ" The laws that establish minimum wages.©ÆÆょ"The cost of basic needs and if the pay will make them affordable. As the ̊æœß"æ̨"ØÆ©Æº̌"øÆœ̋œ"œæ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ı̇°┻
The industrial action or strikes

They are efforts by workers to stop work in protest in order to pressurise for ̶Æ̶̌̋ø"¬̇̌̋œ"æø"̈̋ßß̋ø"ØÆ©Æº̌"̊æº¸ÆßÆæºœ┻"5ßøÆŁ̋œ"Œ̇°"ß̇Ł̋"œ̋©̋ø̇Ø"̨æøŒœ"̨æø"̋®̇ŒıØ̋"̌æ"œØæ¬"̇º¸"©ÆæØ̋ºß"æø"ı̨̋̇̊̋-Ø"¸̋Œæºœßø̇ßÆæº┻%̶øÆœßÆ̇º"ø̋̊æŒŒ̋º¸"ı̨̋̇̊̋-Ø"Œ̋̇ºœ"æ̨"œ̋ßßØÆº̌"¸Æœı-ß̋" Æº"æø¸̋ø"ßæ"̋©̋øß"
strikes. A Christian should: 

i) #̊ß"̇œ"̇"ı̋̇̊̋Œ̇Ł̋ø"̈̋ß¬̋̋º"ß̶̋"øÆ©̇Ø"̌øæ-ıœ┻
ii) Demand and work for justice to all.

iii) $̋"̇̈Ø̋"ßæ"œæØ©̋"Æœœ-̋œ"̨̈̋æø̋"ß̶̋°"¬æøœ̋º┻Æ©ょ" Communicate the fears of employees to employer.©ょ" 'ŒıØæ°̋øœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋"ø̋̇¸°"ßæ"œæØ©̋"ıøæ̈Ø̋Œœ"æ̈ª̋̊ßÆ©̋Ø°┻



ばね

Negative consequences of a strike

i) &̇Œ̇̌̋"æ̨"ıøæı̋øß°"Æ̨"Æß"ß-øºœ"æ-ß"ßæ"̈̋"©ÆæØ̋ºß┻
ii) %ØÆ̋ºßœ"Œ̇°"œ-̨̨̋ø" Æ̨" ̋œœ̋ºßÆ̇Ø" œ̋ø©Æ̊̋"ıøæ©Æ¸̋øœ" ØÆŁ̋"Œ̋¸Æ̊̇Ø" œß̨̨̇" ̇º¸"œ̋̊-øÆß°"̨æø̊̋œ"̇ø̋"ºæß"̇©̇ÆØ̇̈Ø̋┻"9æøŁ̋øœ"Œ̇°"̋º¸"-ı"ØæœÆº̌"ß̶̋Æø"ªæ̈œ┻
iii) It may cause great enmity between the employer and employee.Æ©ょ" It can lead to low production of workers and therefore losses to the com-

pany or organisation.

Child Labour

Child labour is the employment of children on full time basis. A child is ̇º°æº̋" ̈̋Øæ¬" ß̶̋" ̇̌̋" æ̨" ̋Æ̶̌ß̋̋º" °̋̇øœ┻" #" ̶̊ÆØ¸" œ̶æ-Ø¸" ̈̋" ̌Æ©̋º" ØÆ̶̌ß̋ø"
duties at home.

A peaceful demonstration in progress

Child labour is restricted



ばの

1. +¸̋ºßÆ̨°"¬̶̇ß"ß̶̋"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º"Æº"ß̶̋"ıÆ̊ß-ø̋"̇̈æ©̋"̇ø̋"¸æÆº̌┻
2. Why do you think some employers employ children?ぬ┻" 2ø̋œ̋ºß"°æ-ø"ピÆº¸Æº̌œ"ßæ"ß̶̋"̊Ø̇œœ"̇œ"̇"̌øæ-ı┻
Activity 3.9

The reasons to why children may be employed include among many the 

following:

i)  6̶̋Æø"ıæß̋ºßÆ̇Ø"̋ŒıØæ°̋øœ"ピÆº¸"Æß"̋̇œÆ̋ø"ßæ"ı̇°"ß̶̋Œ"̇º¸"Œ̇º̇̌̋"ß̶̋Œ┻
ii)  *Æ̶̌"ıæ©̋øß°"Ø̋©̋Øœ"¬̶Æ̶̊"̨̇ø̊̋"ı̇ø̋ºßœ"ßæ"œ̋º¸"ß̶̋Æø"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º"ßæ"""

 work so that they can help look for money.

iii) Calamities which may break family set ups forcing children to work  " ßæ"ıøæ©Æ¸̋"̨æø"ß̶̋Œœ̋Ø©̋œ┻Æ©ょ" " Boys and girls who drop out of school because of lack of fees or early  " ıø̋̌º̇º̊Æ̋œ"ßø°"ßæ"ピÆº¸"¬̇°œ"æ̨"̌̋ßßÆº̌"Æº̊æŒ̋"̨æø"ß̶̋Œœ̋Ø©̋œ┻©ょ" " +øø̋œıæºœÆ̈Ø̋"ı̇ø̋ºßœ"¬̶æ"̨̇ÆØ"ßæ"ıøæ©Æ¸̋"̨æø"ß̶̋Æø"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º©Æょ" " .̇̊Ł"æ̨"øæØ̋"Œæ¸̋Øœ"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"œæ̊Æ̋ß°"╅9̶̋ø̋"ß̶̋"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º"œß̇°©ÆÆÆょ" Ignorance due to lack of proper guidance and counseling on, What  

 children can do.

ix)  %̶ÆØ¸"Ø̇̈æ-ø"Æœ"̋®ıØæÆßÆ©̋"ßæ"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º"̈̋̊̇-œ̋"ß̶̋°"̇ø̋"-º¸̋ø"ı̇Æ¸"̇º¸""" æ©̋ø¬æøŁ̋¸┻
x)  The child is denied the right to education when he or she does not go  

 to school.

xi)  #"̶̊ÆØ¸"̶̇œ"̇"øÆ̶̌ß"ßæ"̌øæ¬"-ı"̇œ"̇"̶̊ÆØ¸"̇º¸"ß̶̋ø̨̋æø̋"ßæ"̶̇©̋"ßÆŒ̋"ßæ""
 play and be taken care of.

xii) Children need time to learn about God and build a foundation for   

their future. 

Reasons why Christians are against child labour%̶ÆØ¸ø̋º"̇ø̋"̇"̈Ø̋œœÆº̌"̨øæŒ")æ¸"̇º¸"œæ"ß̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋"ıøæß̋̊ß̋¸"̇º¸"Øæ©̋¸┻"
Prophets of Old Testament condemned all sorts of exploitation and child 

labour is one of its kinds.

i)  Child labour undermines the rights of children and its against the teach-

ing of Jesus.

ii) ,̋œ-œ"Æœ"/̇ßß̶̋¬"なぱ┺の"┽"は""/̇øŁ"など┺なぬ"┽"なな"ß̶̋̇̊̋œ"ß̶̇ß"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋"Øæ©̋¸"̇º¸"ß̇Ł̋º"̊̇ø̋"æ̨┻



ばは

Communial work

Unemployment 7º̋ŒıØæ°Œ̋ºß"ø̨̋̋øœ" ßæ"̇"œÆß-̇ßÆæº"æ̨"̶̇©Æº̌"ºæ" ªæ̈"̈æß̶" Æº"œ̇Ø̇øÆ̋¸"̇º¸"
self-employment.

Factors that bring about unemployment

i) 6̶̋"̇©̇ÆØ̇̈Ø̋"ªæ̈"æııæøß-ºÆßÆ̋œ"̇ø̋"ßææ"ØÆŒÆß̋¸"ßæ"̇̈œæø̈"ß̶̋"̌ø̋̇ß"º-Œ┽̈̋ø"æ̨"œ̶̊ææØ" Ø̋̇©̋øœ"̇º¸"̊æØØ̋̌̋"̌ø̇¸-̇ß̋œ┻"5æŒ̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"°æ-º̌"œ̶̊ææØ"Ø̋̇©̋øœ"ıø̨̋̋ø"¬̶Æß̋"̊æØæø"ªæ̈œ"ßæ"Œ̇º-̇Ø"ªæ̈œ┻
ii) Capitalistic attitude where people went to employ few people to make 

the more profit.

iii) +º̇ııøæıøÆ̇ß̋"̋¸-̊̇ßÆæº"œ°œß̋Œ"ß̶̇ß"¸æ̋œ"ºæß"Œ̋̋ß"ß̶̋"ø̋ł-Æø̋Œ̋ºßœ"æ̨"
the Job market. This makes it difficult for people to enter the existing job 

opportunities in the market.Æ©ょ" $̇¸"̌æ©̋øº̇º̊̋"̇º¸"ıææø"̋̊æºæŒÆ̊"ıæØÆ̊Æ̋œ"̈°"̌æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß"¬̶Æ̶̊"̊ø̋┽̇ß̋œ"-º̨̇©æø̇̈Ø̋"̊æº¸ÆßÆæºœ"̨æø"̋ŒıØæ°Œ̋ºß┻©ょ" +ºßøæ¸-̊ßÆæº"æ̨"Œæ¸̋øº"ß̶̋̊ºæØæ̌°"¬̶Æ̶̊"Æº©æØ©̋œ"-œ̋"æ̨"Œ̶̇̊Æº̋œ"̶̇œ"
replaced human labour.©Æょ" (ØÆ̶̌ß"æ̨"Æº©̋œßæøœ"̨øæŒ"ß̶̋"̊æ-ºßø°"̨æØØæ¬Æº̌"̊Æ©ÆØ"¬̇øœ┸"Æºœ̋̊-øÆß°"̇º¸"
increased crime also creates unemployment among people.



ばば

Christian view of unemployment 7º̋ŒıØæ°Œ̋ºß"Æœ"̇ º"̋ ̊æºæŒÆ̊"̇ º¸"Œæø̇Ø"ıøæ̈Ø̋Œ"̈ ̋̊̇-œ̋"Æß"Œ̇Ł̋œ"ł-̇ØÆピÆ̋¸"ı̋æıØ̋"Æ¸Ø̋" Ø̋̇¸Æº̌"ßæ"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"̋©ÆØœ┻" +ß"¸̋ºÆ̋œ"ı̋æıØ̋"ß̶̋Æø"̶̊̇º̊̋œ"ßæ"-ßÆØÆœ̋"
their talents. 

Christians should guide and counsel young people about the dignity of work 

so that they understand that there is no work that is more important than 

the other.6̶̋" ̶̊-ø̶̊" œ̶æ-Ø¸" œß̇øß" Æº̊æŒ̋" ̌̋º̋ø̇ßÆº̌" ̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ" ß̶̇ß" ¬ÆØØ" æ̨̨̋ø"
employment opportunities to people into industries. 

Christian should condemn bribery and corruption so as to promote 

employment based on merit.6̶̋"̶̊-ø̶̊̋œ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"Øæ̈̈°"̨æø"̇"œ̶̊ææØ"̊-øøÆ̊-Ø-Œ"̨̇ÆØ-ø̋"ßæ"ピÆß"º̋̋¸œ"æ̨"ß̶̋"
market.

Self- employment
Self-employment is an occupation in which a person initiates a personal 

enterprise and manages it with the help of others. It enables a person generate Æº̊æŒ̋"ß̶̇ß"Œ̇°"̈̋"ø̋┽Æº©̋œß̋¸┻"+ß"̇Øœæ"̨̇̊ÆØÆß̇ß̋œ"ß̶̋"̋ŒıØæ°Œ̋ºß"æ̨"æß̶̋øœ"ı̋æıØ̋"̇º¸"ß̶̋ø̨̋æø̋"ÆŒıøæ©̋"ß̶̋"̋̊æºæŒÆ̊"¬̋Ø̨̇ø̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇Ø"̨̇ŒÆØ°"
and the nation.5̋Ø̨"̋ŒıØæ°Œ̋ºß"Æœ"œß̇øßÆº̌"-ı"̋̊æºæŒÆ̊"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"¬̶Æ̶̊"̇ø̋"œ̋Ø̨┽̊æºßøæØØ̋¸"œæ" ̇œ" ßæ" ̌̋º̋ø̇ß̋" Æº̊æŒ̋┻" 6̶̋" ̌æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß" ̇º¸" ß̶̋" ̶̊-ø̶̊" œ̶æ-Ø¸" ̊æŒ̋"
together to encourage self employment. The youth should be trained ̇º¸" ̋ł-Æıı̋¸"¬Æß̶" œŁÆØØœ"¬̶Æ̶̊" ß̶̋°" ̊̇º" -œ̋" ßæ" œß̇øß" -ı" ̇" ̈-œÆº̋œœ┻" 6̶̋"̌æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß" ̇Øæº̌œÆ¸̋" æß̶̋ø" ̇̌̋º̊Æ̋œ" ̊̇º" Øæ̇º" ı̋æıØ̋"Œæº̋°" ßæ" œß̇øß" -ı"

Bribery is a vice



ばぱ

Æº̊æŒ̋"̌̋º̋ø̇ßÆº̌"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"̇º¸"ß̶̋º"ø̨̋-º¸"ß̶̋"Øæ̇º"̇ß"̇"Øæ¬"Æºß̋ø̋œß┻"6̶̋"̌æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß" œ̶æ-Ø¸" ıøæß̋̊ß" œŒ̇ØØ" ̈-œÆº̋œœ̋œ" ̨øæŒ" ̊æŒı̋ßÆßÆæº" æ̨" ̨æø̋Æ̌º"̋ºß̋øıøÆœ̋œ" ¬̶Æ̶̊" ピØææ¸" ß̶̋" Œ̇øŁ̋ß" ¬Æß̶" ̶̊̋̇ı̋ø" ̌ææ¸œ┻" 6̶Æœ" ŒæßÆ©̇ß̋œ"
them.

1. In groups of four, discuss importance of self-employment to a country.

2. 5̶̇ø̋"°æ-ø"ピÆº¸Æº̌œ"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋"̊Ø̇œœ┻ぬ┻" Discuss occupation that can lead to self-employment.

Activity 3.10

Virtues related to work

i) &ÆØÆ̌̋º̊̋"Æœ"ß̶̋"̊æŒŒÆßŒ̋ºß"ßæ"̶̇ø¸"¬æøŁ"¬Æß̶æ-ß"̌Æ©Æº̌"-ı┻"2øæ©̋ø̈œ"にな┺の"œß̇ß̋œ"ß̶̇ß"ß̶̋"ıØ̇ºœ"æ̨"̇"¸ÆØÆ̌̋ºß"Œ̇º"Ø̋̇¸œ"ßæ"̇̈-º¸̇º̊̋┻"'©̋ø°"
Christian is expected to be diligent.

ii) *æº̋œß°"æø"Æºß̋̌øÆß°"┽"*æº̋œß°"Æœ"œÆº̊̋øÆß°"̇º¸"ßø-ß̶̨-Ø┻"+ºß̋̌øÆß°"Æœ"̶̇©┽Æº̌"̌ææ¸"Œæø̇Øœ"Æøø̋œı̋̊ßÆ©̋"æ̨"̋®ß̋øº̇Ø"ıø̋œœ-ø̋┻"6̶̋œ̋"ß¬æ"©Æøß-̋œ"̋º┽œ-ø̋"ß̶̇ß"ı̋æıØ̋"¬æøŁ"¬Æß̶æ-ß"æø"¬Æß̶"ŒÆºÆŒ-Œ"œ-ı̋ø©ÆœÆæº┻
iii) (̇Æß̶̨-Øº̋œœ"Æœ"ß̶̋"©Æøß-̋"æ̨"Øæ°̇Øß°"æø"ßø-œß¬æøß̶°┻"#"̨ ̇Æß̶̨-Ø"ı̋øœæº"̧ æ̋œ"

all his work. He can be trusted and keep the secrets of the employer con-

fidential.Æ©ょ" Responsibility is the ability to make decisions bearing in mind the wel-

fare of other people. A responsible person is able to account for work ̇º¸"̨-Ø̨ÆØØ"̶Æœ"¸-ßÆ̋œ"̇œ"ø̋ł-Æø̋¸┻"©ょ" .æ°̇Øß°"Æº"̈̋Æº̌"ßø-œß¬æøß̶°┻"+ß"̋ºß̇ÆØœ"æ̈̋¸Æ̋º̊̋"̇º¸"¸̋©æßÆæº"ßæ"¬æøŁ┻©Æょ" 6æØ̋ø̇º̊̋" Æœ"̈̋Æº̌" ßæ"¬Æß̶œß̇º¸"æß̶̋ø"ı̋æıØ̋╆œ"¬̋̇Łº̋œœ̋œ"̋©̋º" Æ̨" Æß╆œ"ºæß"̇̊̊̋ıß̇̈Ø̋┻"6æØ̋ø̇º̊̋"æ©̋øØææŁœ"¸Æ̨̨̋ø̋ºß"̇º¸"̊æºœÆ¸̋øœ"ß̶̋"̈̋º̨̋Æß┻"
This helps one to accept and appreciate one another.

Group work

1. List types of employment? 

2. Discuss the possible benefits of self-employment in the economy.
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Leisure
Leisure is the time when one is free from work or other duties to do what ıØ̋̇œ̋œ"̶ÆŒ"æø"̶̋ø┻".̋Æœ-ø̋"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"̇ø̋"ß̶æœ̋"ß̶̇ß"æº̋"¸æ̋œ"¬Æß̶"̋̇œ̋"̇º¸"
relaxation.

Traditional African understanding of leisure.̋Æœ-ø̋"ıØ̇°œ"̇º"ÆŒıæøß̇ºß"øæØ̋"Æº"ß̶̋"ØÆ©̋œ"æ̨"ı̋æıØ̋┻".̋Æœ-ø̋"̇º¸"̇ØØ"æß̶̋ø"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"̇ø̋"Æºß̋ø©Æ̋¬̋¸"œ-̶̊"ß̶̇ß"ı̇œœÆ©̋"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋"Æœ"º̋̇øØ°"ºæº┽̋®Æœß̋º̊̋┸"
for example singing while digging, playing musical instrument while grazing 

and telling riddles while constructing a house..̋Æœ-ø̋"Æœ"œ̋̋º"̇œ"̇"ßÆŒ̋"æ̨"̊ø̋̇ßÆ©Æß°"¬̶̋º"ß̶̋"Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇Ø"̋®̊̋Øœ"Æº"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"ß̶̇ß"̋ºß̋øß̇Æº"ı̋æıØ̋┻".̋Æœ-ø̋"Æœ"¸Æ©Æ¸̋¸"̇̊̊æø¸Æº̌"ßæ"̌̋º¸̋ø┸"̇̌̋┸"̇º¸"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"
status..̋Æœ-ø̋" ̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ" ̇ø̋" œ-ı̋ø©Æœ̋¸" ̈°" ̇¸-Øßœ" ßæ" ̋ºœ-ø̋" ß̶̇ß" ̋©̋ø°æº̋" ̇̊ßœ"̇̊̊æø¸Æº̌" ßæ" œæ̊Æ̇Ø"ºæøŒœ" ̨æø"̋®̇ŒıØ̋┸" °æ-ß̶œ" Ø̋Æœ-ø̋"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"̶̇¸" ßæ"̈̋"Łºæ¬º"Æº"̇¸©̇º̊̋┸"̇ııøæ©̋¸"̇º¸"ŒæºÆßæø̋¸┻6̶̋ø̋"̇ ø̋"̊ ̋øß̇Æº"æ̊̊̇œÆæºœ"æø"œ̋̇œæºœ"ß̶̇ß"ıøæ©Æ¸̋"æııæøß-ºÆßÆ̋œ"̨ æø"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"Æº"ßø̇¸ÆßÆæº̇Ø"#̨øÆ̊̇º"̊æŒŒ-ºÆß°"̨æø"̋®̇ŒıØ̋"ÆºÆßÆ̇ßÆæº┸"Œ̇øøÆ̇̌̋"º̇ŒÆº̌"̇º¸"ß̶̇ºŁœ"̌Æ©Æº̌"̊̋ø̋ŒæºÆ̋œ┻
People in traditional African society recognise the fact that leisure is 

important aspect of life. They recognise the fact that life is made up of both 

work and leisure. As a result, members of the community come together ¸-øÆº̌" ̶̇ø©̋œßÆº̌┸" ̨̋œßÆ©̇Øœ┸" ̊æŒŒ-ºÆ̇Ø" ¸̇º̊̋œ" ̇º¸" œæŒ̋" ̨-º" ̌̇Œ̋œ┸"
storytelling, tongue-twisters, poetry recitation, telling of myths and legends, ̈ø̇Æº"ß̋̇œ̋øœ┸"ıøæ©̋ø̈"Æº"ø̋̊Æß̇ßÆæºœ"̇º¸"øÆ¸¸Ø̋œ"̨æøŒ"œæŒ̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"̊æºß̋ºß"æ̨"
leisure in the traditional African society. They are a form of relaxation from ©Æ̌æøæ-œ"¬æøŁ"ØÆŁ̋"ßÆØØÆº̌"ß̶̋"Ø̇º¸┸"̨Æœ̶Æº̌┸"̶̋ø¸Æº̌"æø"̶-ºßÆº̌┻/æœß"æ̨"ß̶̋"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"Æº"ßø̇¸ÆßÆæº̇Ø"#̨øÆ̊̇º"œæ̊Æ̋ß°"̇ø̋"̇̊ßÆ©̋┻"/æœß"æ̨"ß̶̋Œ"̇ø̋"̊æŒŒ-º̇Ø"ø̇ß̶̋ø"ß̶̇º"Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇ØÆœßÆ̊┻
Pair workな┻" 4̋̇¸"'®æ¸-œ"にど┺ぱ┽なな┸"ぬね┺にに┸"/̇øŁ"は┺ぬ┸".-Ł̋"ば┺ぬ"̇º¸".-Ł̋"など┺ぬぱ┻

2. Explain the readings as leisure is pertained. 
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Activity 3.11

1. (Æº¸"æ-ß"ßø̇¸ÆßÆæº̇Ø"#̨øÆ̊̇º"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"Æº"̇"̊æŒŒ-ºÆß°"Æº"5æ-ß̶"5-¸̇º┻"9̶̇ß"Æœ"ß̶̋"œÆ̌ºÆピÆ̊̇º̊̋"æ̨"̶̋̇̊"̇̊ßÆ©Æß°╂
2. (Æº¸"æ-ß"ß̶̋"̶̊̇º̌̋œ"ß̶̇ß"̶̇©̋"ß̇Ł̋º"ıØ̇̊̋"Æº"ß̶̋"ßø̇¸ÆßÆæº̇Ø"#̨øÆ̊̇º"

forms of leisure.ぬ┻" What are the similarities between the Traditional African and Chris-

tian understanding to leisure time?

Importance of leisure activities in traditional African 

community
i) It helps in learning characters of other people. Through leisure peoples ß̇Ø̋ºßœ"̊̇º"̈̋"¸Æœ̊æ©̋ø̋¸┻
i) .̋Æœ-ø̋" œßø̋º̌ß̶̋ºœ" ø̋Ø̇ßÆæºœ̶Æı" ̇º¸" ̊æºœæØ̋" ß̶̋" ̈̋ø̋̇©̋¸┻" .̋Æœ-ø̋"

helps in passing the traditional community to the young generations. 

i) After a long period working, the energy used can be renewed through Ø̋Æœ-ø̋┻"(-ß-ø̋"Ø̋̇¸̋øœ"̊̇º"̇Øœæ"̈̋"Æ¸̋ºßÆピÆ̋¸"ß̶øæ-̶̌"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ┻

Types of leisure6̶̋ø̋"̇ø̋"ß¬æ"ß°ı̋œ"æ̨"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋┹"ı̇œœÆ©̋"̇º¸"̇̊ßÆ©̋┻"2̇œœÆ©̋" Ø̋Æœ-ø̋"œßø̋œœ̋œ"ŒæœßØ°"æº"ß̶̋"Œ̋ºß̇Ø"̋º̋ø̌°┻"'®̇ŒıØ̋œ"æ̨"ı̇œœÆ©̋"
leisure are, indoor games such as card games, chess, scrabble, watching TV, ©Æ¸̋æ"̇º¸"ØÆœß̋ºÆº̌"ßæ"Œ-œÆ̊┻#̊ßÆ©̋"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋"ŒæœßØ°"Æº©æØ©̋œ"ß̶̋"-œ̋"æ̨"ı̶°œÆ̊̇Ø"̋º̋ø̌°┻'®̇ŒıØ̋" æ̨" ̇̊ßÆ©̋" Ø̋Æœ-ø̋" ̇ø̋┸" œıæøßœ" œ-̶̊" ̇œ" ̨ææß̈̇ØØ┸" ø-̌̈°┸" ̶̇º¸̈̇ØØ┸"
swimming, cycling and athletics.

Leisure time
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Advantages of passive leisure

i) It leads to relaxation and rest.

ii) It provides an opportunity to recover lost energy.

iii) Helps people to contemplate and plan a head.

Disadvantages of passive leisure

i) May lead to idleness and leads to laziness.

ii) +ß"Œ̇°"¸Æœ̊æ-ø̇̌̋"̊ø̋̇ßÆ©Æß°"Æº"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º"̇º¸"°æ-º̌"ı̋æıØ̋"Æ̨"Æß╆œ"ºæß"̶̊æ┽œ̋º"ßæ"ÆŒıøæ©̋"ß̶̋Æø"Łºæ¬Ø̋¸̌̋┻
iii) /̇°"Ø̋̇¸"ßæ"œ̋®-̇Ø"ÆŒŒæø̇ØÆß°"̇º¸"©ÆæØ̋º̊̋"Æ̨"ß̶̋°"¬̇ß̶̊"Œ̇ß̋øÆ̇Ø"ß̶̇ß"

support such things.

Advantages of active leisure

i) *̋Øıœ"æº̋"¸̋©̋Øæı"̶æ̈̈°┻
ii) It helps in building stamina.

iii) 1º̋"Æœ"̇̈Ø̋"ßæ"ı̇øßÆ̊Æı̇ß̋"Æº"̨̇©æ-ø̇̈Ø̋"̇̊ßÆ©Æß°┻Æ©ょ" Helps socialise with others sharing common interests.©ょ" 6æ" ̈̋" ̇̈Ø̋" ßæ" ̋®̋ø̊Æœ̋" )æ¸" ̌Æ©̋º" ß̇Ø̋ºß┻" " +ß" œßø̋º̌ß̶̋ºœ" ø̋Ø̇ßÆæºœ̶Æı"
among the participants.©Æょ" *̋Øıœ"ßæ"¸Æœ̊æ©̋ø"º̋¬"ıØ̇̊̋œ"̇º¸"æß̶̋ø"¬̇°"æ̨"¸æÆº̌"ß̶Æº̌œ┻

Disadvantages of active leisure

It can be costly for example if one engages in sports like golf, tennis and 

swimming among others.5æŒ̋" ̇̊ßÆ©̋" Ø̋Æœ-ø̋" ̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ" Œ̇°" ̈̋" ¸̇º̌̋øæ-œ" ßæ" æº̋╆œ" ı̶°œÆ̊̇Ø" ̶̋̇Øß̶"
for example boxing, motor racing, wrestling and mountain climbing. Some ı̋æıØ̋"̶̇©̋"̈̋̋º"Æºª-ø̋¸"æø"̶̇©̋"¸Æ̋¸"¬̶ÆØ̋"̋º̌̇̌Æº̌"Æº"ß̶̋œ̋"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ┻"

Leisure time should be spent productively
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Christian uses of leisure

Worshipping God, Christian gather one day in worship where they engage in ̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"œ-̶̊"̇œ"$Æ̈Ø̋"ø̋̇¸Æº̌"̇º¸"œÆº̌Æº̌┸"ıø̶̋̇̊Æº̌┸"ıø̇°Æº̌┸"ØÆœß̋ºÆº̌"ßæ"œ̋øŒæº"̇º¸"ø̋̊̋Æ©Æº̌"*æØ°"̊æŒŒ-ºÆæº┻

6̶̋°"©ÆœÆß"ß̶̋"œÆ̊Ł"̇º¸"ıø̇°"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋Œ┸"ıøæ©Æ¸̋"̶æŒ̋┽̈̇œ̋¸"̊̇ø̋"̨æø"" "ß̶æœ̋"ØÆ©Æº̌"¬Æß̶"*+8"̇º¸"#+&5"̇º¸"œæŒ̋ßÆŒ̋œ"̈-°"ß̶̋Œ"̨ææ¸"̇º¸"" "
medicine.%̇øÆº̌"ß̶̋"º̋̋¸°┹"ß̶̋°"©ÆœÆß"ß̶̋"º̋̋¸°"̇º¸"œ̶̇ø̋"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋Œ"ß̶̋Æø"ø̋œæ-ø̊̋œ┸"
time and word of God. 

Taking time to rest; Christian take time to rest and meditate on the word of 

God, pray and fellowship with one another.

They spend time with the family and friends.

Listening to Christian music from the radio.  They read Christian literature 

and sing in the choir. They play games like soccer, Mungula, Toklo, Tungwetu 

or Sorro. 

Christian teaching on leisure in the New Testament and Old Testament4̋œßÆº̌" ̨̇ß̋ø"¬æøŁ" Æœ"¸Æ©Æº̋"̈̋̊̇-œ̋")æ¸" ø̋œß̋¸"æº" ß̶̋" œ̋©̋ºß̶"¸̇°" ̨̇ß̋ø"
working for six days.+º"ß̶̋"&̋̊̇Øæ̌-̋"ß̶̋"+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"¬̋ø̋"ßæØ¸"̈°")æ¸"ßæ"æ̈œ̋ø©̋"ß̶̋"¸̇°"æ̨"ø̋œß"
for them.+º"ß̶̋"̈ææŁ"æ̨"'̊̊Ø̋œÆ̇œß̋œ"ぬ┺な┽なぬ┹")æ¸"æø¸̇Æº̋¸"ßÆŒ̋"̨æø"̋©̋ø°ß̶Æº̌┻"6ÆŒ̋""
for work and the rest.

Christians spent leisure in church activities
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In the New Testament Jesus encouraged his disciples to take some rest 

after doing some hard work. Jesus attended feasts and celebrations like the 

Wedding at Cana. ,̋œ-œ"̊æºßÆº-̋¸"ßæ"æ̈œ̋ø©̋"ß̶̋"5̇̈̈̇ß̶"¸̇°"¬Æß̶"̶Æœ"¸Æœ̊ÆıØ̋œ"̈°"̌æÆº̌"ßæ""
the synagogue to worship God.

Misuse of leisure

There are many problems associated with leisure today done too many ̶̊̇º̌̋œ"ß̶̇ß"̶̇©̋"ß̇Ł̋º"ıØ̇̊̋" Æº"œæ̊Æ̋ß°┻".̋Æœ-ø̋" Æœ" Æº̨Ø-̋º̊̋¸"̈°"¬̋œß̋øº"
education, industrilisation and Christianity. While in Traditional African 

Society leisure time is integrated with work, today there is more free time 

among some people who spend their time listening to radio, watching ß̋Ø̋©ÆœÆæº"̇º¸"æß̶̋ø"̨æøŒœ"æ̨"ı̇œœÆ©̋"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋┻.̇̊Ł"æ̨"ßÆŒ̋┸"Ø̇̊Ł"æ̨"̋ ®ı̋øÆ̋º̊̋"Æº"̊ ̶æœÆº̌"ß̶̋"̈ ̋œß"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋"̇ ̊ßÆ©Æß°┸"̊ æŒŒ̋ø̊Æ̇Ø"̋®ıØæÆß̇ßÆæº" æ̨" ß̶̋" Ø̋Æœ-ø̋" ̇̊ßÆ©Æß°┸" ̊æŒŒ̋ø̊Æ̇Ø" ̋®ıØæÆß̇ßÆæº" æ̨" ß̶̋" ı-̈ØÆ̊┸"ıæ©̋øß°"̇º¸"Æº̇¸̋ł-̇ß̋"ı̇ø̋ºß̇Ø"̌-Æ¸̇º̊̋"̶̇©̋"Ø̋¸"ßæ"ŒÆœ-œ̋"æ̨"Ø̋Æœ-ø̋┻"6̶̋"
misuse of manifested in the following ways:

i) 9̇ß̶̊Æº̌"©ÆæØ̋ºß"̇º¸"ıæøºæ̌ø̇ı̶Æ̊"©Æ¸̋æœ┻
ii) '®̊̋œœÆ©̋"¸øÆºŁÆº̌"æ̨"̇Ø̊æ̶æØ"̇º¸"¸ø-̌"̇̈-œ̋┻
iii) Idleness.Æ©ょ" 1©̋øœØ̋̋ıÆº̌┻©ょ" 1©̋ø̋̇ßÆº̌┻©Æょ" +øø̋œıæºœÆ̈Ø̋"œ̋®-̇Ø"̶̈̋̇©Ææ-ø┻©ÆÆょ"#¸¸Æ̊ßÆ©̋"¬̇ß̶̊Æº̌"æ̨"ß̋Ø̋©ÆœÆæº"̇º¸"̌̇Œ̈ØÆº̌┻

Jesus in the Synagogue
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Use and abuse of alcohol and its effects
Alcohol is a drug; it is used as a drink in social ceremonies and occasions. 

It is made through fermentation and distillation as for spirits, whisky and 

brandy.+º"6ø̇¸ßÆæº̇Ø"#̨øÆ̊̇º"5æ̊Æ̋ß°"̇Ø̊æ̶æØ" Æœ"-œ̋¸"̨æø"ß̶̋"©̇øÆæ-œ"ı-øıæœ̋œ" ØÆŁ̋"Œ̋¸Æ̊Æº̋┸" ̨æø"̋ºß̋øß̇ÆºŒ̋ºß"¸-øÆº̌"©̇øÆæ-œ"̊̋ø̋ŒæºÆ̋œ" ØÆŁ̋"Œ̇øøÆ̇̌̋"̇º¸"ÆºÆßÆ̇ßÆæº┻"+ß"Æœ"̇ Øœæ"̌ Æ©̋º"ßæ"©ÆœÆßæøœ"̇ œ"̇ "œÆ̌º"æ̨"̶ æœıÆß̇ØÆß°┻"'®̊̋œœÆ©̋"̧ øÆºŁÆº̌"
is discouraged and people are not allowed to take alcohol.

In contemporary society alcohol is used for both medicine and social 

purposes. It is said to enhance and to act as an antiseptic. Too much alcohol Ø̋̇¸œ" ßæ" ̈̋Æº̌" ¸ø-ºŁ┸" ¸̋©̋ØæıÆº̌" ßæØ̋ø̇º̊̋┸" ¸̋ı̋º¸̋º̊̋" ̇º" ̇¸¸Æ̊ßÆæº" ßæ"
alcohol.

Symptoms of addiction include shyness, withdrawal, depression and 

trembling.

Effects of Alcohol Abuse/Æœ-œ̋"æ̨"̨̇ŒÆØ°"ø̋œæ-ø̊̋œ"Ø̋̇©Æº̌"ß̶̋"Œ̋Œ̈̋øœ"œ-̨̨̋øÆº̌"ピÆº̇º̊Æ̇ØØ°┻.̋̇¸œ"ßæ"ıææø"̶̋̇Øß̶┸"æº̋"Œ̇°"̈̋"̨̨̇̋̊ß̋¸"̈°"ØÆ©̋ø"¸Æœ̋̇œ̋œ┻2ææø"ł-̇ØÆß°"¬æøŁ┸"ø̋ıæøßÆº̌"ßæ"¬æøŁ"Ø̇ß̋┸"Ø̇̊Ł"æ̨"̊ æº̊̋ºßø̇ßÆæº"̇ º¸"̈ ̋̊æŒÆº̌"-º̊ææı̋ø̇ßÆ©̋"̇ß"¬æøŁ"ıØ̇̊̋┻"6̶Æœ"Œ̇°"Ø̋̇¸"ßæ"Øæœœ"æ̨",æ̈┻
Leads to family break ups where the spouse and children are disillusioned ̇º¸"̨ø-œßø̇ß̋¸"Ø̋̇¸Æº̌"ßæ"¸Æœ̊æºß̋ºßŒ̋ºß"̇º¸"ピÆº̇ØØ°"¸Æ©æø̊̋┻
It endangers the health of unborn child who may be born with deformities..̋̇¸œ"ßæ"øÆœŁ°"̇º¸"©-Øº̋ø̇̈Ø̋"̶̈̋̇©Ææ-ø"œ-̶̊"̇œ"̊æºßø̇̊ßÆº̌"*+8"̇º¸"#+&5"
by engaging in sexual immorality..̋̇¸œ" ßæ" -ºø-Ø°" ̶̈̋̇©Ææ-ø" ØÆŁ̋" ̈̋Æº̌" ¸ø-ºŁ" ¸Æœæø¸̋øÆº̌" ̊æŒŒ-ºÆß°" ß̶-œ"̊æŒŒÆßßÆº̌"̊øÆŒ̋"æø"©ÆæØ̋º̊̋┻

Effects of alcohol
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Use and abuse of drugs and their effects#"¸ø-̌"Æœ"̇º°"œ-̈œß̇º̊̋"¬̶Æ̶̊"¬̶̋º"ß̇Ł̋º"Æºßæ"̇"ØÆ©Æº̌"æø̌̇ºÆœŒ"Œ̇°"̇Øß̋ø"
some of their functions. Today drugs are widely used to cure illnesses, but ß̶̋°"̶̇©̋"̇Øœæ"̈̋̋º"ŒÆœ-œ̋¸"̇º¸"̊̇-œ̋¸"ı̇Æº"̇º¸"œ-̨̨̋øÆº̌"ßæ"ß̶̋"©Æ̊ßÆŒœ"
and their families.

Drugs are classified according to their purpose, chemical characteristic and 

effects on the users. 

Medical drugs 

These are drugs prescribed by a doctor to a patient for different purpose. 6̶̋°"Æº̊Ø-¸̋┹"ßø̇ºł-ÆØØÆœ̋øœ"¬̶Æ̶̊"̇ø̋"¸ø-̌œ"-œ̋¸"ßæ"ø̋ØÆ©̋"ß̋ºœÆæº"̇º¸"̇Øœæ"Æº¸-̊̋"œØ̋̋ı"ØÆŁ̋"ıÆøÆßæº"̇º¸"©̇ØÆ-Œ┻5̋¸̇ßÆ©̋┸"ß̶̋°"ø̋¸-̊̋"ı̇Æº"̇ º¸"Æº¸-̊̋"œØ̋̋ı"ØÆŁ̋"2̇º̇¸æØ┸"̇ œıÆøÆº"̇ º¸"̊ æ¸̋Æº̋┻2̇ØØÆ̇ßÆ©̋œ┸" ß̶̋°" ßø̋̇ß" ̶̊øæºÆ̊̇Ø"¸Æœ̋̇œ̋œ" ØÆŁ̋" ̊̇º̊̋ø┸" ̇œß̶Œ̇┸"¸Æ̇̈̋ß̋œ"̇º¸"̈Øææ¸"ıø̋œœ-ø̋┻"6̶̋°"ø̋¸-̊̋"ı̇Æº"̇º¸"ıøæØæº̌" ØÆ̨̋┻"8̇̊̊Æº̋œ┸"©Æß̇ŒÆºœ"̇º¸"ŒÆº̋ø̇Ø"¸ø-̌œ"̇ø̋"-œ̋¸"ßæ"ıø̋©̋ºß"¸Æœ̋̇œ̋œ┻"#ºßÆ┽̈ÆæßÆ̊œ"œ-̶̊"̇œ"2̋ºÆ̊ÆØØÆº"
help to fight germs and bacteria.

Effects of misuse of drugs/̇°"̊̇-œ̋"̇¸¸Æ̊ßÆæº"¬̶̋ø̋"̈°"ß̶̋"ı̋øœæº"̊̇ººæß"œ-ø©Æ©̋"¬Æß̶æ-ß"Æß┻"6̶̋°"̊ ̇º"̇ ̌̌ø̇©̇ß̋"ß̶̋"ı̋øœæº╆œ"ÆØØº̋œœ"Æ̨"-œ̋¸"¬Æß̶æ-ß"̇ "̧ æ̊ßæø╆œ"œ-ı̋ø©ÆœÆæº┻"&ø-̌œ"̊̇º"̊̇-œ̋"¸̋̇ß̶"Æ̨"æ©̋ø¸æœ̋¸"æø"ŒÆœ-œ̋¸┻"6æ"̇©æÆ¸"ŒÆœ-œ̋┸"̇ØØ"¸ø-̌œ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋"¸Æœı̋ºœ̋¸"̈°"̇"ı̶̇øŒ̇̊Æœß"æº"¸æ̊ßæø╆œ"
prescription.

Soft drugs or stimulants6̶̋°" Æº̊ø̋̇œ̋" ß̶̋" ̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ" æ̨" ß̶̋" ̊̋ºßø̇Ø" º̋ø©æ-œ" œ°œß̋Œ" ¬̶Æ̶̊" ̈øÆº̌œ"
a temporary feeling of alertness and energy for instance, tobacco, caffeine ̇º¸"̊̇ø̈æº̇ß̋¸"¸øÆºŁœ"Æº̊ø̋̇œ̋"ß̶̋"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"æ̨"ß̶̋"̈æ¸°┻"
Volatile drugs 6̶̋œ̋"̇ ø̋"̧ ø-̌œ"ß̶̇ß"Œ̇Ł̋"ß̶̋"̊ æºœ-Œ̋ø"Æºßæ®Æ̊̇ß̋¸┸"̧ Æ±°"̇ º¸"̶ ̇©̋"̧ Æœßæøß̋¸"œı̶̋̋̊┻"6̶̋"̈̋œß" Łºæ¬º"̇ø̋"-œ̋¸" ̇œ" œæØ©̋ºß" œ-̶̊" ̇œ"ı̋ßøæØ̋-Œ"ıøæ¸-̊ßœ┸"
paints thinners and dry cleaning fluids. Their fumes are sniffed to get desired 

effects.

Like glue sniffed on the street people in most urban centers. The chemical ̋Ø̋Œ̋ºßœ" æ̨" Æß" ̶̇©̋" Æºßæ®Æ̊̇ßÆº̌" ıøæı̋øßÆ̋œ" ̌Æ©Æº̌" ß̶̋" -œ̋ø" ̇" ŁÆº¸" æ̨"
excitement. Glue disillusions the user and leads to loss of appetite.
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Hard drugs or hallucinogens6̶̋°"̇ ø̋"Łºæ¬º"̇ œ"º̇ø̊æßÆ̊"̧ ø-̌œ"̇ º¸"¬̶̋º"-œ̋¸"ß̶̋°"̧ Æœßæøß"©Æœ-̇Ø┸"̶ ̋̇øÆº̌"
and touch perceptions. For instance the use of cocaine, morphine, bhang 

or marijuana and heroin. When used they lead to respiratory problems, ̇¸¸Æ̊ßÆæº┸"¬Æß̶¸ø̇¬̇Ø"œ°ŒıßæŒœ┸"º̇-œ̋̇┸"©æŒÆßÆº̌"̇º¸"¸̋̇ß̶┻

School boys smoking

Reasons why people abuse alcohol and drugs
i) 0̋̌̇ßÆ©̋"ı̋̋ø"ıø̋œœ-ø̋┸"Œæœß"ı̋æıØ̋"̇̈-œ̋"¸ø-̌œ"ßæ"ピÆß"̇º¸"̈̋"̇̊̊̋ıß̋¸"

by friends.

ii) Bad examples from adults like parents tend to copy what their parents 

are doing.

iii) +¸Ø̋º̋œœ"¬̶Æ̶̊"Ø̋̇¸"ßæ"̨ø-œßø̇ßÆæº"¸-̋"ßæ"-º̋ŒıØæ°Œ̋ºß┸"¸Æ©æø̊̋┸"ıææø"
performance in school may lead drug abuse as they escape the reality. Æ©ょ" )Æ©Æº̌"ßææ"Œ-̶̊"Œæº̋°"ßæ"°æ-º̌"ı̋æıØ̋"Æº"̨æøŒ"æ̨"ıæ̊Ł̋ß"Œæº̋°┻"#©̇ÆØ┽
ability of drugs, they are fairly cheap and within reach to most users. ©ょ" /̋¸Æ̇" ÆºピØ-̋º̊̋"¬̶̋ø̋" ̊æŒŒ̋ø̊̋╆œ" ̇¸©̋øßœ" ̇º¸"Œæ©Æ̋œ┸" ı̋æıØ̋" -œÆº̌"ß̶̋Œ"Æº"ß̶̋"̇¸©̋øßœ"̇ø̋"ØÆºŁ̋¸"ßæ"œ-̊̊̋œœ"̇º¸"ıæ¬̋ø┻
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2̇ø̋ºß̇Ø"º̋̌Ø̋̊ß"æ̨"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º┻"5æŒ̋"ı̇ø̋ºßœ"̇ø̋"-º̇©̇ÆØ̇̈Ø̋"ßæ"ß̶̋Æø"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º"̇º¸"ß̶̋"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º"ピÆØØ"º̋̌Ø̋̊ß̋¸"̇ º¸"-ºØæ©̋¸┻"5-̶̊"̶̊ÆØ¸ø̋º"Æº¸-Ø̌̋"Æº"¸ø-̌œ"Æº"æø¸̋ø"ßæ"̌̋ß"̇ßß̋ºßÆæº"æ̨"ı̇ø̋ºßœ┻""2̋øŒÆœœÆ©̋º̋œœ"̇º¸"̈ø̋̇Ł¸æ¬º"æ̨"#̨øÆ̊̇º"©̇Ø-̋œ┻" 6̶Æœ" ̶̇œ" ̈̋̋º" ıøæŒæß̋¸" ̈°" ¬̋œß̋øº" ̊-Øß-ø̋" ̇º¸" Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇ØÆœŒ┹"ı̋æıØ̋"ßæ¸̇°"̈̋ØÆ̋©̋"ß̶̋°"̶̇©̋"̇"øÆ̶̌ß"ßæ"¸æ"¬̶̇ß"ß̶̋°"¬̇ºß┻
Class work

1. +º"̌øæ-ıœ┸"ピÆº¸"æ-ß"ß̶̋"ø̋Œ̋¸Æ̋œ"ßæ"ß̶̋"ıøæ̈Ø̋Œ"æ̨"¸ø-̌"̇̈-œ̋┻
2.  9̶°" Æœ" ß̶̋" ̊æ┽æı̋ø̇ßÆæº" æ̨" ß̶̋" ̨̨̇̋̊ß̋¸" Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇Ø" ÆŒıæøß̇ºß" Æº" ß̶̋"

process of healing? 

Glossary

Work:  The place where one is employed.

Leisure:  Time free from work or duties.

Vocation:  #"̊̇ØØÆº̌"̨æø"¬̶Æ̶̊"̇"ı̋øœæº"Æœ"œ-Æß̋¸┸"ßø̇Æº̋¸"æø"ł-̇ØÆ̨Æ̋¸┻
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Law and Freedom 
UNIT

4
Key Words

Law, Freedom, Authority, Justice, 

Injustice

In this unit, we are going to learn about law and freedom in South Sudan. 

The concept of law and freedom are inter-related. When laws are followed 

in a community, there will be order and the community members will enjoy ß̶̋Æø"̨ø̋̋¸æŒ┻"+ß" Æœ"ß̶̋"¸-ß°"æ̨"̋©̋ø°æº̋"ßæ"æ̈̋°"ß̶̋"Ø̇¬œ┻"+º"5æ-ß̶"5-¸̇º"
the citizens are protected by their laws found in part two of the constitution 

under the bill of rights.

1. Look at the following pictures.

2. Relate the pictures with the laws, order and justice in your community.ぬ┻" Talk to your friend about laws in your school.

Activity 4.1

 

Law is a set of rule that is made to ensure that the community functions ̨̨̋̋̊ßÆ©̋Ø°┻".̇¬œ"̇ø̋"̇ÆŒ̋¸"̇ß"ıøæß̋̊ßÆº̌"ı̋æıØ̋┸"ß̶̋Æø"ıøæı̋øß°┸"̶̋̇Øß̶"̇º¸"œ̋̊-øÆß°┻".̇¬œ"œæŒ̋ßÆŒ̋œ"ø̋œßøÆ̊ß"æ-ø"̨ø̋̋¸æŒœ"̇º¸"Œ̇°"̈̋"ÆøøÆß̇ßÆ©̋┻
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Types of lawṡ┻"")æ¸"Œ̇¸̋"Ø̇¬œ"æø"¸Æ©Æº̋┻"These are external and absolute laws like the 

Decalogue or Ten Commandments.

b.  Man-made laws or secular."6̶̋°"Œ̇°"̈̋"̊Æ©ÆØ┸"̊øÆŒÆº̇Ø┸"̊-œßæŒ̇ø°┸"̇º¸"
non-legal laws. These laws are temporary and conditional. な┻" %Æ©ÆØ"Ø̇¬œ┹"̇ø̋"Œ̇¸̋"Æº"ı̇øØÆ̇Œ̋ºß"ßæ"̌-Æ¸̋"̊ÆßÆ±̋ºœ"Æº"ß̶̋Æø"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"̇º¸"
relations to one another. They deal with issues of property, paying taxes, ¸Æ©æø̊̋"̇ º¸"Ø̇̈æ-ø┻"6̶̋"Œ̇Æº"̨ ̋̇ß-ø̋"Æœ"ß̶̇ß"Æßœ"̊ æø̋"ıøÆº̊ÆıØ̋œ"̇ ø̋"̊ æ¸ÆピÆ̋¸"Æºßæ"̇"ø̨̋̋ø̇̈Ø̋"œ°œß̋Œ"¬̶Æ̶̊"œ̋ø©̋œ"̇œ"ß̶̋"ıøÆŒ̇ø°"œæ-ø̊̋"æ̨"Ø̇¬┻

2. Criminal laws; are laws that deal with crime and it’s punishment for ̋®̇ŒıØ̋"Œ-ø¸̋øœ┸"ø̇ı̋┸"øæ̈̈̋ø°┸"©ÆæØ̋º̊̋"̇ º¸"̇ º°"̇ ̊ß"æ̨"̋ º¸̇º̌̋øÆº̌"ØÆ̨̋┸"
safety, property or moral welfare of people.ぬ┻" %-œßæŒ̇ø°"Ø̇¬œ┹"̇ ø̋"Ø̇¬œ"ß̶̇ß"̶ ̇©̋"̧ ̋©̋Øæı̋¸"̇ øæ-º¸"̇ "̊ -Øß-ø̋"̇ º¸"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"
traditions of different groups. Like there are laws regulating relationship 

between in-laws, young people and elders.

4. Non-legal laws; these are laws that operate in schools, clubs and 

organisations. Those who break these laws may not face legal action but 

may be punished in some way or expelled from organisation.

Freedom(ø̋̋¸æŒ" Æœ" ß̶̋" ł-̇ØÆß°" æø" œß̇ß̋" æ̨" ̈̋Æº̌" ̨ø̋̋" æø" ß̶̋" ̇̈œ̋º̊̋" æ̨" º̋̊̋œœÆß°┸"
coercion or constraint in choice or action or it is power or right to act, speak æø"ß̶ÆºŁ"̇œ"æº̋"¬̇ºßœ"̇º¸"̈̋Æº̌"̇ß"ØÆ̈̋øß°"ø̇ß̶̋ø"ß̶̇º"̊æºピÆº̋Œ̋ºß"æø"-º¸̋ø"
any physical constraints.

There are four types of freedom:

Physical freedom- the possibility of a person to go where he wants and do 

what she or he wants.

Spiritual freedoms-" ß̶̋"ıøÆ©ÆØ̋̌̋"æ̨"̈̋Æº̌"̇̈Ø̋" ßæ"̋®ıø̋œœ"æº̋œ" ß̶æ-̶̌ß"æø"ØÆ©̋"̇̊̊æø¸Æº̌"ßæ"æº̋╆œ"æ-ßØææŁ┻
National freedom-  the authority which enable a person to identify and to ØÆ©̋"¬Æß̶"æß̶̋ø┸"̶Æœ"æø"̶̋ø"ı̇ø̋ºßœ┻
State freedom-" ß̶̋" ̇̈ÆØÆß°" æ̨" ̇" ı̋øœæº" ßæ" ØÆ©̋" -º¸̋ø" ̇" ̌æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß" æ̨" ̶Æœ"
choice.
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Laws and freedom are provided in the South Sudan interim constitution

な┻" &Æœ̊-œœ"øÆ̶̌ßœ"̇º¸"̨ø̋̋¸æŒœ"æ̨"̋©̋ø°"Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇Ø"̇ß"œ̶̊ææØ┻
2. Based on what you know, what is the function of the constitution in 

South sudan?ぬ┻" 9̶̇ß"Æœ"ß̶̋"øæØ̋"æ̨"ß̶̋"ø̋ØÆ̌Ææ-œ"̈æ¸Æ̋œ"Æº"̊æºœßÆß-ßÆæº"Œ̇ŁÆº̌╂
Activity 4.2

The laws and freedom in South Sudan are found in part two of the interim 

constitution of 2005 under the Bill of Rights. The bill of right is agreement ̇Œæº̌"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"æ̨"5æ-ß̶"5-¸̇º"̇º¸"̈̋ß¬̋̋º"ß̶̋Œ"̇º¸"ß̶̋Æø"̌æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß"̇ß"̋©̋ø°"Ø̋©̋Ø"̇º¸"̊æŒŒÆßŒ̋ºßœ"ßæ"ø̋œı̋̊ß"̇º¸"ıøæŒæß̋"̶-Œ̇º"øÆ̶̌ßœ"̇º¸"
fundamental freedoms enshrined in the constitution. +ß"Æœ"ß̶̋"̊æøº̋øœßæº̋"æ̨"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"ª-œßÆ̊̋┸"̋ł-̇ØÆß°"̇º¸"¸̋Œæ̊ø̇̊°┻
1. Life and human dignity.

2. Personal liberty.

50" Freedom from slavery, servitude and forced labour.

4. Equality before the law.

5. Right to find a family.

6. Rights to women.

i) 'ł-̇Ø"¸Æ̌ºÆß°"æ̨"ı̋øœæº"¬Æß̶"Œ̋º┻
ii) 'ł-̇Ø"ı̇°"̨æø"̋ł-̇Ø"¬æøŁ"̇º¸"æß̶̋ø"ø̋Ø̇ß̋¸"̈̋º̋ピÆßœ┻
iii) 4Æ̶̌ß"ßæ"ı̇øßÆ̊Æı̇ß̋"Æº"ı-̈ØÆ̊"ØÆ̨̋"̋ł-̇ØØ°"¬Æß̶"Œ̋º┻Æ©ょ" )æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß"œ̶̇ØØ"ıøæŒæß̋"¬æŒ̋º"ı̇øßÆ̊Æı̇ßÆæº"̇ß"̇ØØ"Ø̋©̋Øœ┻©ょ" Enact laws to combat harmful customs and traditions that under-

mine the dignity and status of women.

Every citizen has a right to clean food
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©Æょ" 2øæ©Æ¸̋"Œ̇ß̋øºÆß°"̇ º¸"̊ ̶ÆØ¸"̊ ̇ø̋"̇ º¸"Œ̋¸Æ̊̇Ø"̊ ̇ø̋"̨ æ-ø"ıø̋̌º̇ºß"̇ º¸"
lactating women.©ÆÆょ"Right to own property and share in the estates of their deceased ̶-œ̈̇º¸œ"ßæ̌̋ß̶̋ø"¬Æß̶"̇º°"œ̋ø©Æº̌"Ø̋̌̇Ø"̶̋Æø"æ̨"ß̶̋"¸̋̊̋̇œ̋¸┻

7.  Right of the child.

i) 6æ"ØÆ̨̋┸"œ-ø©Æ©̇Ø"̇º¸"¸̋©̋ØæıŒ̋ºß┻
ii) To name and nationality.

iii) To be cared for by his parents or legal guardian.Æ©ょ" 0æß"̈̋"̋®ıæœ̋¸"ßæ"̋®ıØæÆßÆ©̋"ıø̇̊ßÆ̊̋œ┻©ょ" Freedom from any form of discrimination.©Æょ" Free from corporal punishment and cruel inhuman treatment.©ÆÆょ"Not subjected to harmful culture practices which affect their health, 

welfare or dignity.©ÆÆÆょ6æ"̈̋"ıøæß̋̊ß̋¸"̨øæŒ"̇̈¸-̊ßÆæº"̇º¸"ßø̨̇ピÆ̊ŁÆº̌┻"
8.  Freedom from torture.

;0"" Fair trial.

10. Right to litigation.

11. Restriction of death penalty.

12. Privacy.

350"Religious rights.

Every citizen has a right and freedom to worship

14. Freedom of assembly and association.

15. Right to voting.

16. Freedom of movement and residence.
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17. Right to own property.

18. Right to education.

3;0"Right to persons with special needs and the elderly.

20. Right to public health care.

21. Right to access information.

22. Right to Ethnic and cultural communities.

450"Right to housing.

Group work

1. Define the concept Law and Freedom.

2. Discuss the Biblical concept of law.

50"List down types of freedom enjoyed by citizens of South Sudan.

Right to education

Right to medication
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The Biblical teachings on law and order+º"1Ø¸"6̋œß̇Œ̋ºß" Ø̇¬" Æœ"ø̨̋̋øø̋¸"ßæ"̇œ" ß̶̋"6æø̶̇┻"9̶Æ̶̊"̊æºß̇Æºœ" ß̶̋" ピÆøœß"ı̇ø̋ºßœ"#¸̇Œ"̇º¸"'©̋"ßæ"œ̶æ¬"ß̶̇ß"*̋"¬̇œ"̇"Œæø̇Ø")æ¸┻"6̶̋" +œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ" ø̋̊̋Æ©̋¸" ß̶̋"6̋º"̊æŒŒ̇º¸Œ̋ºßœ"æº"/æ-ºß"5Æº̇Æ" ̨øæŒ")æ¸"ß̶øæ-̶̌"/æœ̋œ"ßæ"ø̋̌-Ø̇ß̋"ß̶̋Æø"̶̈̋̇©Ææ-ø┻
There were other laws in the old testament that regulated what they could ̋̇ß"̇º¸"ºæß"ゅ.̋©ÆßÆ̊-œ"ななょ┹"ıøæ̶Æ̈ÆßÆº̌"¸Æœıæœ̇Ø"æ̨"̇º̊̋œßø̇Ø"Ø̇º¸"̨æø̋Æ̌º̋øœ"ゅ.̋©ÆßÆ̊-œ"にの┺ぬひ┽ののょ┻
In the New Testament Jesus summerised all the laws in the old testament Æºßæ"ß̶̋"╅╆")æØ¸̋º"̊æŒŒ̇º¸Œ̋ºß"æ̨"Øæ©̋"̨æø")æ¸"̇º¸"Øæ©̋"̨æø"̨̋ØØæ¬"̶-Œ̇º"
beings.

Jesus taught that the laws were made for man and not man for the laws. This 

shows that one should follow laws blindly at the expense of fellow human 

beings.

Peter in the New Testament urges Christians to submit to human authority ̇º¸"æ̈œ̋ø©̋"ß̶̋"Ø̇¬"æ̨"ß̶̋"œß̇ß̋"œæ"ß̶̇ß"Ø̇¬"̇º¸"æø¸̋ø"ıø̋©̇ÆØ┻"
The African Traditional concepts of law

Law in the African communities is inherited from the ancestors. It is passed 

orally from one generation to another; law existed as taboos, customs and 

norms.

People grow up knowing what is right and wrong. '©̋ø°̈æ¸°"-º¸̋øœß̇º¸œ"ß̶̋"©Æøß-̋œ┸"ß̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"-ı̶æØ¸"œ-̶̊"̇œ"̨øÆ̋º¸œ̶Æı┸"Øæ©̋┸"̶æº̋œß°┸"̊æ-ø̇̌̋"̇º¸"̊æŒı̇œœÆæº┻
Elders and religious specialist act as the custodians of law on behalf of the 

community.#ØØ"Œ̋Œ̈̋øœ"ø̋œı̋̊ß"̇º¸"æ̈œ̋ø©̋"ß̶̋"ø-Ø̋œ"̇º¸"ø̋̌-Ø̇ßÆæº" Ø̇Æ¸"¸æ¬º"ß̶̇ß"̊æ©̋ø"̇ØØ"̇œı̋̊ßœ"æ̨"ØÆ̨̋"ØÆŁ̋"Œ̇øøÆ̇̌̋┸"ÆºÆßÆ̇ßÆæºœ┸"œ̇̊øÆピÆ̊̋"̇º¸"ßø̇¸̋┻
Maintenance of law is emphasises through: 

i. Punishment of offenders. 

ii. Installation of kings, chief and elders. 

iii. Administration of oaths.

iv. Observing taboos.
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v. Intermarriage especially between two warring communities. 

vi. Religious beliefs.

The unity of mankind

The main causes of disunity of mankind can be seen in such concepts as race, 

nationality, colour, religion, war, ideologies, economic oppression, apartheid, ø̋©æØ-ßÆæºœ"̋┻ß┻̊┻2̋æıØ̋"ØÆ©̋"Æº"̨̋̇ø"æ̨"æº̋"̇ºæß̶̋ø"̈̋̊̇-œ̋"æ̨"ø̇̊̋"æø"̊æØæ-ø"æø"̈̋̊̇-œ̋"æº̋"
is tempted to feel that he is superior and the other feels that he is inferior ̈̋̊̇-œ̋"æ̨"ß̶̋Æø"¸Æ̨̨̋ø̋ºß"Ø̋©̋Øœ"æ̨"¸̋©̋ØæıŒ̋ºß┻6̶Æœ"¸Æœ-ºÆß°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̊æŒ̋"ßæ"̇º"̋º¸"̇œ"ß̶̋"¬æøØ¸"Æœ"̈̋̊æŒÆº̌"̇"©̋ø°"œŒ̇ØØ"
place due to modern technology seen in the faster means of communication 

and transport.2̋æıØ̋"ºæ¬"Œ̋̋ß"æø"̊ æŒŒ-ºÆ̊̇ß̋"ßæ"æº̋"̇ ºæß̶̋ø"̋ ̇œÆØ°"̇ º¸"ß̶Æœ"̊ ̇º"ÆŒıøæ©̋"
their relationship as they will not be suspicious of one another as the case 

has been.

There are different organisations like the Frontline States who try to pursue 

the independence of Namibia and to rid South Africa of apartheid which is a 

stumbling block (hindrance) to the unity of mankind.

Such organisations like the African Union (A.U) are the examples we can ̌Æ©̋"æ̨"æø̌̇ºÆœ̇ßÆæºœ"¬Æß̶Æº"ß̶̋"#̨øÆ̊̇º"%æºßÆº̋ºß"ß̶̇ß"̇ø̋"̶̋ØıÆº̌"ßæ¬̇ø¸œ"
pursuing unity for mankind.

The Preferential Trade Area (P.T.A.), East African Community (E.A.C.), Arab 

League of Nations (A.L.N.); are the other examples.

The United Nations (U.N) the World Health Organisations (W.H.O.), the 

European Economic Community (E.E.C.), the Common Wealth are examples 

of the international organisations whose aim is to foster the unity of mankind.

The unity of mankind has its roots in the Old Testament when the Prophet +œ̇Æ̶̇"œ̇°œ┸" ╅#ØØ"0̇ßÆæºœ"œ̶̇ØØ"̊æŒ̋"ßæ̌̋ß̶̋ø"ßæ"¬æøœ̶Æı")æ¸┻╆" +œ̇Æ̶̇"に┺な┽ね┹"╅ß̶̋ø̋"¬ÆØØ"̈̋"ºæ"¬̇ø"0̇ßÆæº"œ̶̇ØØ"ºæß"ØÆ̨ß"œ¬æø¸"̇̌̇Æºœß"0̇ßÆæº┸"º̋Æß̶̋ø"œ̶̇ØØ"ß̶̋°"Ø̋̇øº"̶æ¬"ßæ"ピÆ̶̌ß"̇º°"Œæø̋┻╆)æ¸"-œ̋¸"ß̶̋",̋¬Æœ̶"ı̋æıØ̋"æºØ°"̇œ"*Æœ"Æºœßø-Œ̋ºßœ"ßæ"̨̨̇̋̊ß"ß̶̋"œ̇Ø©̇ßÆæº"æ̨"
human being in the world.
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,̋œ-œ"̊̇Œ̋"ßæ"œ̇©̋"ß̶̋"¬̶æØ̋"¬æøØ¸"̇œ"ø̋̊æø¸̋¸"Æº",æ̶º"ぬ┺なは┹" ╅(æø")æ¸"œæ"Øæ©̋¸" ß̶̋"¬æøØ¸" ß̶̇ß" ̶̋" ̌̇©̋" ̶Æœ" æºØ°" œæº┸" ß̶̇ß" ¬̶æ̋©̋ø" ̈̋ØÆ̋©̋œ" Æº" ̶ÆŒ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ºæß"ı̋øÆœ̶"̈-ß"̶̇©̋"̋ß̋øº̇Ø"ØÆŁ̋┻╆
Jesus commissioned his disciples to preach the word to all the corners of the ̋̇øß̶"̈̋̌ÆººÆº̌"æ̨"ß̶Æœ"ßæıÆ̊"Œ-œß"̌æ"Æº"̨̇©æ-ø"æ̨"ı̋̇̊̋┸"Øæ©̋"̇º¸"-ºÆß°┻
Justice ,-œßÆ̊̋"Æœ"ß̶̋"œß̇ß̋"æ̨"̈̋Æº̌"øÆ̶̌ß"̇º¸"̨̇Æø┹"̶æ¬̋©̋ø"Ø̋̇¸̋øœ"̶̇©̋"ıøæŒæß̋¸"
injustice in the following ways

a) Discrimination. This means unfair treatment of a person or groups of ı̋æıØ̋┻" +ß"æ̊̊-øœ"¬̶̋º"œæŒ̋"ı̋æıØ̋"̇ø̋"̋®̊Ø-¸̋¸"æø"̶̇©̋" ß̶̋Æø" øÆ̶̌ßœ"
restricted on the basis of race, colour, greed, gender, disability, religion, 

ethnicity, language, age, profession and education, discrimination is 

caused by:

i. Prejudice┽" ̶̇©Æº̌" æº" -º̨̇©æ-ø̇̈Ø̋" ̨̋̋ØÆº̌" æø" æıÆºÆæº" æ©̋ø" ̊̋øß̇Æº"
group of people.

ii. Fear┽"̨̇ß̋ø"̈̇œ̋¸"æº"-ºıøæ©̋º"Œ°ß̶œ"̇̈æ-ß"̇"ı̋æıØ̋┻
iii. Pride- feeling superior to others.Æ©┻" Misunderstanding. ©┻" Jealousy.©Æ┻" 5̋ØピÆœ̶º̋œœ.

b) +º̋ł-Æß̇̈Ø̋"¸ÆœßøÆ̈-ßÆæº"æ̨"¬̋̇Øß̶"̇º¸"ø̋œæ-ø̊̋œ┻"6̶Æœ"Œ̋̇º"æºØ°"̇"̨̋¬"ı̋æıØ̋"̶̇©̋"̇̊̊̋œœ"ßæ"ø̋œæ-ø̊̋œ"Æº"ß̶̋"̊æ-ºßø°"¬̶ÆØ̋"ß̶̋"Œ̇ªæøÆß°"ØÆ©̋"Æº"ıæ©̋øß°┻" +º̋ł-Æß̇̈Ø̋"¸ÆœßøÆ̈-ßÆæº"æ̨"¬̋̇Øß̶"Œ̇°"̊̇-œ̋"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"¸Æœæø¸̋øœ"œ-̶̊"̇œ"̋®ıØæÆß̇ßÆæº┸"æııø̋œœÆæº┸"̶̇Ø©̋¸"̇º¸"¬Æ¸̋ºÆº̌"̌̇ı"̈̋ß¬̋̋º"ß̶̋"
rich and the poor.

c) 2æØÆßÆ̊̇Ø"¸Æ©ÆœÆæº┸"ß̇Ł̋œ"ıØ̇̊̋"¬̶̋ø̋"Ø̋̇¸̋øœ"¸Æ©Æ¸̋"ß̶̋"ı̋æıØ̋"ıæØÆßÆ̊̇ØØ°"
through political parties. The ruling party may be unfair to the people ¬̶æ"¸Æ¸"ºæß"©æß̋"ß̶̋Œ"̶̋º̊̋"̈øÆº̌œ"̶̇ßø̋¸"Æº"̇"̊æ-ºßø°┻6æ"̋ºœ-ø̋"ß̶̇ß"æø¸̋ø"ıø̋©̇ÆØœ"Æº"æ-ø"œæ̊Æ̋ß°"¬̋"Œ-œß"̶̇©̋"œæŒ̋"œ̋ß"ø-Ø̋œ"æø"

law.

Law is the set rules or a code of rules laid down to ensure the smooth running 

along in the society. The law is meant for maintaining order in the society. 

It protects human life as the law commands us not to kill. The law in turn 
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has a system of punishing those who break it. Law regulates the way human ̈̋Æº̌œ"̶̈̋̇©̋┻"+ß"̋ºœ-ø̋œ"œ̋̊-øÆß°"̨æø"̇ØØ┻+ß"̈øÆº̌œ"̇̈æ-ß"̇º"̇ßŒæœı̶̋ø̋"æ̨"ı̋̇̊̋"¬̶Æ̶̊"̶̋Øıœ"Æº"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"̇¸©̇º̊̋Œ̋ºß"Æº" œæ̊Æ̋ß°┻" 6̶̋" Ø̇¬" ̇Øœæ" ıøæß̋̊ßœ" ıøæı̋øß°"¬̶̋ß̶̋ø" ıøÆ©̇ß̋" æø" ̊æŒŒ-º̇Ø┻"
Wilful damage to property or stealing is forbidden by law. The law helps Æº"ø̋̌-Ø̇ßÆº̌"̶æ¬"̇º"Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇Ø"ø̋Ø̇ß̋œ"ßæ"æß̶̋øœ┻""+ß"ßøÆ̋œ"ßæ"-º¸̋ø̊-ß"̇"ØÆº̋"̈̋°æº¸"¬̶Æ̶̊"̇º"Æº¸Æ©Æ¸-̇Ø"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ºæß"ı̇œœ┻"6̶Æœ"̋ºœ-ø̋œ"ı̋̇̊̋"̇º¸"Æº"ß̶̋"œæ̊Æ̋ß°┻"+ß"̶̋Øıœ"Œ̇Æºß̇Æº"ß̶̋"̈̇Ø̇º̊̋"̈̋ß¬̋̋º"øÆ̶̌ßœ"̇º¸"ıøÆ©ÆØ̋̌̋œ"Æº"ß̶̋"̊æŒŒ-ºÆß°┻"#ØØ"¬æ-Ø¸"¬̇ºß"ßæ"ØÆ©̋"Æº"̇"œæ̊Æ̋ß°"¬̶̋ø̋"Ø̇¬"̇º¸"æø¸̋ø"ıø̋©̇ÆØœ┻
Obedience to the law ensures the maintenance of law and order. So as 

Christians we should obey the law so long as it is not repugnant to the law 

of God.+º"œæŒ̋"̊æ-ºßøÆ̋œ"̋┻̌┻"-̋º°̇┸"ß̶̋"ıæØÆ̊̋"̨æø̊̋"Æœ"̌Æ©̋º"ß̶̋"ø̋œıæºœÆ̈ÆØÆß°"æ̨"Œ̇Æºß̇ÆºÆº̌"Ø̇¬"̇º¸"æø¸̋ø┻"+º"̊̇œ̋"æº̋"Æœ"œ-œı̋̊ß̋¸"ßæ"̶̇©̋"̌æº̋"̇̌̇Æºœß"ß̶̋"
law one is arrested and charged with the offence. He then appears before the ̊æ-øß"̨æø"ª-¸̌̋Œ̋ºß┻"*̋"Æœ"Æººæ̊̋ºß"-ºßÆØ"ıøæ©̋º"̌-ÆØß°"̈°"ß̶̋"̊æ-øß┻
A situation where law and order is maintained, security is enhanced hence ı̋æıØ̋"̊̋̇œ̋"ßæ"ØÆ©̋"Æº"̨̋̇ø"ß̶-œ"ß̶̋°"̇ø̋"ı̨̋̇̊̋-Ø┻
Things also run smoothly and in the right way. God is the original source æ̨"Ø̇¬┻"6̶Æœ"¬̋"œ̋̋"Æº"ß̶̋"Ø̇¬œ"̶̋"̌̇©̋"ßæ"/æœ̋œ"̨æø"ß̶̋"+œø̇̋ØÆß̋œ"æº"/æ-ºß"
sinai. +º"Œæ¸̋øº" œæ̊Æ̋ß°" Æß" Æœ" ı̇øØÆ̇Œ̋ºß"¬̶Æ̶̊" ̌Æ©̋œ" ß̶̋" Ø̇¬œ" ̇º¸" ß̶̋" ̊æ-øß" æø"
judiciary enforces those laws.

Reasons for order and the justice in society+º"æø¸̋ø"̨æø"̇º°"œæ̊Æ̋ß°"ßæ"¸̋©̋Øæı"œæ̊Æ̇ØØ°┸"̋̊æºæŒÆ̊̇ØØ°┸"æø¸̋ø"̇º¸"ª-œßÆ̊̋"
should be there.

Order and justice stabilises the society. For instance it safeguards the society ̨øæŒ"̋®ıØæÆß̇ßÆæº┻"6̶̇ß"Æœ"ßæ"œ̇°"Æß"̊-øß̇ÆØœ"̇º°"̇¸©̇º̊̋"̈°"ß̶̋"̋ºßø̋ıø̋º̋-øœ"ßæ" ̋®ıØæÆß" ̊æºœ-Œ̋øœ" ̈°" ピÆ®Æº̌" ̶Æ̶̌" ıøÆ̊̋œ" æ̨" œæŒ̋" ̊æŒŒæ¸ÆßÆ̋œ" ̶̋º̊̋"
protecting low income earners. If not for the laws prices would shoot to the œŁ°"ゅ¬æ-Ø¸"̈̋"©̋ø°"̶Æ̶̌ょ┻6̶̋"ıøæı̶̋ß",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"̶ ̇œ"̇ "¬æø¸"̨ æø"-œ"æº"ª-œßÆ̊̋┻"+º",̋ø̋ŒÆ̶̇"にに┺にぬ┹"ぱ┺ぱ┽なな┹"なね┺なぬ┽なの"ß̶̋ø̋"œ̶æ-Ø¸"̈̋"ºæ"̋®ıØæÆß̇ßÆæº"æø"æııø̋œœÆæº"ßæ"ß̶̋"̇ØÆ̋º┻"6̶̋ø̋"Æœ"
condemnation of unjust gain.
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The prophet Amos has been referred to as a prophet of God’s justice as he ©̶̋̋Œ̋ºßØ°"̊æº¸̋Œºœ"œæ̊Æ̇Ø"Æºª-œßÆ̊̋"Æº"̶Æœ"œæ̊Æ̋ß°┸"+œø̇̋Ø┻
Order and justice encourages freedom of worship in a society. In some 

countries there is order without justice and this has led to the persecution of 

Christians especially in some Muslim countries.

The role of the church in maintaining law and order2æœÆßÆ©̋"ı̇øßÆ̊Æı̇ßÆæºÆょ" " %̶-ø̶̊"Ø̋̇¸̋øœ"̇Øœæ"̇ßß̋º¸"̇º¸"̊æº¸-̊ß"̨-º̋ø̇Ø"æø"̈-øÆ̇Ø"œ̋ø©Æ̊̋œ┻
ii)  They attend social functions and gatherings with the rest of the 

  society e.g. they attend games like football matches.

iii)  6̶̋°"¸̋̊æø̇ß̋"̶̊-ø̶̊"ıø̋ŒÆœ̋œ"̇º¸"̈-ÆØ¸Æº̌œ"¬Æß̶"ß̶̋"º̇ßÆæº̇Ø"ピØ̇̌""
 on national days.Æ©ょ" " Churches play a major role towards the upkeep of the poor.©ょ" "" 6̶̋°"©ÆœÆß"ß̶̋"œÆ̊Ł"Æº"̶æœıÆß̇Øœ"̇º¸"ıø̇°"̨æø"ß̶̋Œ┻©Æょ" " 6̶̋°"̇ßß̋º¸"ßæ"ıøÆœæº̋øœ"̈°"̊æº¸-̊ßÆº̌"̶̊-ø̶̊"œ̋ø©Æ̊̋œ"Æº"ıøÆœæºœ┻©ÆÆょ"" %̶-ø̶̊"Œ̋Œ̈̋øœ"̇ø̋"̋º̌̇̌̋¸"Æº"̈-œÆº̋œœ"̇̊ßÆ©ÆßÆ̋œ"ß̶-œ"ß̶̋°"

  promote the country’s economy.©ÆÆÆょ" 5æŒ̋"̶̊-ø̶̊"Ø̋̇¸̋øœ"æø"Œ̋Œ̈̋øœ"̇ø̋"̇Øœæ"©̋ø°"œ-̊̊̋œœ̨-Ø"̈-œÆº̋œœ"
 men.0̋̌̇ßÆ©̋"ı̇øßÆ̊Æı̇ßÆæº

i)  Christians should not fully participate in the socio-economic and 

  political life of nation. They should act as a watchdogs against certain  " ̋©ÆØœ"ß̇ŁÆº̌"ıØ̇̊̋"œæ̊Æ̇ØØ°┸"̋̊æºæŒÆ̊̇ØØ°"̇º¸"ıæØÆßÆ̊̇ØØ°┻
ii)  6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ºæß"̇ßß̋º¸"̋®̊̋œœÆ©̋"¸øÆºŁÆº̌"œıø̋̋œ"̋©̋º"Æº"̊̇œ̋"æ̨"
  weddings and should condemn drunkenness and the abuse of drugs.

iii) 6̶̋°"œ̶æ-Ø¸"ıø̶̋̇̊"̇̌̇Æºœß"̊̋øß̇Æº"̌æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß"ıøÆº̊ÆıØ̋"ØÆŁ̋"ß̶̋"-œ̋""" æ̨"̊æºßø̇̊̋ıßÆ©̋œ"̈°"œ̶̊ææØ"̌ÆøØœ"̇º¸"ß̶̋"œß̋øÆØÆœ̇ßÆæº"æ̨"Œ̇Ø̋œ"ßæ
  reduce and check population growth.Æ©ょ" " The church should not fear the states. Some churches fail to adopt  

 a critical approach to state matters and they blindly and they blindly  

 bless any action taken by the state.©ょ" " Sometimes politicians warn churchmen to keep off politics especially  

 when they are being opposed against certain actions.©Æょ" " %̶-ø̶̊"Ø̋̇¸̋øœ"œ̶æ-Ø¸"©̶̋̋Œ̋ºßØ°"æııæœ̋"ıæøºæ̌ø̇ı̶Æ̊"ピÆØŒœ"¬̶Æ̶̊"
the state still allows.
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Ways of administering justice#¸ŒÆºÆœß̋øÆº̌"æ̨"ª-œßÆ̊̋"Æœ"ß̶̋"ıøæ̊̋œœ"̇º¸"œßø-̊ß-ø̋"¬̶Æ̶̊"̇ØØæ¬"̊æºピØÆ̊ßœ"
between parties be settled by a body dedicated to that purpose. It should Æº©æØ©̋" ß̶̋" ø-Ø̋" æ̨" Ø̇¬" ß̶̇ß" ̌æ©̋øºœ"¸̋ß̋̊ßÆæº┸" Æº©̋œßÆ̌̇ßÆæº┸" Æºß̋ø©Æ̋¬Æº̌"
and trial of a person suspected of crime. Administration of Justice is create 

and impartial, upholding rights and punishment of wrongs, according to the 

rule of law. 6̶̋" æ̈ª̋̊ßÆ©̋œ" æ̨" ̇¸ŒÆºÆœßø̇ßÆæº" æ̨" ,-œßÆ̊̋" Æœ" ßæ" ̊ø̋̇ß̋" ̇º" ̇ßŒæœı̶̋ø̋" Æº"¬̶Æ̶̊"̋ ©̋ø°̈æ¸°"̊ ̇º"ØÆ©̋"¬Æß̶æ-ß"̶ ̇øŒÆº̌"æß̶̋øœ┻"+ß"ıøæŒæß̋œ"ß̶̋"̨ æØØæ¬Æº̌┺"
1. Necessity of uniformity.

2. Necessity for protection of right.

50" Necessity for peace and stability. 

4. Necessity for integration in the society.

5. To promote welfare.

6. To promote equity.*æ¬̋©̋ø┸"ß̶̋ø̋"Œ̇°"æ̊̊-ø"œæŒ̋"Æºª-œßÆ̊̋œ"Æº"ß̶̋"ıøæ̊̋œœ"æ̨"̇¸ŒÆºÆœß̋øÆº̌"
Justice like, Rigidity, complicity and justice according to the law.

Justice is administered by the courts of law. The conclusion to the right kind æ̨"ª-œßÆ̊̋"Æœ"̊æº̊Ø-¸̋¸"̨̇ß̋ø"ß̶æøæ-̶̌"Æº©̋œßÆ̌̇ßÆæº"̇º¸"ıøæ̈Æº̌"̈°"ß̶̋"Ø̇¬"̋º̨æø̊̋ø"¬̶æ" Ø̇ß̋ø" ̌Æ©̋" ß̶̋Æø" ピÆº¸Æº̌œ" ßæ" ß̶̋" ª-¸Æ̊Æ̇ø°┻" 6̶̋" ª-¸Æ̊Æ̇ø°" ß̶̋º"̶̇º¸œ"¸æ¬º"ß̶̋" ª-¸̌Œ̋ºß"¸̋ı̋º¸Æº̌"æº"̋©Æ¸̋º̊̋"ıøæ©Æ¸̋¸┻"6̶̋"æ̨̨̋º¸̋ø"̇º¸"ß̶̋"æ̨̨̋º¸̋¸"ピÆº̇ØØ°"̌̋ß"ª-œßÆ̊̋"Æº"¸Æ̨̨̋ø̋ºß"¬̇°œ"¸̋ı̋º¸Æº̌"æº"ß̶̋"̊æ-øß"
decision.

Glossary

Law:"" " +ß"Æœ"̇"œ̋ß"æ̨"ø-Ø̋œ"̇º¸"œß̇º¸̇ø¸œ"Æœœ-̋¸"̈°"̇"̌æ©̋øºŒ̋ºß"æø" " ̊æŒŒ-ºÆß°"ßæ"̨-º̊ßÆæº"̨̨̋̋̊ßÆ©̋Ø°┻
Freedom: " 6̶̋"œß̇ß̋"æ̨"̈̋Æº̌"̨ø̋̋"æ̨"ºæß"̈̋Æº̌"ÆŒıøÆœæº̋¸"æø"̋ºœØ̇©̋¸┻
Authority:"" 6̶̋"ıæ¬̋ø"ßæ"̋º̨æø̊̋"ø-Ø̋œ"æø"̌Æ©̋"æø¸̋øœ┻
Justice: The state of being just or fair.

Injustice: " 6̶̋"œß̇ß̋"æ̨"̈̋Æº̌"-º̨̇Æø"æø"©ÆæØ̇ßÆæº"æ̨"øÆ̶̌ßœ"æ̨"̇ºæß̶̋ø┻


